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Preface

The International Research Training Group (IRTG) “Visualization of Large and Unstruc-
tured Data Sets – Applications in Geospatial Planning, Modeling and Engineering” is a
joint effort of the University of Kaiserslautern (Germany) and the U.S. partners University
of California at its Davis and Irvine campuses, Arizona State University, and University of
Utah. It is funded by the German Science Foundation (DFG) under grant DFG GK 1131.

The primary research goal of this graduate program is the enhancement of scientific and
information visualization techniques applied to large and unstructured data sets. Every
visualization task is based on application data. For providing these data, we integrate
applications from the domain “Geospatial Planning, Modeling and Engineering”, which
produce huge amounts of unstructured data that are of interest for the visualization tasks
at hand. This integration is necessary to allow a deeper understanding of the provided data
due to the sharing of knowledge through the projects.

Up to now, visualization of large and structured or small and unstructured data sets is the
state of the art. Large and unstructured data sets are still not very well understood, espe-
cially with respect to visualization. In order to address these questions, we have defined
a set of projects aiming at solving these problems. In detail, we are handling visualiza-
tion problems, with respect to modeling, feature detection, and comparison tasks. For
doing this, both the extension of existing techniques and the development of new ones are
investigated.

In the application areas there is an increasing need to handle huge amounts of unstructured
data that are produced either by data from field measurements like environmental obser-
vation stations, from experiments, and from simulation. For example, nowadays environ-
mental monitoring systems are capable if measuring data at a very high resolution and in
a large number of frequency bands. On the other hand, in scaled-down earthquake labora-
tory experiments within a centrifuge improved sensor technology permits the measurement
of an increased number of parameters at higher sampling rates. Finally, earthquake sim-
ulations produce more and more data because of more elaborate simulation techniques.
All these improvements in measurement technology lead to large, high-dimensional data
sets. Visualizing these data is very useful to get new insights into the problems involved.
The visualizations themselves are based on improved or newly developed visualization
techniques like volume modeling, feature detection and visualization, etc.

The current issue of GI’s Lecture Notes in Informatics presents the results of the second
annual workshop of this IRTG held in Kaiserslautern, September 9-11, 2007. The aim of
this meeting was to bring together all project partners, advisors, and of course PhD students
as well as to report on the different research projects. After three days of presentations and
lively discussions, slightly more than three months were spent on writing papers that cover
the outcome of the second year of the graduate program and give surveys on related topics.
These papers were cross-reviewer internally as well as by the project advisors. Note that
the covered topics do not include all ongoing projects because not all IRTG members were
able to attend.



We would like to thank all attendees for their contribution to this fruitful workshop. We
are also grateful to the Gesellschaft for Informatik e.V. (GI) for publishing the workshop
papers in its LNI series.

August 2008 Hans Hagen
Martin Hering-Bertram

Christoph Garth
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On the modification of phonon tracing

Eduard Deines and Frank Michel
International Research Training Group

University of Kaiserslautern
{deines,michel}@informatik.uni-kl.de

Abstract: Phonon tracing is a geometric approach estimating acoustics in closed
rooms. This work contains discussions of possible refinements and extensions of the
algorithm.
In computer graphics exist numerous level-of-detail approaches decreasing the repre-
sentation details of objects in order to speed up computations and rendering of virtual
scenes. Different ideas for the realization of a level-of-detail approach in acoustics are
presented. For this purpose the phonon tracing algorithm has to be modified. With
these modifications the room impulse response can be calculated with respect to the
user requirements on calculation time and accuracy.

1 Introduction

Most methods applied for acoustic simulation of enclosures are based on geometric acous-
tics [AB79, Bor84, Kro68, Kul84, Vor89, FCE+98, KJM04, Sve02]. Prevalent, the sound
energy or intensity transported from the sound source to the listener is determined. In our
previous work [BDM+05] we presented the phonon tracing algorithm, an energy based
approach for room acoustic simulation. The present paper covers several modifications
and extensions of the phonon tracing algorithm.

In contrast to sound pressure the sound energy quantities can hold only positive values.
Thus modeling of interference phenomena is not possible. Therefore we modify the
phonon tracing algorithm such that it traces pressure instead of energy facilitating the
representation of interference.

If the structure of a surface is of the same order as the wave length, diffuse reflection of
the sound wave front occurs. We extend the tracing step of the phonon tracing algorithm
considering diffuse reflection depending on given scattering coefficients.

Furthermore we describe a modification of the collection step of the phonon tracing algo-
rithm in order to allow an adaptive collection of the sound particles. The idea is to adjust
the level of detail of the calculated room impulse response to the user requirements on the
calculation accuracy and time. Therefore, we subdivide the particles stored in the phonon
map into clusters of similar trajectories. Depending on the user’s input parameters a subset
of the phonons is collected determining the impulse response.

The remainder of our paper is structured as follows. In the next section we will describe
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the modified phonon tracing algorithm which calculates the pressure response instead of
energy. In section 3 we describe the integration of diffuse reflection into the tracing step.
Afterwards, in section 4 we present a novel level of detail approach to phonon tracing.
Finally we will conclude our paper with a discussion of future work.

2 Tracing the sound pressure

This section describes the modification of the phonon tracing approach, where sound pres-
sure is used for calculations, instead of energy. The main idea is, analogous to the algo-
rithm described in [BDM+05], to trace sound particles outgoing from the sound source
through the given scene constructing the phonon map. Afterwards the phonons are col-
lected in order to calculate the room impulse response at a given listener position. In
contrast to the energy approach where quadratic attenuation is used because of the spa-
tial particle density, linear pressure attenuation is facilitated. This is obtained by mod-
eling linear pressure attenuation by Gaussian basis functions dilated proportional to the
traversed distance (see figure 1). Here, single particles can be considered as individual
micro-sources in analogy to the image-source method.

S

S’

Ph

α

Figure 1: Sketch of the phonon tracing algorithm to trace sound pressure inside closed rooms.

2.1 Algorithm specification

We define:

• S a spherical sound source in point x0 in R3

• Ss a unit sphere in R3, i.e. Ss = {x ∈ R3; x = 1}
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• {vi}i=1,...,N a set of directions distributed on Ss with regard to the emission distri-
bution of the sound source S

• ψi : Ss → R, x → g(arccos( x, vi )), i = 1, ..., N the partition of unity over Ss

For a unit impulse (Dirac) δ at time delay Δt = 1
fs

the pressure P (t, x) at time t ∈ R in x
reads:

P (x, t) = P1
1
x

δ t− x

c

N

i=1

ψi
x

x
(1)

where P1 is the pressure in 1 m distance from the sound source S, c is the sound velocity,
fs the sampling rate, and δ(t):

δ(t) =
1 if t ∈ [0,Δt]
0 else

(2)

As mentioned before we choose g as Gaussian basis function of an angle ϑ = arccos( x, vi ),
i = 1, ..., N :

g(ϑ) = α · exp − ϑ2

2σ2
(3)

For evaluation of the room acoustics a uniform distribution of sound rays is used. In order
to achieve the partition of unity of the basis functions for the uniform distribution (the
needed parameter can also be derived for non uniform distributed direction vectors), it
must hold:

Ss

g dS =
4π

N
⇔ α =

2
N

π

ϑ=0

exp − ϑ2

2σ2
· sinϑ dϑ

−1

(4)

where 4π is the surface area of the unit sphere S and N the number of direction vectors.
The integral in the above equation has to be solved numerically, but if we assume σ 1,
then it holds:

π

ϑ=0

exp − ϑ2

2σ2
· sin(ϑ) dϑ ≈

π

ϑ=0

exp − ϑ2

2σ2
dϑ (5)

By substituting u = − ϑ2

2σ2 and du = − 1
σ2 ϑ dϑ we get:

π

ϑ=0

exp − ϑ2

2σ2
dϑ ≈ σ2 (6)

This leads to:

3



α =
2

Nσ2
(7)

Choosing σ there is a trade-off between smoothness of the partition of unity and the reso-
lution of geometric details of the scene. For better approximation of the partition of unity
the support of the Gaussian function g should contain n different direction vectors. The
surface area for a direction reads:

a = n
4π

N
(8)

Furthermore to fulfill the partition of unity the following must be true for an angle ϑ0:

exp − ϑ2
0

2σ2

1
2
⇒ σ =

arccos 1− 2n
N√

2ln2
(9)

Thus, the Gaussian basis function with an approximated partition of unity over the unit
sphere S reads:

g(ϑ) =
2

Nσ2
· exp − ϑ2

2σ2
(10)

Halton sequence. For the accuracy of the Monte-Carlo integration, the uniformity is
more important than the randomness. The Halton quasi-random sequence (also applied in
computer graphics [Kel96a, Kel96b]) is used for generating direction vectors. The Halton
sequence is obtained by calculating the radical inverse function, which takes a number
i ∈ N represented in prime base p and reflects it through the radical point:

Φp(i) :=
∞

j=0

aj(i)p−j−1 ∈ [0, 1) ⇔ i =
∞

j=0

aj(i)pj (11)

The m dimensional Halton sequence reads:

zi = (Φp1(i), ...,Φpm
(i)) (12)

The radical inverse function can be intutively understood in the following way. To get the
radical inverse of i in base p, we write down the digits of i in the base p, then we invert
their order and place the floating point in the beginning. The resulting number is a desired
floating point number, expressed in base p. The Halton sequence is incremental, i.e. it
is possible to increase the number of samples without discarding the already calculated
samples. The algorithm described in [HS64] can be used for the calculation of the Halton
sequence, which is not more expensive as determination of usual pseudo-random numbers.
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2.2 Implementation

Now, as we have defined the Gaussian basis functions we can formulate the phonon tracing
algorithm to trace pressure. The algorithm requires the following input parameters:

• position of the sound source S

• reference pressure P1 in 1 m distance from S

• emission distribution E of S

• one ore more listener positions li

• a triangulated scene with tagged materials mj

• a reflection function ρj : Ω → [−1, 1] for each material

• an acoustic BRDF for each material (if applicable)

• a number of phonons nph to be traced from the source

• a lower pressure threshold and a maximum number of reflections nrefl for termi-
nating the phonon paths

The output of our approach is a filter fi for each listener position li corresponding to the
impulse response with respect to the sound source and the phonon-map. For each phonon
ph the map contains the pressure spectrum pph, the phonon’s position ptph at the reflection
point, the image source qph from which we can calculate the phonons outgoing direction
vph and the traversed distance dph, number of reflections rph, and the material mph at the
current reflection.

2.2.1 Phonon emission step

The phonons sent out from the source are associated with the following quantities:

• a pressure spectrum pph : Ω → R+

• the virtual source qph

• the phonon’s current position ptph

As described in [BDM+05] ne = 10 frequency bands are used for the simulation. Fur-
thermore, the wavelets introduced in [BDM+05] are the basis functions for the pressure
spectrum.

Phonons are emitted from the source S according to the emission probability distribution
E and have a unit pressure spectrum pph,i = 1 (i = 1, ..., ne) at their starting point. At
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the intersection of the phonon ray with the scene, the virtual source qph is calculated as
follows:

qph ← qph + 2 · (ptph − qph), n · n (13)

where n is the surface normal at the intersection point ptph, ·, · denotes the scalar prod-
uct. The pressure is reduced according to the reflection function ρj of the local material
mj . The phonon is fixed at the intersection point, and stored in the global phonon map.
If the termination conditions are not satisfied, the tracing process is continued. Otherwise
a new phonon is started from the source. The flow chart in figure 2 outlines the emission
step.

Trace phonon

Reflect specular

Store phonon
in the map

Terminate
tracing

Intersection with
scene surface

below
threshold

yes

term. cond.
met

yesno

no

from source
Emit phonon

Figure 2: Flow chart diagram of the phonon emission step.

2.2.2 Phonon collection and filtering

The phonons are now collected in order to build the impulse response fi at the listener
position li. In the case of uniform absorption for all frequencies the contribution of a
single phonon to the impulse response, corresponding to equation 1 reads:

p(t, x) =
ρtot P1

dph
g ∠ (vph, li − qph) · δ t− dph

c
(14)

where P1 is the reference pressure at 1m from the source, ρtot is the product of the reflec-
tion coefficients along the phonon path and g is a Gaussian weighting function defined in
equation 10 with N = nph.

Since most absorption coefficients α provided in the literature refer to energy, we must
calculate the pressure related reflection coefficients:

6



ρ =
√

1− α . (15)

In the general case of frequency-dependent absorption, the unit pulse is subdivided as
presented in [BDM+05]. The filter fi then becomes a sum of wavelets (band pass filters)
scaled and shifted as described above. Furthermore, the air absorption is considered, too.

3 Modeling diffuse reflections

Trace phonon

Generate random
number ξ

ξ > δ i Reflect diffuse

Reflect specular Store phonon
in the map

Terminate
tracing

yes

no

no

no

Intersection with
scene surface

threshold
below

met

yes

yes

term. cond.

from source
Emit phonon

Figure 3: Flow chart diagram of the phonon emission step including diffuse reflections.

In the phonon tracing algorithm described in the previous section only specular reflections
are considered. In fact for virtual acoustic applications surfaces are generally assumed
to reflect the sound wave specularly. This assumption is true if the surface structure is
significantly smaller in contrast to the wave length. Otherwise, the sound wave is reflected
diffusely. This section describes the diffuse reflection model used in the modified phonon
tracing algorithm.

In room acoustics, in order to model diffuse reflection, a scattering coefficient δi for each
scene surface is introduced. The phonon emission step of the phonon tracing algorithm is
then modified as follows. If the sound particle hits a scene surface, a number ξ ∈ [0, 1]
is randomly chosen. If ξ > δi the phonon is reflected diffusely, otherwise the reflection
is specular. In case of diffuse reflection the outgoing direction vp is determined assuming
ideal (Lambertian) diffuse reflection where the direction of the reflection is perfectly ran-
dom over a hemisphere surrounding the phonon’s position pp (intersection point of the ray
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with the surface) [Kut71]. The azimuthal angle θ is a random number ξ1 in the interval
(−π, π) and the polar angle φ is given by the arc-cosine of the square root of a random
number ξ2 chosen in the interval (0, 1):

θ = ξ1 φ = arccos(
√

ξ2) (16)

In the pressure phonon tracing algorithm the virtual source in equation 13 can now be
calculated as follows:

qp = pp − dp · vp (17)

where pp is the phonon’s current position and dp the traversed distance. Figure 3 depicts
the phonon emission step including the diffuse reflection modeling.

Since the scattering coefficients δi are frequency dependent, we have to either perform a
tracing step for each frequency band or use an average scattering coefficient for all fre-
quencies. A better solution for this situation is subject to future research.

4 Acoustic level of detail

In computer graphics, there exist multiple techniques considering the level of detail rep-
resentation of geometric objects [LRC+03]. In Virtual Reality for example the objects
located in larger distance from the viewer position are rendered using fewer patches re-
ducing rendering time. More details are added by the time the viewer is getting closer to
the object providing more accurate representation. This section describes some different
ideas how the phonon tracing algorithm can be modified in order to provide calculation of
the room impulse response in different levels of detail depending on user requirements on
computation time and computation accuracy.

4.1 Clustering

Before we discuss the different level of detail approaches we need to subdivide the parti-
cles stored in the phonon map into clusters which represent different wave-fronts which are
being reflected by the walls. We use the information stored in the phonon map to accom-
plish the subdivision process. For early reflections all phonons within a cluster have the
same trajectory, that is they are being reflected at the same plane and have equal absorption
properties. Thus they satisfy the following criteria:

• equal numbers of reflections np

• and for each reflection:

– equal material indices mp (same object of the scene)

8



– equal surface normals n at the reflection position

Consequently phonons included in an early reflection cluster have equal virtual source
position and pressure absorption factor.

At higher reflection orders, the clusters become smaller and smaller, until they contain
only a single phonon. Hence, for cluster reconstruction at higher reflection order we dis-
regard the constraint of equal trajectory and combine phonons having equal last reflection
material. The cluster criteria are then as follows:

• equal material index mp of last reflection

• equal surface normal n at the last reflection position

These clusters contain the residual phonons for different room surfaces after a prescribed
number of first reflections. All the phonons within such residual cluster have different
virtual sources and also different pressure decompositions.

4.2 LoD approaches

In the following, different variants of a level of detail method using the cluster information
will be discussed.

The idea of providing different levels of the impulse response can be summarized in the
following steps:

1. Find a representative phonon phr for each cluster

2. Calculate distance di of each phonon in the cluster to phr

3. Sort phonons according to di

4. Collect only phonons which are in a user prescribed distance d from phr

Now we will describe these individual steps in more detail.

Step 1. In the first step we determine the position ptphr
of the representative phonon phr

for each cluster consisting of n particles:

ptphr
=

n
i=1 wi · ptph,i

n
i=1 wi

(18)

The weight wi used for a single phonon depends on the phonon’s pressure absorption
factor due to reflections at the room walls. Since all phonons in an early reflection cluster
have the same absorbtion factor the weights are all equal to 1 (wi = 1). Whereas inside
the late reflection clusters the weight wi grows inversely proportional to this factor. Thus
the representative phonon phr is shifted towards phonons having a amount of pressure
absorbed due to reflections at least in one frequency band.
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Step 2. Now we calculate the distance di of each phonon ptph,i inside the cluster as
Euclidean distance to phr:

di = |ptph,i − ptphr
| (19)

The distances are used for the adaptive collection of particles in the next steps.

Step 3. In order to ensure a rapid collection of particles we sort them in ascending order
with respect to the distance di.

Step 4. The information precalculated in the previous steps is now used for the collection
of the particles. The user can prescribe a distance from the representative phonon phr. All
phonons which are not farther away than this distance are collected. Another possibility
is to predefine the number m of phonons to collect. Then only the m nearest particles to
phr in the cluster are considered for the impulse response calculation. Thus, for a lowest
level of detail only the representative phonon of each cluster is collected and all particles
for the finest detail calculation.

5 Summary and Discussion

In this paper we have presented several modifications of the phonon tracing algorithm for
room acoustics. The first modification was the improvement of the algorithm in order to
trace pressure instead of energy allowing modeling of interference phenomena. Further-
more we extended the tracing step of the algorithm to consider diffuse reflections. We
also presented a possibility to provide different levels of detail of the calculated impulse
response depending on user input.

When including diffuse reflections one problem comes up. Since the scattering coefficients
are frequency dependent one tracing step for all considered frequency bands is not enough.
We either have to apply an average scattering coefficient and perform one tracing step, or
we have to trace the phonons for each frequency band separately.

Concerning the level of detail we have presented a possibility to adapt the collection step
of the algorithm depending on the users requirements on the accuracy of the resulting im-
pulse response. Therefore we subdivided the particles in the phonon map into clusters and
collected only a subset of the entire particles depending on the distance of the phonons to a
representative phonon of the cluster. Further validations and verifications of this approach
are necessary. In room acoustics early reflections are of greater interest as late reverbera-
tions, thus an approach incorporating this could be more appropriate. Additional benefits
regarding the clustering should be investigated, for example the reduction of memory use
for phonon map storage. All phonons inside early reflection clusters have equal total re-
flection coefficient, thus this information need to be stored only once for the cluster and
not for each phonon separately. Also, the position of the virtual source is equal, so we can
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store only the position of the virtual source and the pressure absorption coefficient for the
cluster at the room surface. Statistical methods can then be used to perform the collection
step, for example, collection of a prescribed number of particles equally distributed in the
cluster. Therefore the regions of the clusters also have to be determined and stored. Re-
garding the residual particle clusters, more information has to be stored, due to the fact
that the particles have both different pressure decomposition and different virtual source
positions. Statistical approaches can be applied if the pressure as well as the virtual source
positions distributions can be determined.
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A Framework for Visualizing Multivariate Geodata
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University of Kaiserslautern

Abstract: In urban planning, sophisticated simulation models are key tools to estimate
future population growth for measuring the impact of planning decisions on urban de-
velopments and the environment. Simulated population projections usually result in
bulky, large-scale, multivariate geospatial data sets. Millions of records have to be
processed, stored, and visualized to help planners explore and analyze complex popu-
lation patterns.
This paper introduces a database driven framework for visualizing geospatial multi-
variate simulation data from UrbanSim, a software-based simulation model for the
analysis and planning of urban developments. The designed framework is extendable
and aims at integrating methods from information visualization and cartography into
planning processes.

1 Introduction

Estimates indicate that nowadays, approximately 80 percent of digital data is geospatially
referenced [Nat03]. An ever-increasing availability of geodata raises the demand for new
visual representations which are beyond classical 2D maps, particularly with regard to in-
creasing data set size and dimensionality. This applies for acquirable real-world data as
well as for estimated and projected data.
In urban planning, simulation models for predicting population growth have become highly
complex. Model calculations result in large-scale, multidimensional spatial data sets. Pro-
jection data needs to be managed, manipulated, and visualized in order to enable plan-
ners to visually compare different planning scenarios and to evaluate simulated impacts
of different land use policies. Especially the visualization task remains challenging, since
traditional map-centered approaches lack support for high multivariability. The emerging
research field Geovisualization (GeoVIS) takes advantage of techniques from cartography,
geographic information science, and computer science to overcome visualization issues
dealing with multi-attributed, large-scale spatial datasets.
Within the scope of this research domain, we develop a database driven framework to assist
planners in their geovisual analyses of multidimensional simulation data. The framework
uses UrbanSim demographic projection data for Maricopa County on a households-per-
grid-cell basis. Additional residential building type data is derived from demographic
household characteristics by statistical regression analysis. A geodatabase stores both
simulated and estimated data for subsequent visualization. Within the database, modular
scripts generate georeferenced scalable geometries calculated on the basis of multiple data
attribute values for a map-based geovisualization.
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2 Related Work

Visualizing geospatial datasets has long been a key issue in cartography. The cartogra-
pher Bertin established a basis for designing maps in his classical work “Semiology of
Graphics” [Ber67] where he identified a set of fundamental visual variables and defined
graphical rules for their appropriate use. Since then, Bertin’s concepts have been con-
stantly modified and extended. Modern cartography transfers design knowledge from 2D
paper maps to new media. On-screen interactive maps are designed to assist in visual data
exploration and analyses [AA99]. Cartographic visualization is also extended to abstract
and non-geographic data by spatialization [SF03].

Whereas cartography primarily deals with representations constrained to a spatial domain,
information visualization (InfoVIS) is mainly concerned with the display of large multi-
variate datasets. In the early 70’s, Chernoff presented a technique to visualize trends in
highly dimensional data by relating data to facial features [CR75]. Gradually over the
years, new information visualization techniques were introduced, ranging from 2D scat-
tergraphs to 3D treemaps. For a comprehensive overview of developments in Information
visualization we refer to [SCM99] and [Tuf90].

Recently, efforts have emerged to combine techniques from both cartography and in-
formation visualization [Sku00, FS04]. Geographic visualization (GeoVIS) is a new,
rapidly evolving domain, especially since the availability of geodata is increasing. In
1998, MacEachren compiled a first research agenda entitled “Visualization - Cartography
for the 21st century” [Mac98] and addressed GeoVIS research challenges. Since then,
cartographic and InfoVIS techniques have been applied to design integrated geovisualiza-
tion tools frequently. Latest advances include multivariate analyses with self-organizing
maps [GGMZ05, SH03], studies on human activity patterns using 3D space-time paths
[MPJ04], and bivariate maps for public health studies [MGP+04]. Most recent activities
in geovisualization research are discussed in [Kra06].

Pinnel et al. [PDBB00] conducted a study on visualization designs for urban modeling.
They found out that map-centered visualizations are the most useful portrayals for urban
planning and analysis, since map layout encodes location information which is crucial for
decision-making. A map-based visualization approach, “The Indicator Browser”, was de-
signed by Schwartzman et al. [SB07] to display UrbanSim simulation results. The browser
uses comparative visualizations of 2D maps to satisfy multivariability which impedes hu-
man vision to recognize complex patterns across many dimensions.

Instead of encoding n-dimensional data in n maps, Tominski et al. [TSWS05] follow a
different approach to display monthly health data. They visualize time dependent mul-
tivariate disease information as 3D pencil and helix icons geocoded on a 2D map. The
research reported here helps to analyze complex patterns across multivariate, spatial, and
temporal dimensions, but it lacks a powerful geodatabase and GIS functionality to man-
age, process, and distribute data. In the following, we will present a geovisualization
framework to overcome those drawbacks.
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3 A Framework for Visualizing Multivariate Geodata

Figure 1: System Architecture (reproduced in color on p. 188)

The geovisualization framework mainly consists of three parts (cp. Fig. 1): an input
data layer, an object-relational data base management system, and a visualization layer.
Within the data layer, demographic data is aggregated from different sources and prepared
in ArcGIS. An UrbanSim simulation projects demographic household characteristics for a
predefined year in the future (see Section 3.1). For the same year, demographic data is ag-
gregated to estimate future residential building types with multinomial logistic regression
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in SPSS (see Section 3.2). The demographic simulation results and the estimated building
types are projected into 3D space with scalable, georeferenced geometries (see Section
3.4). Data and geometry is stored and managed in an object-relational geodatabase (see
Section 3.3) and finally visualized on top of map a. In the remainder of the paper, we will
explain the system architecture in detail.

3.1 Data modeling with UrbanSim

UrbanSim [BW04] is a large scale land use and transportation simulation software to
model the possible long-term effects of different policies on urban developments. More
precisely, it simulates the interactions between transportation, land use, and public policy
at household and job level. UrbanSim consists of numerous model components simulating
different actors in the urban development process, e.g. discrete choice models for relocat-
ing households and jobs. The open source simulation model was developed by a research
group in Washington and is currently implemented in the Digital Phoenix project [Sub07]
at ASU, Arizona State University to predict population growth in the Phoenix Metropoli-
tan area.

Figure 2: Data integration process (c.f. [Wad02])

UrbanSim input data is aggregated from various sources (see Fig. 2) and spatially mapped
to a georeferenced grid cells file. Typical grid cell sizes are 150m × 150m or 1 square
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mile. Base year data includes information on parcels from the Assessor’s office, employ-
ment data, and Census data. Additional input data on city, county, and urban growth
boundaries as well as environmental and traffic information is overlaid in ArcGIS. The
UrbanSim data store contains a grid cells table, a jobs table holding information on each
job and its employment sector in the grid cells, and a household table. The latter is syn-
thesized probabilistically and compiles demographic characteristics for each household in
the metropolitan area.
Subsequent to the data integration process, the UrbanSim simulation is run for a predefined
number of years. The output projection tables include data on future households with grid
cell location and demographic characteristics, future jobs, and exogenous input data. The
projection results can be integrated into a variety of analyses, e.g. the analysis of future
population density, material use, or carbon footprints.

3.2 Estimating Residential Bulding Types from Demographic Data

Knowledge of future residential building types is essential for the above mentioned analy-
ses and for visualization purposes. To derive the type of residential units from UrbanSim
demographic data for each grid cell we assume a relationship between household char-
acteristics and building types. Multinomial Logistic regression (MNL) is an analytically
appropriate technique to link demographic attributes with dwelling types. This statis-
tical method is widely used in social sciences and economics to discover hidden rela-
tionships between variables. Multinomial logistic regression is equivalent to the condi-
tional discrete choice model, first presented and most notably influenced by McFadden
[McF73, McF76, McF78]. MNL models the interaction between response and explana-
tory variables. The multinomial response is polytomous, it can have multiple unordered
qualitative categories as outcomes. The parameter values of the regression are estimated
according to the following equation [PX99]:

zij = xiβj =
K

k=0

βjkxik = αj +
K

k=1

βjkxik (1)

Here, x is the vector of predictors storing all relevant demographic variables and β denotes
the regression parameter vector containing estimation coefficients.
With the calculated set of coefficients βjk, the probability Pij that a certain building type
category j is chosen over any other building type category yields:

P (yi = j|xi) = Pij =
ezij

J
j=1 ezij

=
exiβj

J
j=1 exiβj

=
exiβj

1 + J
j=2 exiβj

(2)

Basically, we distinguish between multifamily dwellings and single family dwellings. Pre-
dictable categories for the regression analysis are apartments as well as single family
houses with small, medium, and large lots. Those categories can be further refined if
additional data is available, e.g. the number of storeys.
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Variables explaining the building types are primary demographic characteristics corre-
sponding to the UrbanSim output: household income, average household size, number of
households, median age, presence of children, and percentage of minorities and Hispan-
ics. Demographic data is compiled and synthesized to the UrbanSim grid cell base file
from Assessor’s data and Census block groups. Afterwards, the regression analysis is run
in SPSS with the presented explanatory variables and building type categories. To pre-
dict future building types, we apply the estimated coefficients βjk to UrbanSim simulation
data. The resulting dwelling categories are stored together with demographic attributes
from UrbanSim in a geodatabase, as explained in the next section.

3.3 Geodatabase

The inherent geospatial nature of UrbanSim gridded data requires the implementation of
a spatial database. So-called geodatabases extend the database concept to storage, query,
and editing of georeferenced objects. Accordingly, the projected demographic data from
UrbanSim and the estimated building type data is stored in a geodatabase implemented in
PostgreSQL [Pos07], an open source object-relational database management system (OR-
DBMS). In addition, a PostGIS module [SLRL05] serves as geospatial extension to the
PostgreSQL backend server. PostGIS enables PostgreSQL to integrate spatial data struc-
tures in the database, query geographic objects, and serve them to GIS applications.
In general, each spatial table in the geodatabase represents a separate PostGIS layer. An
ancillary table contains meta-data on the associated geodetic datum, here the coordinate
reference system NAD 1983. Each distinct geographic object constitutes a record in a
spatial table and associated attribute information is stored in data columns. In particu-
lar, the implemented geodatabase includes a table with records for UrbanSim grid cells
and columns for UrbanSim projected demographic variables and the associated estimated
building type category.
PostGIS provides a dedicated geometry column which contains geometric information for
each feature in the form of point, line, or polygon data types. We will use this geometry
column to store the scalable geometries generated from attribute data for the geovisualiza-
tion.

3.4 Geometry Generation and Visualization

The designed PostgreSQL geodatabase provides the basis for a multivariate information
visualization. UrbanSim simulation data and estimated building types stored in the database
are encoded in scalable 3D geometries and visualized in a geospatial context on top of a
map. Geometric objects are created for every grid cell directly within the geodatabase
from geometric primitives.
PostGIS is fully OGC compliant which means it conforms to the “Simple Features for
SQL” specification (SFS) from the OpenGIS Consortium [Ope07]. The OGC SFS de-
fines standard geometric data types (see Fig. 3) and functions for manipulating geometry.
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Figure 3: OGC Simple Feature Specification (cf. [Ope07])

PostGIS supports 1D and 2D geometric primitives but lacks geometric data types for vol-
umes. Therefore, 3D objects have to be constructed using 3D polygons. Geometry cal-
culations are performed using dedicated PostGIS geometry functions. For each record in
the geodatabase, modular SQL scripts select the associated attributes to be visualized and
generate user-specified geometries. At the same time, size and shape of the geometries are
scaled according to normalized attribute values.
The geometry generating SQL modules can be implemented to calculate arbitrarily shaped
discrete geometries. To visualize urban structures and household demographics, an imple-
mentation of iconized buildings seems obvious. In this case, shape parameters to vary by
attribute values can be floor plan, roof height, ridge height or the number of chimneys
for instance. Other possible geometries include stepped pyramids, discretized cones and
tori. The geometric objects are generated for each UrbanSim grid cell and stored in the
geodatabase. From there, the geometries can be geovisualized in a map context, e.g. with
Google Earth.

Figure 4: Examples for scalable geometries
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4 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presented an integrated framework for processing, storing, and visualizing mul-
tivariate geodata. The introduced framework uses simulation data from UrbanSim, a plan-
ning tool for the simulation, comparison, and evaluation of different planning scenarios
to better assess the impacts of various policy decisions. Within the framework, residen-
tial building types are estimated from demographic household characteristics by means
of multinomial logistic regression. The aggregated output data is stored in a PostgreSQL
geodatabase and provides the basis for further visualization.

The developed visualization approach is a cross-disciplinary effort to integrate methods
from InfoVIS and cartography for supporting space-related decision-making. Geovisu-
alization is driven by the need to visualize geospatial data which is multivariate, large,
and multidimensional at the same time. Our framework uses a map-centered visualization
where data attributes are represented by georeferenced scalable 3D geometries. Geometric
shapes are generated within the geodatabase and scaled according to normalized attribute
values.

The presented geovisualization approach is extendable, since data representation is not
restricted to specified geometric shapes. SQL modules can easily be added to generate
various geometries, e.g. cones or tori instead of iconic dwellings. This makes the frame-
work generic enough to be transferable to other application areas dealing with any kind of
multidimensional geodata.

Besides extending the variety of geometry modules, future work includes the implemen-
tation of an interactive web-based 3D visualization. A PHP middleware will be designed,
allowing the user to interactively choose the parameters for the geometries and the at-
tributes he wishes to visualize from the geodatabase. A KMZ file will be generated from
the database according to the user’s geometry specifications and visualized in Google Earth
on the fly. An internet based choice and display of data will provide the framework to a
variety of user groups and increase the number of geovisualization tasks to be solved.
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Abstract: The concept of natural neighbors employs the notion of distance to define
local neighborhoods in discrete data. Especially when querying and accessing large
scale data, it is important to limit the amount of data that has to be processed for an
answer. Because of its implicit definition on distances, the natural neighbor concept
is extremely well suited to provide meaningful neighborhoods in spatial data with a
scattered, inhomogeneous distribution.

This paper revisits some unique properties of natural neighbor based methods and
summarizes important findings for their successful application to scattered data inter-
polation, and the computation of discrete harmonic functions.

1 Introduction

Many scientific areas deal with phenomena in a spatial context when modeling or inves-
tigating real world problems. Computational approaches, be it in the endeavor of data
generation or data analysis, inherently deal with discrete data representations. Based on
the spatial structure of the data which can range from completely regular to inhomoge-
neous and scattered, the way how we access the data model has big impact on space and
time requirements of algorithms.

In the first part of this work we are concerned with smooth, local interpolants in large,
inhomogeneous, and unstructured data, a challenging problem for data representation and
-access. We focus on the local reconstruction of a real-valued function from data in an ad-
equate spatial neighborhood. Often – in absence of further knowledge about the modeled
problem – this neighborhood is best expressed in terms of natural neighbors, a neighbor-
hood relation defined on the Voronoi diagram of the data sites.

Another problem that is related to locally defined functions is the computation of discrete
harmonic functions. We discuss implications of a discretization domain that itself is a
function of time and how natural neighbors are beneficial in this context.

In the remainder we first revisit previous work while discussing under which circumstances
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natural neighbor concepts are feasible. We then turn to the algorithmic impact caused by
natural neighbor concepts in scattered data interpolation. The issues that arise in the course
of applying C2-continuous natural neighbor interpolation are presented along with a brief
sketch of available solutions. Leaving the area of function interpolation we then look at
the computation of discrete harmonic functions over scattered point sets under continuous
deformation.

2 The Natural Neighbor Concept

In a set of points X = {x1, . . . ,xm}, we call xi and xj natural neighbors if there is
a point that is closer to xi and xj than to any other point in X. This notion of spatial
proximity is formalized in the Voronoi diagram, also known as Dirichlet tessellation or
Thiessen polygons [Aur91, OBSC00]. The discrete set X of given points is called the set
of Voronoi sites, and its Voronoi diagram is the partition of space into so-called Voronoi
tiles {T1, . . . ,Tm}, such that

p ∈ Ti ⇔ d(p,xi) ≤ min
1≤j≤n

d(p,xj) (1)

for every point p and a distance measure d. In this structure, natural neighbors are exactly
those Voronoi sites whose tiles have a non-empty intersection. It is noteworthy that (1) can
be generalized to encompass more complex shaped Voronoi sites such as curves, polyhedra
etc. – as long as a distance measure can be defined.

One of our goals is the reconstruction of an unknown function that is locally defined by
nearby data, where proximity is based on the distance measure. In this context natural
neighbors provide an excellent notion of neighborhood.

Despite the flexible definition of Voronoi diagrams given in (1), only few choices for the
shape of Voronoi sites and distance measures are algorithmically feasible. We present two
of the most basic and elegant variants.

The traditional Voronoi diagram is uniquely defined by the point-shaped sites xi ∈ Rn

and the Euclidean metric d2(x,y) = x−y 2. It comes with properties that are typically
required in locally operating geometric algorithms: invariance under rigid transformations
and uniform scaling. Moreover, its tiles T1, . . . ,Tm are convex polyhedra, allowing easy
and robust geometric access. The most important fact about Voronoi diagrams, from a
computational point of view, is their duality to Delaunay triangulations. These data struc-
tures are well-understood with a large support in terms of fast and robust algorithms and
computation libraries, and allow easy and fast access to the entities of the Voronoi diagram.

The Voronoi diagram can be generalized e.g. in terms of different distance measures, or
by the shape of sites. Each generalization usually leads to more complex algorithms and
data structures and causes the loss of one or the other desirable property of the traditional
Voronoi diagram. One noteworthy generalization that retains most of the geometric el-
egance of the traditional Voronoi diagram is the power- or Laguerre Voronoi diagram.
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Based on a non-uniform metric

(dp(p,xi))2 = (d2(p,xi))2 − wi (2)

that uses weights wi associated with the sites xi, it still leads to convex Voronoi tiles and
is dual to the regular triangulation of a weighted point set, which is only slightly more
complicated to maintain than the Delaunay triangulation.

Generalizations in the shape of the sites usually do not dualize as easily to a triangulation
and require more general graph structures to represent the Voronoi diagram.

Depending on the characteristics of a data set, natural neighbor concepts can prove valu-
able for local function approximation or interpolation, the key indicators being

• a spatial setting,

• proximity that is based on a distance measure with a geometric interpretation,

• a sought-after function that locally depends on known data.

3 Related Work

Although the general concept of natural neighbors is not restricted to interpolation and
local coordinates, the latter are their most prominent applications. The introduction of
natural neighbor based local coordinates which possess C1 continuity almost everywhere
was done in the pioneering work of [Sib80] under the nowadays misleading term “natu-
ral neighbor coordinates” and later applied to globally C1 scattered data interpolation in
[Sib81]. Further results on the properties of the C1 coordinates followed in [Far90, Pip92].

Following the concept underlying the C1-continuous coordinates, C0-continuous coordi-
nates have been independently introduced by [CFL82] in the context of random lattices
in nuclear physics, by [BIK+97] under the term “Non-Sibsonian” coordinates, and by
[Sug99] as “Laplace natural neighbor” coordinates.

In [HS00b] an integral relation between C0 and C1 coordinates was shown and generalized
to almost everywhere Ck-continuous natural neighbor coordinates.

The drawback of reduced (C0) continuity which interpolants based on the coordinates
show at the data sites was overcome in [Sib81, Far90] by devising globally C1-continuous
interpolants, and in [HS04] by devising a globally C2-continuous interpolant.

A generalization of natural neighbor interpolation to line- and circle-shaped Voronoi sites
was performed in [AMG98, GF99, HS00a].

The algorithmic implications of natural neighbor interpolation have been investigated
in [BBU06, BS95, Hiy05], and acceleration approaches were presented in [FEK+05,
PLK+06].

Support for the manipulation and access of generalized Voronoi diagrams by means of
graphics hardware is due to [HCK+99].
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The implicit definition of higher order of continuity based on data that lacked explicit
derivative information has been the goal of [Sib81, Cla96, Flö03, BBU06].

Finally, the non-trivial definition of natural neighbor coordinates in the tangent space of
manifolds was investigated in [BC00, Flö03].

4 Smooth Data Interpolation with Natural Neighbors

The scattered data interpolation problem can be stated as follows. We assume a scattered,
unstructured set of data sites X and a partially defined function f : X → R together
with the first k terms of its Taylor expansion, f (1), . . . , f (k), at each site. We seek to
construct a function Φ whose Taylor expansion up to the k-th term agrees with that of f at
every site and otherwise satisfies properties including, but not limited to, smoothness and
variation minimization. In the following we consider the interpolation of scalar values and
derivative information up to order two in R2, i.e. gradients f(xi) and Hessians H f(xi),
and concentrate on the evaluation of Φ(q) at a query position q ∈ R2.

In the corresponding research area of scattered data interpolation, many efficient local
and global schemes have been proposed, able to deal with a large variety of input data.
Interpolation schemes with global support lead to better results in general than schemes
with local support, at the expense of considerably increased computational complexity.
Local schemes, on the other hand, depend on a definition of “local” that often amounts
to a user-provided parameter, making especially inhomogeneously distributed data hard to
deal with.

Natural neighbor scattered data interpolation determines the local support for the recon-
struction from the set of natural neighbors, thus coming with implicit and automatic control
over the neighborhood. The evaluation of natural neighbor schemes at a point q operates
on the set Nq := {x1, . . . ,xn} of natural neighbors in the Voronoi diagram of X ∪ {q},
and involves the following steps:

1. computation of coordinates λ(q) = (λ1(q), . . . , λn(q)) ∈ Rn of q with respect to
the points in Nq,

2. if not provided, estimation of the first k terms f (1), . . . , f (k) of the Taylor expansion
with respect to x at the data points, and

3. setup and evaluation of a multivariate function ϕ in the coordinates to locally control
the shape of the interpolant, giving the interpolant as Φ = ϕ(λ(q)).

The rest of this section is dedicated to the algorithmic efforts involved in the computation
of C0, C1, and C2-continuous interpolants. After pointing out in what respect the im-
plementation of the considered C2 interpolant is more complex, we devise an algebraic
rather than geometric approach for the computation of coordinates to simplify the algo-
rithmic realization. A similar difficulty can be observed for the estimation of higher order
derivatives, for which we refer to a recursive approach with limited complexity.
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Figure 1: Discrete, scalar valued height field interpolated using the C0-continuous interpolant Φ0.

4.1 Natural neighbor schemes up to first order continuity

Natural neighbor coordinates as proposed in [Sib80, CFL82, Sug99, BIK+97] are com-
puted from sizes of geometric entities in the Voronoi diagram of the data sites. Thanks
to the duality between Voronoi diagram and Delaunay triangulation, operations on the
Voronoi diagram can in general be reduced to the traversal of adjacent elements in the
Delaunay triangulation. We briefly sketch the steps involved in the computation of C0 and
C1-continuous interpolants.

The set Nq of natural neighbors is identical to the set of edge-adjacent neighbors of q
in the Delaunay triangulation of X ∪ {q}. We can assume Nq = {x1, . . . ,xn} to be
ordered counter-clockwise around q. The vertices v1, . . . ,vn of q’s Voronoi tile Tq are
the circumcenters of the triangles (q,xi,xi+1), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where we assume Nq to be
cyclic, i.e. xn+1 := x1.

Now, the C0-continuous natural neighbor coordinates λ0(q) = (λ0
1(q), . . . , λ0

n(q)) of q
with respect to x1, . . . ,xn are defined as

λ0
i (q) = λ̂0

i (q) /
xj∈Nq

λ̂0
j (q), λ̂0

i (q) = vi−1 − vi / xi − q .

From the above definitions it is obvious that the computation of λ0(q) amounts to the
iteration of the one-ring of q after it has been inserted into the Delaunay triangulation
of X. In three-dimensions, the computation of λ0

i (q) requires the iteration around the
Delaunay edge (q,xi) and the area computation of a convex polygon.

A C0-continuous interpolant is now given by

Φ0(q) = ϕ(λ0(q)) =
xi∈Nq

λ0
i (q)f(xi).

An example of a height field interpolation based on Φ0 is shown in Figure 1.

Natural neighbor coordinates with C1-continuity in R2 \X, initially proposed by Sibson
[Sib80], are defined by

λ1
i (q) = |Ti ∩Tq| / |Tq|,

where Ti is the tile of xi in the Voronoi diagram of X, and Tq is the tile of q in the
Voronoi diagram of X ∪ {q}. In [Wat92] it was observed that |Ti ∩ Tq| is the sum of
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Tq(wq = 0)

Tq(wq < 0)

(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) The weight dependent Voronoi tile Tq(w) in the power diagram. (b) Discrete, scalar
valued height field with given derivatives interpolated using the C1-continuous interpolant Φ1.

signed areas of “dual triangles” which are defined on circumcenters of triangles formed by
q and the vertices of Delaunay triangles that would locally be modified by the insertion
of q. The beauty of this lies in the generality of the resulting formula for the intersection
volumes, which is directly applicable to higher dimensions, operating on “dual simplexes”.
It should be noted, however, that this approach is numerically unstable near and on edges
(or k − 1-simplexes) of the Delaunay triangulation due to an infinite volume of the dual
triangle (simplex). A remedy to this can be found in [Hiy05].

To achieve C1 continuity also at the data sites X by interpolating gradients, two construc-
tions have been proposed in [Sib81] and [Far90] that define ϕ as a polynomial in λ1(q)
such that the gradient of the interpolant matches that defined at the data site. The con-
struction in [Far90] builds on cubic Bézier simplexes b3 in n variables for which it is close
to trivial to model derivatives at their vertices, which coincide with the data sites. For a
thorough treatment of Bézier simplexes, see [dB87]. Consequently, the C1 interpolant is

Φ1(q) = ϕ1(λ1(q)) = b3(λ1(q)). (3)

Figure 2(b) shows a discrete height field with given gradients interpolated using Φ1.

In case of unknown gradients, [Sib81] proposed to estimate the gradient at xi from the
weighted least squares plane through Nxi

. This, being a standard approach to derivative
estimation, works remarkably well thanks to the utilization of λ1 as weights in the least
squares fit.

4.2 Natural neighbor coordinates with second order continuity

The evaluation of C0 and C1-continuous interpolants requires only the Delaunay triangu-
lation of X and a simple traversal of vertex-adjacent elements. This section deals with the
first step in globally C2-continuous interpolation, the computation of local coordinates.

In [HS00b], a framework for the computation of natural neighbor coordinates with Ck-
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continuity in R2\X was proposed that contained above mentioned C0 and C1 coordinates
as special cases. The definition of these is based on the concept of power diagrams, which
differ from the ordinary Voronoi diagram in the use of the custom distance measure (2).
The power diagram shares all properties of the Voronoi diagram with additional control
of the Voronoi tile sizes by means of the site weights wi, where tiles can vanish for small
enough values of wi.

Interestingly, the bisectors bounding a tile Ti in the power diagram are linearly displaced
depending on wi. Thus, for a uniform choice of wi = 0 at all sites except q, the corre-
sponding weight wq ∈ [−wmax, 0], where Tq(−wmax) = ∅, continuously blends between
the ordinary Voronoi diagram of X and that of X ∪ {q}, as illustrated in Figure 2(a).

These last facts led to the observation that the areas Tq ∩ Ti used in the computation of
Sibson’s coordinates are swept by the edges of the weight-dependent tile Tq(wq) as wq

runs from −wmax to 0. This constitutes an integral relation between the variable length of
the Voronoi edge and the area of overlap Tq ∩Ti that was generalized to

λk
i (q) = λ̂k

i (q) /
j

λ̂k
j (q), λ̂k

i (q) = λ̂k
i (q, 0), (4)

λ̂k
i (q, u) =

0

−∞
λ̂k−1

i (q, v)dv, λ̂0
i (q, u) = li(q, u)/ri,

where li(q, u) is the length of the tile edge separating Tq(u) and Ti(u), and ri = xi−q .

Figure 2(a) shows that li(q, u) is a piecewise linear function, making λ̂k
i (q, u) a piece-

wise polynomial on support intervals that are determined by the geometry of the Voronoi
diagram. The implementation of the integral expression (4) involves rather complex geo-
metric operations and requires careful treatment of degenerate cases.

In [BBU06] the authors devised an algebraic approach to the determination of l(q, u) that
naturally deals with degenerate situations and generalizes more easily to 3D. A sketch of
the approach follows.

The weight-dependent tile Tq(u) in our consideration is always a convex polytope which
has an alternate representation as an intersection of half-spaces whose representation in
Hessian normal form can easily be derived from the Delaunay triangulation,

Tq(u) =
xi∈Nq

Hi(u), Hi(u) = {p | (p− q)T (xi − q) ≤ bi(u) }, (5)

where bi(u) is a linear function.

In [Las83] a recursive algorithm was proposed for the computation of the volume of con-
vex polytopes in half-space representation such as (5). Each recursion expresses the d-
dimensional volume as a function of d − 1-dimensional volumes, until only intersections
of real-valued intervals are to be computed at the deepest level. We exploit this by applying
the recursive algorithm to (3) while keeping track of the modifications done to the linear
functions bi(u). After d−1 recursions, the 1-dimensional volumes correspond to li(q, u).

For Tq(u) ∈ R2, this leads to a linear programming problem whose solution corresponds
to the piecewise linear function required for the computation of λk(q) in (4), and can still
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: (a) Data sample from cos( x ). (b) Hiyoshi’s global C2 interpolant based on gradients
and Hessians estimated from values in the natural neighborhood of each site, (c) the gradients at the
natural neighbors were fitted in a first stage and taken into account when fitting the Hessians.

be solved in a decent fashion for Tq(u) ∈ R3, where this time roots of second order
polynomials are involved.

4.3 Natural neighbor interpolant with second order continuity

Based on the Ck coordinate construction and the Bézier simplex idea introduced in [Far90],
a globally C2 continuous interpolation scheme was proposed in [HS04], representing ϕ
by a quintic Bézier simplex b5 over λ2(q). While the C1 approach in [Far90] interpolates
given gradients at the nodes, the C2 approach in [HS04] additionally interpolates Hessians.
The evaluation of the interpolant is rather costly in terms of floating point operations, yet
the quality of the results is very high.

However, if only function values are provided as input, f(xi) and H f(xi) must be
estimated from the data. To estimate f(xi), [Sib81] used Sibson’s coordinates as weights
for the least squares plane through the natural neighbors, yielding good results and the
reproduction of spherical quadratics (see also [Flö03]). If also second order derivative
information shall be extracted from the data, the set Nq is of insufficient size, which
renders the estimation unstable most of the time as shown in Figure 3(b). We now sketch
the recursive scheme for the estimation of higher order derivatives devised by the authors
in [BBU06].

Starting with a first iteration over the data, intermediate gradients ˆ f(xi) are fitted based
on each site’s natural neighborhood. The second iteration fits f(xi) and H f(xi), which
are the first two terms of the Taylor expansion of f at xi, to the f(xi) and ˆ f(xi) such that
both are approximated as closely as possible. The result of this improved method is shown
in Figure 3(c). The approach readily generalizes to higher order derivative estimation.
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5 Discrete Harmonic Functions in Time-Dependent Point Sets

We now turn our attention to the approximation of harmonic functions. By definition, a
function f is harmonic on a domain Ω if it satisfies the Laplace equation Δf |Ω = 0, where
Δf = 2f . In case of a boundary value problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions of
the form f |∂Ω = u for a given u, a fundamental result from harmonic function theory
states that there exists a unique f satisfying the Laplace equation, c.f. [ABR01].

5.1 Discrete Harmonic Functions

In case of a discrete domain X = {x1, . . . ,xm} ⊂ Ω, the characterization of a discrete
harmonic function f : X → R utilizes an approximation of Δf(xi), which is commonly
modeled as a weighted sum of differences

Δfi := Δf(xi) =
xj∈Nxi

λij(xi − xj),

where Nxi
is some nearby neighborhood and λij ∈ R+ reflect the approximation of the

metric. This is a generalization of the sum of second derivatives in finite differences.

This definition directly corresponds to that of the graph Laplacian on a directed, weighted
graph G = (X, E,Λ) over the nodes X, with edges E = {eij}ij ⊂ X × X and edge
weights Λ : E → R, where λij = Λ(eij). Under the assumption that the weights Λ
are positive and G is connected, a similar statement about existence and uniqueness of a
discrete harmonic function exists for a set of fixed function values.

In order to approximate the continuous Laplacian, a reasonable choice of E are the edges
in the Delaunay triangulation of X. This leaves the choice of λij , which can be chosen
such that the discrete Laplacian reproduces certain properties of the continuous Laplacian,
namely Δid = 0, which translates component-wise into

Δx
Δy

=
0
0 .

This is trivially fulfilled if λij are chosen to be generalized barycentric coordinates of xi in
the one-ring neighborhood of the Delaunay triangulation, since by definition of barycentric
coordinates,

0 =
eij∈E

λij(xi − xj), 1 =
eij∈E

λij , 0 ≤ λij .

Obviously, λij is only defined in the interior of the convex hull C (X) of X. Therefore, the
Dirichlet conditions of the boundary value problem are automatically required at convex
hull vertices of X.
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Figure 4: (a) The enclosing one-ring polygon of a vertex in the Delaunay triangulation in before
and after an edge flip caused by the motion of xa

i to xb
i . (b) The same constellation in the Voronoi

diagram. Note the difference in the amount of change that happens in (a) and (b).

With this in hand, the discrete harmonic function that is the solution to the boundary value
problem

f |∂C (X) = u, Δfi = 0

is found as the solution of a sparse linear system.

When ignoring the limit behavior of the above introduced Laplacian approximation the au-
thors confirmed in [BHFU07] that the computed discrete harmonic functions approximate
continuous harmonic functions very well.

5.2 Deforming Domain

If the domain discretization X is now a continuous function of time X(t), say in the course
of a dynamic simulation, then we intuitively expect the Laplacian approximation and with
it the computed discrete harmonic function to continuously reflect the deformation that
occurs with time.

The authors investigated this aspect in [BHFU07]. It turns out that among the many
choices of barycentric coordinates that render acceptable approximations of the Laplacian
in the static case, only natural neighbor coordinates lead to a Laplacian approximation that
continuously depends on the deformation X(t).

The reason for this is the continuity of local coordinates with respect to their defining
neighborhood. The majority of generalized barycentric coordinates are defined with re-
spect to an enclosing polygon, which is derived from the connectivity of the Delaunay
triangulation. The connectivity, however, must change at some point of an arbitrary defor-
mation for any triangulation to remain valid. These changes lead to discontinuous changes
of the polygonal neighborhood, and consequently to discontinuous jumps in generalized
polygonal barycentric coordinates, which is illustrated in Figure 4(a).

Natural neighbor coordinates, on the other hand, are zero exactly when edge flips occur
in the Delaunay triangulation, which comes from their relation to sizes of entities in the
Voronoi diagram which themselves continuously depend on the positions of the Voronoi
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sites. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 4(b). Furthermore, the continuity of λij with
respect to q, as discussed in Section 4, carries over to the Laplacian approximation.

6 Conclusion

We motivated that for scattered data methods in a spatial context, the definition of “neigh-
borhood” plays an important role. Without prior knowledge about the data, spatial proxim-
ity is a valid criterion for neighborhood definition. A completely automatic determination
of such a neighborhood is given in terms of natural neighbors in the Voronoi diagram of a
set of data sites.

By pointing out the advantages and algorithmic implications of natural neighbor based
methods we provided insight into key indicators for their application.

This has been further supported by sketching the robust implementation of C2 natural
neighbor interpolation, derivative estimation and the application of natural neighbor coor-
dinates to the computation of discrete harmonic functions.
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Abstract: Nowadays, the design of so-called consistent time-stepping schemes that
basically feature a physically correct time integration, is still a state-of-the-art topic
in the area of numerical mechanics. Within the proposed framework for finite elasto-
plasto-dynamics, the spatial as well as the time discretisation rely both on a Finite Ele-
ment approach and the resulting algorithmic conservation properties have been shown
to be closely related to quadrature formulas that are required for the calculation of
time-integrals. Thereby, consistent integration schemes, which allow a superior nu-
merical performance, have been developed based on the introduction of an enhanced
algorithmic stress tensor, compare [MMS06]-[MMS07c].
In this contribution, the influence of this consistent stress enhancement, representing
a modified time quadrature rule, is analysed for the first time based on the spatial dis-
tribution of the tensor-valued difference between the standard quadrature rule, relying
on a specific evaluation of the well-known continuum stresses, and the favoured non-
standard quadrature rule, involving the mentioned enhanced algorithmic stresses. This
comparative analysis is carried out using several visualisation tools tailored to set apart
spatial and temporal patterns that allow to deduce the influence of both step size and
material constants on the stress enhancement. The resulting visualisations indeed con-
firm the physical intuition by pointing out locations where interesting changes happen
in the data.

1 Motivation

It is well-known in literature that the performance of classical time integration schemes
for structural dynamics, as for instance developed in [New59], is strongly limited when
dealing with highly nonlinear systems. In a nonlinear setting, sophisticated numerical
techniques are required to satisfy the classical balance laws, as for instance balance of
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linear and angular momentum or the classical laws of thermodynamics. Nowadays, en-
ergy and momentum conserving time integrators for dynamical systems, like multibody
systems or elasto-dynamics, are well-established in the computational dynamics commu-
nity, compare e.g. [ST92]. In contrast to the commonly used time discretisation based on
Finite Differences, one-step implicit integration algorithms relying on Finite Elements in
space and time were developed, for instance, in Betsch and Steinmann [BS01]. Therein,
conservation of energy and angular momentum have been shown to be closely related to
quadrature formulas required for numerical integration in time. In this context, specific
algorithmic energy conserving schemes for hyperelastic materials can be based on the
introduction of an enhanced stress tensor for time shape functions of arbitrary order, com-
pare Gross et al. [GBS05]. Recently, a generalisation of these Galerkin-based concepts
to finite elasto-plasto-dynamics has been worked out by Mohr et al. [MMS06]-[MMS07c].

However, it has been shown by many authors that the introduction of a modified stress
tensor represents an appropriate tool to design specific conserving respectively consis-
tent time-stepping schemes, compare e.g. [Arm06, Gonz00, GBS05, ML02a, MMS07c,
NSP06]. Nevertheless, in our opinion the influence of this stress enhancement is not com-
pletely understood yet. One very interesting aspect that has not been addressed in the
literature so far, is for instance the spatial distribution of the difference tensor between
the stresses of the continuum model and the enhanced stresses for the time-stepping. In
this context, we have already encouraged some basic discussions in [MMS06] based on
an ‘ad hoc’ visualisation approach that provides very limited information. In this contri-
bution, several more sophisticated techniques that offer different levels of detail regarding
the included information, have been developed to visualise the difference between both
second-order tensor fields. It will be demonstrated by means of representative parameter
studies that the proposed concepts indeed represent an effective tool to better understand
the numerical behaviour of the underlying time-stepping scheme.

2 Finite Elasto-Plasto-Dynamics

First, the nonlinear deformation map ϕ(X, t) : B0 × [0, T ] → Bt is introduced as a map-
ping from the material to the spatial configuration, whereby B0/t ⊂ R2/3. In the context
of finite plasticity, the resulting deformation gradient F := Xϕ(X, t) is assumed to be
multiplicatively decomposed into an elastic and a plastic part:

F
.= F e · F p (1)

In contrast to the modelling of elasticity, additional internal variables κ are included in
the Helmholtz energy density ψ(F , κ) for the plastic case to model the loading history.
Moreover, it is accepted to introduce the so-called conjugated thermodynamical forces
β := − κψ which render the dissipation inequality, namely D = β, κ̇ ≥ 0. In view of
a thermodynamically consistent modelling this dissipation inequality has to be respected
not only by the continuum model, but also by the applied numerical integration scheme.
In a next step, we apply a standard Finite Element discretisation in space for the material
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configuration of a solid continuum body. Using the spatial approximations, the semi-
discrete deformation map can be written by means of the spatial shape functions NA(X)
in the form: ϕ(X, t) = nnode

A=1 qA(t)NA(X). Consequently, the approximations in
space of the spatial velocity v := nnode

A=1 q̇A NA and the right Cauchy-Green tensor

C := F t · F =
nnode

A,B=1

qA · qB NA ⊗ NB (2)

can be computed straightforwardly. To obtain a semi-discrete system of equations of mo-
tion, we combine the placements of the spatial nodes q = [q1, ..., qnnode

]t and the nodal
generalised momenta p := M · q̇ = [p1, ...,pnnode

]t with the mass matrix M to the vec-
tor z := [q, p]t. Furthermore, the sum of the kinetic energy T (p) = 1

2 p · M−1 · p,
the free energy Ψ = B0

ψ dV and possibly an external potential V ext is defined as
H(q, p; κ) := T + Ψ + V ext. Inspired by the purely elastic case, the resulting equa-
tions of motion can still be written in a compact format of Hamilton-type

ż(t) = J · zH(z; κ) with zH =
F int − F ext

M−1 · p
, (3)

wherein we have incorporated the symplectic matrix J and the internal load vector F int(S),
involving the Piola Kirchhoff stresses S = 2 C ψ. Next, the time discretisation of the
semi-discrete system of equations of motion (3) is considered. We start with a decompo-
sition of the time interval [0, T ] = N

n=0[tn, tn+1] and a map of each sub-interval to the
reference time interval [0, 1] via the function α(t) := [t − tn]/hn based on the time-step
size hn = tn+1 − tn. For the approximation in time a continuous Galerkin method –
abbreviated by: cG(k)-method – is applied. Therefore, the time approximations of the
unknown function zh = k+1

j=1 Mj(α) zj and the test function δzh = k
i=1 Mi(α) δzi

are introduced 1. In a compact notation the resulting weak form in time is given by

1

0

J · δzh · Dαzh − hn J · zH(z; κ) dα = 0 . (4)

Obviously, Equation (4) involves time-integrated internal load vectors, which will be re-
ferred to as F̄

int
A i related to the spatial node A. As discussed for instance in Mohr et al.

[MMS06]-[MMS07c], the crucial aspect for the conservation properties of the resulting
time-stepping schemes is the approximation of these highly nonlinear time integrals. Of
course, one potential option concerning the approximation is the application of a standard
Gauss quadrature rule represented by

F̄
int
A i ≈

ngpt

l=1

node

B=1

wl Mi(ζl) qh
B(ζl)

B0

NA ⊗ NB : S dV
ζl

, (5)

1It is important to emphasise that the time shape functions Mj ∈ Pk are polynomials of degree k, whereas
the reduced shape functions fMi ∈ Pk−1 are only of degree k − 1.
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using the Gauss points ζl and the Gauss weights wl. The foregoing discretisations render
a completely discrete system of equations, representing a time-stepping scheme with the
following conservation properties. If we assume vanishing external loads, the resulting in-
tegration scheme allows the conservation of linear momentum as well as the conservation
of angular momentum. Nevertheless, it can be shown that such a standard quadrature rule
is not able to guarantee the conservation of total energy for elastic deformations, despite
being an essential feature which has to be captured by the integrator regarding the claimed
thermodynamical consistency. Consequently, we introduce the nonstandard quadrature
rule

F̄
int
A i ≈

ngpt

l=1

node

B=1

wl Mi(ζl) qh
B(ζl)

B0

NA ⊗ NB : Salg dV
ζl

, (6)

wherein the so-called elastic-enhanced algorithmic stress tensor Salg := S + elSenh has
been applied based on the enhancement

elSenh(S) = 2
ψα=1 − ψα=0 − 1

0
S : 1

2 DαCh dα
1

0
||DαCh||2 dα

DαCh . (7)

This approach follows the enhanced Galerkin methods – or short: eG(k)-methods – that
have been proposed originally by Gross et al. [GBS05] in the context of hyperelasticity.
Based on this specific nonstandard quadrature rule, the resulting time integrators guaran-
tees additionally a conservation of the total energy Hα=1 − Hα=0 = 0 when the defor-
mation is elastic. In combination with a strictly positive dissipation in the plastic case,
a monotonic decrease of the total energy Hα=1 − Hα=0 < 0 and, consequently, a ther-
modynamically consistent time-integration can apparently be featured, offering superior
performance in comparison to standard integration schemes. In this context, we want to
point out once more that the key to thermodynamical consistency exclusively relies on a
modified approximation of the corresponding time-integrals based on the elastic-enhanced
algorithmic stress tensor.

3 Comparative Tensor Visualisation

In the previous section, the essential ingredients for a thermodynamically consistent time-
integration have been presented. Thereby, the crucial difference between the standard
Gauss quadrature rule and the more sophisticated nonstandard quadrature rule is directly
related to the tensor-valued difference between the standard stresses of the continuum
model S and the algorithmic stresses Salg, involving the enhancement tensor (7). One
interesting aspect not addressed in literature so far is the spatial distribution of the corre-
sponding difference tensor field. We are optimistic that such a comparison between both
tensor fields provides a much deeper insight into the numerical behaviour of the related
time-stepping schemes. In this context important issues are for instance: the correlation
between the corrections and the underlying deformation, the influence of the time-step size
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or the material properties, the evolution of the corrections in time, the existence of charac-
teristic patterns within the difference tensor field, etc. However, a satisfying visualisation
is a non-trivial task, dealing with two different tensor fields and a large number of time
steps. A further difficulty is the fact that a direct physical interpretation of the enhance-
ment term elSenh and the algorithmic stress tensor Salg, respectively, is not valid since
it represents only a numerical tool to support the quadrature rule for time-integration. In
the following, we focus on the development and the comparison of various visualisation
approaches to better understand the influence of the correction on the time-quadrature rule.

To generate a benchmark data set, we calculated the motion of a ‘Flying L’ based on 36
4-node Finite Elements in space, using linear Finite Elements in time. For further set-
up details we refer to Mohr et al. [MMS06]. In view of the abovementioned issues,
the calculations have been performed with stiff/non-stiff material properties, involving
[λ, µ] = [10000, 5000]/[1000, 500], and with large (hn = 0.4) respectively small (hn =
0.04) time-step sizes. Since the considered tensor fields are both defined in the reference
configuration B0 only the undeformed configuration is of interest and, consequently, the
actual deformation of the body is not shown, compare Figures 1- 10.

Figure 1 shows a visualisation obtained with Matlab by representing the tensor with its
two orthogonal, normalised eigenvectors based on the spectral decompositions

Salg =
2

i=1

Sλalg
i Nalg

i ⊗Nalg
i and S =

2

i=1

Sλi N i ⊗N i . (8)

This figure was our initial motivation for experimenting with more advanced visualisa-
tions, especially to overcome the occlusion problem. Moreover, Figure 1 shows the two
tensor fields and not its difference. However, a natural possibility to reduce the complex-
ity of information is to find an appropriate representation of the difference field, since
basically the corrections are of particular interest.

Our goal is to provide multiple different visualisation tools to support the understanding
of both the spatial distribution of the algorithmic enhancement terms and their effect on
the stress field. Therefore we examine the data in a spatial context from different points
of view, one focusing on the magnitude of numerical differences in the stress tensors S
and Salg such as tensor invariants, another focusing on differences in extracted entities
like principal stress directions. We combine basic visualisation techniques such as colour
coding, transparency effects, and scaling together in order to provide the most helpful
tools, thereby applying Information Visualisation [Jac99] techniques. Very little work
has been carried out for difference tensor visualisation; most results relate to the tensor
visualisation itself, which already is a challenge. Some examples include the visualisation
of stress and strain tensors [GGH*97, NJP05] and the visualisation of diffusion tensor
MRI [WMN*02].

We analyse a particular time step from abovementioned simulation for the combination
of stiff/non-stiff material and fine/coarse time resolution, resulting in four different con-
figurations. These are shown in Figure 2, showing the principal directions [Nalg

i , N i] in
[blue, red] 2 similar to Figure 1. Since principal stress directions are not oriented, we use

2This is replaced by a [lighter,darker] grey in the b/w print.
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line segments scaled by the magnitude of the corresponding eigenvalues to show the stress
distribution over the elements. The scaling has been chosen to avoid the visual clutter
seen in Figure 1, yet although both stresses are visualised, the absolute difference in these
intuitive representations is too small to be seen, justifying the direct analysis of difference
terms as proposed in the subsequent sections.
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Figure 1: (a) reference configuration B0 with the eigenvectors [N alg
i , N i] of the elastic-enhanced

algorithmic stress tensor Salg & the Piola Kirchhoff stress tensor S, (b) deformed configuration Bt

after 10s, (c) zoom of the principal directions [N alg
i , N i].

3.1 Interpreting the symmetric difference tensor field as a 3d vector field

We are interested in a way of representing the difference tensor field. Notice that the
considered tensors are all symmetric so we have three independent components, i.e.

S =
S11 S12

S12 S22
(9)

which we can represent as a 3d vector s = [S11 S22 S12]t, similar to the classical Voigt
notation in the Finite Element context.

We have chosen this approach since we find it much more intuitive to compute the differ-
ence between two vectors than computing the difference between two tensors. We then
connected the 3d vectors of each Gauss point, four by four, to create patches resulting in a
quad-patch for every calculation element. Even if the resulting patches are indeed 3d we
find it useful to simply visualise their 2d projection, as it shows the deformations. Note
that this type of deformation is not related to the physical deformation of the considered
body. Based on this visualisation, we compensated the loss of one dimension by adding
circles at each Gauss point whose radii are the Euclidean norm of the 3d difference vectors,
namely r = ΔS11

2 + ΔS22
2 + ΔS12

2. Figures 3(a,b) and 4(a,b) respectively illustrate
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(a) stiff data set, hn = 0.4, time step 11 (b) stiff data set, hn = 0.04, time step 110

(c) non-stiff data set, hn = 0.4, time step 11 (d) non-stiff data set, hn = 0.04, time step 110

Figure 2: The stress configurations in question, where the lines depict the principal stress directions
scaled by the magnitude of the corresponding eigenvalues.

those visualisations for stiff and non-stiff data sets3.

The results clearly demonstrate that the proposed approach is considerably well-suited to
highlight regions of the body in which large corrections occur, compare Figure 3(a). More-
over, it is obvious that the corrections are higher when large time-step sizes are involved,
compare e.g. Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b).

3Note that we used a linear scaling to avoid occlusion.
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(a) stiff data set, hn = 0.4, time step 11 (b) stiff data set, hn = 0.04, time step 110

(c) stiff data set, hn = 0.4, time step 11 (d) stiff data set, hn = 0.04, time step 110

Figure 3: Circle- and ellipsoid-based visualisation using stiff material properties.

3.2 Visualising the tensor invariants through ellipsoids

Another approach - more rigorous this time - consists of visualising the tensor invariants
as ellipsoids. Despite looking very similar to Kindlmann’s tensor glyphs [Kin04], our
ellipsoids don’t involve the tensor eigenvectors at all. The characteristic function of a
tensor S is given by

χ(S) = |S − λI| = λ2 − [S11 + S22]λ + [S11S22 − S12
2] (10)
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(a) non-stiff data set, hn = 0.4, time step 11 (b) non-stiff data set, hn = 0.04, time step 110

(c) non-stiff data set, hn = 0.4, time step 11 (d) non-stiff data set, hn = 0.04, time step 110

Figure 4: Circle- and ellipsoid-based visualisation using non-stiff material properties.

and provides two invariants, namely the trace and the determinant of the tensor:

I1 = tr(S) = S11 + S22 and I2 = det(S) = S11S22 − S12
2. (11)

The ellipsoid is built using the components’ basis

(x, y, z) = (ΔI1, ΔI2,
ΔI1 + ΔI2

2
), (12)

where ΔIi is the difference between the invariants of both tensor fields.
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Figures 3(c,d) and 4(c,d) respectively illustrate the ellipsoid-based visualisations for data
sets that have been calculated by means of stiff and non-stiff material properties. More-
over, Figure 5 shows the evolution of the differences between the invariants over time.
To investigate a potential correlation between the deformation and the corrections, the
norm of the physical strain field based on the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor C has
been additionally incorporated, where the following colour-coding has been used: from
blue [lighter] to red [darker] for increasing strain norms. Note that we used a logarithmic
scaling here, as opposed to a linear scaling, since the differences are much greater than in
the circle-based visualisation4. In comparison to the previous approach, the corresponding
plots provide an essentially better view on the spatial distribution of the corrections, since
the regions with extremely large corrections are not so dominant due to the mentioned
logarithmic scaling. In this context, it becomes obvious that the locations of the correc-
tions are, especially for the stiff data set shown in Figure 3(c,d), more homogeneously
distributed when a smaller time-step size is applied. Also very interesting is the clustering
of large corrections in certain regions of the ‘L’ particularly where the norm of the strains
is high, as pictured in Figure 5.

3.3 Interpreting the differences of physical measures

So far, focus has been on the display of abstract measures derived from numerical repre-
sentations of the stress tensors that might be hard to interpret. We now turn our attention to
changes in more physically motivated measures given by the eigenvectors [Nalg

i , N i], and
eigenvalues [Sλalg

i , Sλi] of both stress tensors [Salg, S], as already introduced in Equa-
tion (8). From a mechanical point of view, such a spectral decomposition is quite intuitive,
since the results can be interpreted as principal stresses and principal stress directions
respectively. Nevertheless, keep in mind that a direct physical interpretation of the algo-
rithmic stress tensor by itself is critical. However, the actual goal is to show how the stress
distribution is modified by the introduction of the correction term, related to Equation (7).
We therefore consider rotation of the principal stress directions, and changes in the stress
magnitude along these, whereby particularly the rotation seems to be an interesting issue
in this context.

The computation of a rotation angle αi between the principal directions requires the asso-
ciation of each direction in Nalg

i with a direction in N i. This can be based either on the
minimisation of the variation in the corresponding eigenvalues or the minimisation of the
angle between the directions. If these two criteria don’t agree, say, both major eigenvalues
are close but the major principal direction of the enhanced tensor aligns with the minor
principal direction of the untouched tensor, the choice is arbitrary and leads to different
magnitudes in angle or principal stress. In our considerations, we favour closely aligned
principal directions over similar eigenvalues, where the largest eigenvalue of S determines
the major principal direction. Finally, the difference in the absolute eigenvalues amounts
to the root-mean-square error between the ordered pair of absolute eigenvalues in both the

4The redistribution caused by the logarithmic transfer function can be seen in the histograms displayed in the
top-right corner.
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Figure 5: Ellipsoid-based visualisation over time. From top-left to bottom-right: time step 220 to
235.

enhanced and the basic stresses, rendering

Δλ := (|Sλalg
1 | − |Sλ1|)2 + (|Sλalg

2 | − |Sλ2|)2
1
2

. (13)

3.3.1 Wedges as rotation indicators

As seen in Figure 2, the angular difference αi between [Nalg
i , N i] is too small for di-

rect visualisation purposes. We therefore propose an exaggerated display of those using
wedges that indicate the rotation direction with a colour sweep as seen in Figures 6(a-d).
Prior to display, the computed angles are equalised based on the transfer function

α̃i = sign(αi) · λ|αi|γ , λ, γ ∈ R+ . (14)
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(a) stiff data set, hn = 0.4, time step 11 (b) stiff data set, hn = 0.04, time step 110

(c) non-stiff data set, hn = 0.4, time step 11 (d) non-stiff data set, hn = 0.04, time step 110

Figure 6: Wedge visualisation for stiff and non-stiff data at different time resolutions. The angles
have been scaled such as to provide an exaggerated display of the qualitative behaviour.

Note that a choice of γ = 1 corresponds to linear scaling by λ, while for γ < 1, stretching
occurs in the interval [−1, 1] - which is a reasonable behaviour as αi ∈ [−π/4, π/4]. In the
present example a choice of λ = 1 and γ = 0.2 led to the best results, the corresponding
equalised angle distribution is shown in the top-right corner.

The visualisation in Figures 6(a-d) employs a uniform scaling of the major eigenvectors,
because the screen space occupied by one such glyph directly correlates with the user-
perceived importance. As the main objective is to indicate rotation, the change in the
magnitude of eigenvalues has been mapped linearly to circles, which we found least dis-
tracting from the main visualisation goal.

Once more, the results confirm the fundamental influence of the applied time-step size: a
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(a) stiff data set, hn = 0.4, time step 11 (b) stiff data set, hn = 0.04, time step 110

(c) non-stiff data set, hn = 0.4, time step 11 (d) non-stiff data set, hn = 0.04, time step 110

Figure 7: Colour-coded discs displaying the difference in the eigenvalues via diameter and angle
modification via blue (αi < 0) and red (αi > 0) colour. In the b/w print, this is replaced by
[lighter,darker] grey.

larger time-step size requires also larger corrections. Moreover, we can see that in some
elements large modifications of the angle are combined with small changes in the eigenval-
ues and vice versa, compare Figure 6(a). Analogously to Figure 3(a,b) and Figure 4(a,b),
it is obvious that for the present example the largest modifications are needed when stiff
material properties are combined with large time-step sizes.

3.3.2 Colour-coded discs as indicators of change in eigenvalue magnitude

The wedge-based visualisation obviously lacked clarity with respect to the rotation di-
rection due to the small size of the glyphs. A simple yet very effective visualisation of
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(a) stiff data set, hn = 0.4, time step 11 (b) stiff data set, hn = 0.04, time step 110

(c) non-stiff data set, hn = 0.4, time step 11 (d) non-stiff data set, hn = 0.04, time step 110

Figure 8: The same setting as in Figure 7, but now equalising the eigenvalues for all data sets based
on the same transfer function. All but (b) exhibit better visible details.

sign and magnitude is achieved by colour-coding, where blue indicates negative rotation
and red positive5, see Figures 7 and 8. Here again an equalisation of the value range is
necessary to address nuances in the angle distribution close to the origin.

We aim as a second aspect for the depiction of differences in the tensor eigenvalues, cor-
responding to the difference in the principal stress magnitude along [Nalg

i , N i]. Figure 7
displays coloured discs with linearly scaled differences as radii. As can be seen in Fig-
ure 7(a,c), regions with dominant corrections can be immediately captured, especially for
the large time-step size. However, the resulting visualisation only indicates changes in
few tensors because of the large variation in magnitude of the displayed values, therefore

5This is replaced by a [lighter,darker] pattern in the b/w print.
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Figure 9: Level-of-detail visualisation, showing more qualitative facts at a large scale while depicting
the concrete deformation on a per-tensor basis after an appropriate zoom. The pixel clutter visible in
the angle of the ‘L’ is actually a swept ellipse similar to the one depicted in the second top row, yet
very big and very thin (reproduced in colour on p. 189).

loosing more subtle details to the scaling.

This is taken care of by again equalising the value range as shown in Figure 8. The re-
spective transfer functions are displayed in the top right corner of each figure. It can be
seen in Figure 8(b) that the equalisation, if not properly scaled, obfuscates details as the
result of a too uniform value distribution. Nevertheless, especially Figure 8 (a,c) enables
a very interesting perspective on the spatial distribution of the modifications. Obviously,
homogeneously coloured ‘correction clusters’ occur within the ‘L’, similar to the results
of the ellipsoid-based visualisation.

3.3.3 Level-of-detail investigation using complex glyphs

The last approach we present is based on a multiresolution paradigm, providing qualitative
information at a global scale while allowing to look at concrete behaviour in detail at an
adequate zoom level. The large scale visualisation in Figure 9 combines the difference in
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eigenvalues via the circle diameters, and the angle and direction of rotation via the circle
colours. The detail level depicts the magnitude and angle modification as a sweep between
individual representations of Salg and S.

The employed glyphs are created in the following way. Each pair [Nalg
i , N i] of principal

directions, scaled by the eigenvalues [Sλalg
i , Sλi], gives raise to a cross of two orthogonal

lines. The eigenvalues are also the radii of an ellipse aligned with the principal directions.
If different colours for the combination of cross and ellipse are assigned for Salg and S, the
linear sweep between the corresponding curves provides the complex glyph visualisation
in Figure 9.

This visualisation tool indeed incorporates most of the advantages of the different tech-
niques that have been discussed before. It allows, on the one hand, an excellent detection
of regions in which large modifications occur. On the other hand, a detailed physical-based
insight can be obtained by zooming-in, offering information both on magnitude and rota-
tion. The motivation for nested visualisation can be verified by looking at Figure 10, which
demonstrates that no single visualisation is usually capable of giving sufficient insight into
all interesting aspects present in the data.

4 Conclusions & Outlook

In the first part of this paper, we have presented the essential ingredients for a thermody-
namically consistent time-stepping scheme for finite elasto-plasto-dynamics, whereby the
conservation properties are directly related to the approximation of related time-integrals.
In this context, a modified quadrature rule has been applied based on a so-called elastic-
enhanced algorithmic stress tensor. In the second part, special emphasis has been placed on
the investigation of the spatial distribution of the resulting difference between the stresses
of the continuum model and the enhanced stresses for the time-stepping. Thereby, it has
been shown in previous work that an ‘ad hoc’ visualisation is not able to provide satisfy-
ing information. Therefore, we have devised visualisations of both abstract and physically
based measures in the spatial context of the simulated domain. The results help revealing
the intrinsic qualities of the data, especially by pointing out regions of interest. Indeed, the
developed visualisation approaches provide a deeper insight into the numerical behaviour
of the algorithmic stress tensor and, consequently, enable a better understanding of the
discussed integration algorithms.

In future work, the discussed results, like influence of the time-step size or clustering of
the corrections, should be verified for further data sets. Moreover, we plan to incorporate
the time dimension, looking at the evolution of the corrections based on the here pro-
posed visualisation techniques. Thereby, especially the question of time continuity of the
difference between both tensor fields seems to be essential.

Acknowledgements Financial support by the German Research Foundation DFG within
the International Research Training Group 1131 ‘Visualisation of Large and Unstructured
Data Sets. Applications in Geospatial Planning, Modeling, and Engineering’ is gratefully
acknowledged by the authors.
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Figure 10: A collection of all presented visualisation tools applied to the same data set and time step
(reproduced in colour on p. 190).
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Abstract: Nowadays biologists investigate different causes for deafness. One reason
is a damage in a particular region of the auditory brain stem. Anatomical differences
were discovered when investigating brain slices of different laboratory mice. However,
these slices are only a two dimensional representation of a part of the brain. The arising
question was how these differences of structure affect the three dimensional represen-
tation of this region. Therefore, an interdisciplinary framework was developed, which
allows even unexperienced users to investigate and compare these regions.

1 Introduction

The Superior Olivary Complex (SOC) is a part of the auditory brain stem playing an im-
portant role in hearing. The SOC consists of several cores, each responsible for a particular
aspect of sound processing. It was discovered that genetic suppression of a certain calcium
channel in mouse brains results, among other things, in deafness by birth. Cross-sections
of the SOC revealed anatomic differences in a core called Lateral Superior Olivary (LSO).
LSOs of mice with genetic suppression (knock-out mice) differ in form and size, respec-
tively number and density of cells from the LSOs of healthy mice. Further studies of these
differences should be supported by a framework, that can visualize the cores of the SOC
three dimensionally (especially the LSO) and determine characteristic parameters, such
as volumes and surface areas of the cores. Of course professional applications used in
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) or Computed Tomography (CT) can accomplish this
task. Unfortunately their acquisition goes far beyond the financial scope of most research
groups. Therefore this paper focuses on a low cost alternative, that does not require expen-
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sive hardware. Instead the framework processes grayscale images of cross-sections, that
can easily be obtained by using a camera and a microscope.
Section 2 provides an overview of related work in the field of brain visualization. In Sec-
tion 3 the reconstruction of cores, which is based on contour information taken from digital
grayscale images of the brain slices is presented. Section 4 describes methods for volume-
and surface estimation used in the analysis of the cores. Finally Section 5 presents imple-
mentational aspects of the framework. The paper ends with a discussion and perspective
on future work.

2 Related work

Nowadays numerous different applications deal with the visualization and analysis of cere-
bral data sets for various purposes. Some representative examples are given:
The Allen Brain Explorer [Al07], a product of the Allen Institute for Brain Science, pro-
vides a detailed cellular-resolution, genome-wide map of gene expression in the mouse
brain. Because there is a high degree of similarity between the human genome and that
of a mouse (∼ 90%), the project offers the opportunity to further understanding of human
disorders and diseases (e.g. Alzheimer’s, Parkison’s, epilepsy etc). In 2006, the explorer
was able to visualize the expression of approximately 20.000 genes in a three dimensional
model of the brain.
AnatQuest [An07] is based on the Visual Human Project [NLM07], a collection of digital
images of complete human male and female cadavers in MRI, CT and anatomical modes.
The images of the Visual Human data set are used by AnatQuest to create three dimen-
sional models of anatomical objects within these slices. The Insight Toolkit (ITK) [ITK07]
also supports the Visual Human Project and employs leading-edge segmentation and reg-
istration algorithms in two, three, and more dimensions. Developing these algorithms is
of great importance in many branches of medicine, e.g. in the automatic identification of
tumors.
Nearly all applications dealing with the visualization of biological data sets rely on a
method to reconstruct the models to display. In the current approach this is done based
on contour information. Besides the approach applied in this paper, which was first pre-
sented in [EPO91], various other authors dedicated their work to this topic. A detailed
summary of previous work can be found in [MS92].
In order to achieve good results in the reconstruction process, it is advisable to align all
slices in a preceding step. For cross-sectional data sets, pin holes in the preparations can
simplify this task [SM01]. Unfortunately this method was not applicable in the current
case, because the preparations were too fragile.
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3 Core reconstruction

A typical data set to be processed consists of 6-10 grayscale images of anatomical cuts of
the SOC, sliced at approximately 30 µm intervals. All images were segmented by man-
ually marking the contours of the cores to be reconstructed (e.g. the LSO) with unique
colors. Although it would be of great benefit to segment all pictures automatically, the
manual marking is the only appropriate way at the moment. Most regions are so diffuse
that it takes an experienced person with biological background to identify them correctly.
All steps of the reconstruction process are described subsequently. After the extraction of
contour information from the input files, an alignment procedure compensates transforma-
tions caused by the manual treatment of preparations. The preprocessed contours can then
be used to identify correspondences between points of consecutive contours, which will
provide the information needed to construct a geometric model of a core.

3.1 Contour extraction

First all core contours are extracted from the grayscale images. In a mathematical sense,
a contour is an ordered sequence of two dimensional points. Obviously some caution is
needed to identify this sequence correctly. Traversing the image pixelwise row by row
will ignore the predecessor-successor order between contour pixels. Contour Tracing Al-
gorithms, like the one of Pavlidis [Pa82], provide a solution to this problem. Pavlidis’ algo-
rithm extracts the point set of a contour in counterclockwise direction by always searching
for the next rightmost contour pixel in moving direction. The idea is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1, where the contour pixels of a gray object are identified one after another in correct
order. Solid arrows indicate directions in which a pixel is searched for. Directions with
dashed arrows do not have to be checked anymore, because a suited pixel was already
found before.

Figure 1: Contour extraction of a gray object by Pavlidis’ algorithm. Arrows indicate directions
where to search for the next pixel. Directions with dashed arrows do not have to be checked anymore.
All pixels belonging to the contour are identified in correct order.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Situation before the alignment with barycenters mutually displaced an eigenvector
crosses twisted against each other. (b) Situation after the alignment. Transformations due to manual
placement are compensated.

3.2 Alignment

The next steps in the reconstruction process are based on the extracted contours. However,
a misalignment of the slices due to manual placement onto glass object carriers prevents a
direct use. Slices can be displaced, twisted and even distorted. The former two result from
an imprecise placement, whereas the latter one is due to the varying pressure of a brush,
used to place the preparations. Therefore, contours must be aligned in order to compensate
these transformations. By performing a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) it is possi-
ble to treat translations and rotations between successive contours [La06]. Identifying the
principal components of a two dimensional contour is done by calculating the eigenvectors
and eigenvalues of the points’ covariance matrix. This yields to two perpendicular vectors
in the barycenter of each contour, i.e. the principal components. Contours are aligned
by making the crosses formed by the eigenvectors coincident through mutual shifting and
twisting, as shown in Figure 2. Provided that contours are quite similar and not too much
transformed, this technique produces useful results in most situations.
However, results should be interpreted with some care, for it is possible that the structure
of a core gets lost during the alignment. One can imagine a core where the centers of its
contours are mutually displaced. By making these centers coincident, the natural structure
of the core will be destroyed. The reason is the impossible determination whether the dis-
placement of barycenters is due to the core’s natural structure or to the manual positioning
onto object carriers. Finding an appropriate alternative will be subject of future work.

3.3 Linking

The aligned contours are used to identify corresponding points in successive contours. In-
formation gained in this step will be used to form the triangle meshes of a core’s wire
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frame model. The applied method was first presented by Ekoule et al. [EPO91]. A corre-
spondence, or linkage, can be expressed by a function Z : P → Q from the set of points
of the first contour into the set of points of the following one. The mapping of Z should
be ”natural”, as illustrated in Figure 3. Here the point p is mapped to Z(p) which seems

Figure 3: Defining a linkage between points of consecutive contours. Due to the geometry of both
contours, a link between p and q would seem most ”natural”.

quite unnatural. Regarding the geometry, q would be a more suitable candidate. Ekoule
et al. determine corresponding points by the use of a local distance criterion for convex
contours. If a pair of points (pi, Z(pi)) is selected, Z(pi+1) is searched for among the
successors of Z(pi) within a local neighborhood, so that the distance between pi+1 and
Z(pi+1) becomes minimal.
Nonconvex contours are treated by projecting them onto their convex hulls and determining
a linkage between the projected contours. The projection procedure must take into account
the local deformation of a contour. For this purpose, contours are subdivided recursively
into concavities which are projected onto the convex hull of the superior concavity.
At the moment the framework is able to identify single branching correspondences. For
each core there is exactly one contour in every slice of the data set. Multiple branching
situations arise when a core splits up. Implementing a correct multiple branching detection
and treatment will enhance the frameworks functionality in future versions. Approaches
how to do this can be found in [EPO91].

3.4 Triangulation

After linking points of consecutive contours, the triangle meshes of a core’s model are
constructed. The order of pixels within a contour and the mapping of Z : P → Q already
define some triangle edges. However, assuming without loss of generality |P| ≤ |Q| holds
(otherwise they are switched), there can be points in Q that are not linked to any point in
P . These must be taken into account when constructing the meshes. The method used
is described by Linsen [Li97]. Unlinked points are assigned to points in P and possible
gaps are closed. It is verified that the orientation of points is consistent for all triangles
of a model. This is important for a correct visualization with OpenGL. As an example of
the whole reconstruction process, the wire frame model of a Lateral Superior Olivary is
shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Wire frame model of a LSO. The model was reconstructed from 7 slices of a healthy mouse
brain.

4 Analysis

As stated in the introduction, the LSOs of knock-out mice and wild-type mice differ from
each other. Several parameters characterize these differences. The framework supports the
comparison of the two mouse groups by providing an automated estimation of the volume-
and surface values for the reconstructed cores.

4.1 Volume estimation

The volume of a core can be calculated by figuring out the integral
Z

A(z)dz, where
A(z) = contour area at depth z [RH90]. This integral is approximated by

n−2

i=0

(zi+1 − zi)
A(zi) + A(zi+1)

2
,

a discrete sum of trapezoidal areas beneath the graph of A. The parameter n describes the
number of contours, zi their depths in z-direction and A(zi) the contour area at position zi.
A comparison of methodologies shows a high degree of similarity between the results of
automatic estimations and the ones of conventional manual calculations. The resemblance
underlines the correctness of this approach.
An interesting fact is that the volumes are independent from the method of alignment
(as far as only translations and rotations are treated). This is guaranteed by Cavalieri’s
Principle, which claims that ”if, in two solids of equal altitude, the sections made by
planes parallel to and at the same distance from their respective bases are always equal,
then the volumes of the two solids are equal” [We03]. Hence, possible variations in the
method of alignment will not affect volume estimation.
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4.2 Surface estimation

Surface estimation of a core is straight forward compared to its volume estimation. It is
done by summing up all triangle areas of a core’s model. Obviously this estimation is
strongly affected by the method of alignment, so alterations in future versions will lead to
different results.

5 Implementation

Implementing a prototypic software application requires deliberate decisions regarding the
tools to be used. The framework is designed for WindowsXP and was implemented choos-
ing C++ as a programming language. C++ is widely spread and comes along with robust
and efficient compilers for nearly every platform. Microsoft’s Windows is the most con-
venient operating system and is best known by most users. It provides various tools for
handling a development environment (e.g. Microsoft Visual Studio 2005). In order to cre-
ate an appealing visualization and comfortable Graphical User Interface (GUI), OpenGL
and Trolltech’s Qt4 were used, which are freely available for a multitude of systems. The
framework was tested on an Intel Centrino 1.7 GHz system with 1024 MB RAM and a
128 MB ATI 9700 graphic card. At least 50 MB of free disk space are required.

5.1 Basic architecture

The framework is built of four modules which implement the methods described in the
previous sections. The modules depend on each other an are organized in a pipeline as
follows:

ContourMaker This component extracts contours from image files in the Portable Net-
work Graphics format (PNG) by executing an implementation of Pavlidis’ algo-
rithm. All contour pixels within a slice are identified and saved in xls-files.

SliceConstructor The xls-files produced by the ContourMaker are processed by the Slice-
Constructor, which performs a principal component analysis on the point sets and
identifies translation vectors and rotation angles for the following alignment. All
alignment information is stored in xls-files for further use.

VolumeConstructor This component is responsible for the reconstruction of core mod-
els. Points in consecutive contours are linked as described as described above tri-
angle meshes are created. Results are saved as Obj/Wavefront-files, which can be
displayed by various viewers.

Viewer3D Finally a three dimensional representation of the SOC and its cores is created
and displayed to the user. This module offers the possibility to examine data sets
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in a virtual environment and to interact with them by adjusting the perspective as
required (through translation, rotation and zooming).

All components are controlled by configuration files which mainly contain information
about the input files to process and the output files to create.

5.2 Graphical User Interface

When starting the framework, the application’s main window, shown in Figure 5, is pre-
sented to the user. From here it is possible to perform all provided operations. It mainly
consists of two graphic windows (instances of Viewer3D) which can display different data
sets simultaneously. Thus it is possible to directly compare knock-out and wild-type mice.
Beneath each window several control elements allow the user to take influence on the pre-

Figure 5: The framework’s main window consists of two graphic windows. The user intuitively
interacts with data sets by using the mouse to adjust his view. The design facilitates the direct
comparison of wild-type and knock-out mice.

sentation of data sets (distance between slices, current time step in a series of data sets,
parameters for artificial end pieces). Further operations are supported by elements of the
main menu. Results of the automated analysis are presented in form of histograms. A
histogram always displays parameter estimations for the cores in the left and right graphic
window, which simplifies the task of recognizing regularities and differences in data sets.
Samples of scenes showing a reconstructed Lateral Superior Olivary are presented in Fig-
ure 6. Figure 6(a) illustrates the model of a LSO, reconstructed from seven cross-sections
which were sliced at intervals of 30 µm. In order to investigate the core together with
the embedding tissue, the original data set (grayscale images of the preparations) has been
added to the scene in Figure 6(b). By rotating, translating and zooming the user can adjust
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the point of view as required. A color-mapped version of Figure 6(b) can be found in the
colorplate on p. 191. Color-mapping is achieved by applying a transfer function to the

(a) (b)

Figure 6: A sequence of scenes generated by the framework. (a) Surface model of a LSO. (b) Surface
model embedded into the surrounding tissue.

original data set. They are a common technique in scientific visualization and are used
to map scalar values to optical features. The framework uses transfer functions to map
grayscale values to RGB-colors. Thus this it gets possible to emphasize certain features of
a data set, like darker regions with lots of cells, by highlighting them with different colors.
Transfer functions are defined in a separate dialog (see colorplate) that allows the declara-
tion of up to three disjoint intervals in the set of grayscale values over which RGB-colors
are interpolated linearly.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper the development of an interdisciplinary framework for the visualization of
brain structures was described. The framework can visualize a particular region of the
auditory brain stem of a mouse. Data sets consist of cross-sections containing contour
information about the cores to be reconstructed. The reconstruction process was discussed
in detail and difficulties with the alignment were pointed out. Different opportunities to
analyze the structures were described.
Considering the specific needs of the involved biologists, the framework is used in the
validation of a deafness model by providing ways to visualize and quantify differences
between two mouse groups.
Future work will focus on enhancing the alignment of contours and increasing the frame-
work’s flexibility by providing ways to handle branching structures. Another extension
is the automatic estimation and calculation of the amount of cells and cell cores, because
biologists still try to count their occurrences by hand.
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Abstract: Over the past years, the interaction between humans and computers (HCI)
evolved to one of the most important research topics in computer science. There-
fore, finding a way for an intuitive, easy and affordable interaction is the main chal-
lenge. Optical markerless tracking using consumer hardware can satisfy these prob-
lems. However, in order to be able to interact in an efficient way, the tracking and
furthermore the interaction must be handled in real time. This leads to efficient use
of current GPUs in order to speed up the tracking and furthermore the gesture recog-
nition. Involving these issues, an approach for an implementation and system will be
presented in the following paper.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, humans are surrounded by a highly sophisticated environment and technology.
From these circumstances, the interaction and in addition the human-computer interaction
(HCI) is arising to a very important research topic among scientists. Interacting with
computers can be handled in many different fashions and furthermore with a huge amount
of different interaction devices. Consequently, the interaction should be as intuitive and
simple as possible in order to provide an efficient and satisfying way for interaction even
for untrained persons .

In recent years, many different interaction types and sophisticated hardware input devices
have been developed. In this regard, one of the intuitive options for interaction commands
are poses and gestures, which can be detected in a satisfying manner by additional hard-
ware, e.g. data gloves or markers. However, most untrained or novel users are not familar
with wearing additional hardware devices and behave unnatural. Although, the devices
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have become smaller and more lightweight, they might still be uncomfortable to wear.
Therefore, the question arises whether it is possible and sufficient to track only the poses
and gestures of the users and therefore their hands by means of skin detection in order to
obtain information for interaction purposes.

Commercially available optical tracking systems are often quite expensive and usually
require markers or other visual means for optical reference. Therefore, the question arises
whether we really need those tracking devices or whether off-the-shelf components like
webcams or digital cameras can also be sufficient for this type of interaction.

Based on these ideas, a system has been developed which facilitates optical tracking with-
out optical markers for human gesture-controlled real-time interaction with a software sys-
tem. The real-time capability is accomplished by using a GPU-accelerated computation
method.

2 State of the Art

Gaining insight into current state of the art research in human-computer interaction (HCI),
many different interaction methods and approaches as well as hardware devices exist.
These methods can be categorized in different tracking methods:

• Pointing devices, which are tracked in context of the users, and allow a three dimen-
sional interaction, e.g., wands [CB03], or the dragonfly device [SR03],

• Spot pointing devices, e.g. laser pointers [ATK+05, ON01], where the resulting spot
is used for selecting or moving of objects or writing on the screen,

• Or trackable interaction devices, e.g. the Cubic Mouse [FPW+00], or data gloves
[Imm07], where the position needs to be tracked in order to obtain interaction infor-
mation for the applications.

However, the user is always dependent on the use of a specific device for the interaction,
keeping his or her hands occupied, which may not always be feasible, for instance, in a
sterile medical environment.

In order to be independent of additional devices, interaction should be kept as intuitive
and natural as possible. One good solution is the tracking of the user and the use of eye
movements to control navigation or detect the user’s focus [BDDG03] (gaze tracking).
However, a serious drawback to this method is the anthropogenic fact that humans tend
to focus on different targets in very short time intervals, which results in difficulties for
deciding whether a change of the eye position should result in a scene change or not
[Zha03]. When considering which human bodily expressions can or should be tracked,
usually the hands come to mind first, as they are certainly the most natural and intuitive
interaction devices.

In recent years, different approaches for using the hands for human-computer interaction
have been studied and developed. Strickon and Paradiso [SP98] tried to track hands mov-
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ing over a low-cost laser-scanning rangefinder. With this device, the user interacts with
a laser in front of a screen. Varona et al. [VRL05] and Thayananthan et al. [TSTC06]
presented other approaches for tracking of hands and faces trying to classify gestures by
a hierarchical Bayesian filter, which consisted of different rotations of the gesture. They
demonstrated that building up different rotated gestures in preprocessing can be avoided
by using rotation invariant gestures.

Nowadays, quite complex and furthermore expensive camera solutions and systems exist,
which are able to track a person or interaction devices. However, these devices often need
a specific setup and may require additional hardware. Furthermore, they often require re-
flectors or other optical indicators, so called markers or targets, which must be attached
to the desired tracking object [Gmb07]. In this article, we develop other tracking options,
employing consumer hardware such as webcams or digital cameras and develop a marker-
less gesture-based input method. In addition, the computational power of the GPU is used
to accelerate computations and to obtain real-time capability of the detection and tracking
system. Modern available webcams or digital cameras have a sufficiently high resolution
of at least 640x480 pixels and a frame rate of 25 to 30 frames per second. Furthermore,
current computers are mostly equipped with satisfying graphic cards, that can take care of
the necessary computations in order to match the real-time constraints, which comes along
with the requirements for smooth interaction.

This article presents an efficient way of interacting with virtual environments by using con-
sumer hardware. In Section 3, the basic concepts and ideas of the system will be presented.
Within this Section, a short system overview will be given, followed by a description of
the image capturing and the necessary image processing steps ofskin detection, noise fil-
tering, and outline extraction. For acceleration purposes, these steps are computed on the
graphics processing unit (GPU). In section 4, the pose and gesture detection is explained.
Therefore, some basic operations on images must be explained first. These are the so-
called image moments and their computation, which will be used for the comparison of
the captured regions to poses, which are stored in a database. The paper concludes with
results from the skin detection and gesture recognition algorithms and with an outlook on
future work.

3 Markerless Interaction

In the following section first a short overview of the system architecture and the usage of
the algorithms on the GPU is presented. Then, the different steps of capturing an image,
applying skin detection, noise removal and silhouette reduction are described. The results
are then used for pose and gesture detection, as described in Section 4.
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3.1 System Architecture

In many applications, the real-time responce of the system for the interaction task is most
important providing an immediate feedback to the user. Consequently, tracking and recog-
nition must be handled as fast as possible, preferably at the same rate as images are dis-
played or obtained. Otherwise, the user could be easily confused or irritated and would not
know whether he or she has already initiated an action. As a result, it is important to handle
all necessary calculations within a given time frame. Although modern CPUs are becom-
ing increasingly faster, it is sometimes difficult to process all incoming and outgoing data
in real-time. Many researches now explore the potentials of the current graphic processing
units (GPUs). Furthermore, by now the GPU is not only utilized for graphical purposes,
but also for performing highly parallel tasks efficiently. The usage of graphic cards for
such a purpose is defined as general purpose computation on the GPU (GPGPU for short)
[Fun05, FM04]. Textures or in this case image data, as obtained from digital cameras
or webcams, are well-suited for the computation and execution of multiple operations in
parallel on the GPU.

Figure 1: Scheme of the algorithm

The current implementation of the system uses advanced features and acceleration capa-
bilities of the GPU. An outline of the system architecture is given in Figure 1. First, the
camera image is captured and transmitted to the GPU as a texture. Next, the skin de-
tection, which is presented in 3.2, is performed on the GPU implemented as a fragment
shader. The opening of the image, which is separated in an erosion and a dilation part,
reduces noise in the binary image. This algorithm can also be efficiently computed on the
GPU. The results from the filter kernels are stored as alpha values in the camera image.
All of these algorithms are implemented as fragment shaders. After their computation, the
image is transmitted to the CPU where the remaining tasks are performed. The clustering
as well as pose and gesture detection based on image moments, which will be handled in
Section 4, cannot be implemented as a highly parallel GPU algorithm and therefore are
carried out on the CPU.
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3.2 Skin detection

Common skin detection methods classify pixels according to a specific color space, e.g.,
RGB, normalized RGB, HSV, or YCrCb. Other methods try to classify skin regions based
on probability maps, which are generated using training sets. This process needs the man-
ual selection of the regions containing skin, and is therefore expensive. Neural networks
can be used to simplify it. A more detailed overview of current state-of-the-art approaches
are given by Martinkauppi et al. [MSP03] and by Kakumanu et al. [KMB07].

For the detection of skin in form of a binary classification, Gomez and Moralez proposed
an approach based on normalized RGB values [GM02]. The normalization of the RGB
values reduces the ambient illuminance and offers the advantage of being more robust
against varying light conditions. The decision whether a pixel is classified as ”skin” or
”not skin” is made by logically combining the following three thresholding equations:

r

g
> 1.185 and

rb

(r + g + b)2
> 0.107 and

rg

(r + g + b)2
> 0.112 (1)

where r, g, b ∈ [0, 1] are the normalized RGB values.

If the query succeeds in all three cases, the pixel is classified as ”skin”, otherwise as ”not
skin”. Consequently, when applying this skin detection method to a captured image, the
result will be a binary coded image. This separates the image into regions containing either
”skin” or ”no skin” (see Figure 2).

(a) Captured Image (reproduced in color on p. 192) (b) Image after skin detection

Figure 2: Applying the skin detection to a captured image

3.3 Noise reduction

When using consumer off-the-shelf cameras, a well known problem is their susceptibility
to noise. In order to improve the captured image, one can smooth it using a discrete
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Gaussian filter. For this, the image is convoluted with a Gaussian filter mask. However,
when the noise reduction is applied to the captured image, it is already in a binary format
(see Figure 2). Applying a Gaussian filter to a binary image would result in blurred edges
and increased pixel errors. To avoid this, morphological operators are employed as they
are more efficient on binary images. We use an opening operation, which is a combination
of an erosion and a dilation filter.

Figure 3: Opening of a binary image (reproduced in color on p. 192)

The erosion as well as the dilation steps are applied as filter kernels of a 3x3 matrix. An
example is shown in Figure 3. Additional information on image processing techniques and
morphological operations can be found in [Jäh97].

In order to receive the contour or silhouettes of the segmented image, algorithms and meth-
ods for edge detection must be applied. Multiple approaches have been described in the
literature, e.g., gradient-based methods like Sobel or Canny operators [Jäh97]. However,
for binary images, the computation can be done in a more efficient way by applying a
modified hit-miss operator. The defined hit-miss operator operates as a search operator for
a 4-connected neighborhood of the current pixel with the value ”1”. If no zero is found in
the neighborhood of the pixel, the value of the pixel is set to zero. As a result, only the
outline of an object remains visible (represented by ”1” pixels).

(a) Original image and detected contours (reprduced in color
on p. 192)

(b) Result from sample image

Figure 4: The modified hit-miss operator
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4 Gesture Detection

In the following section the clustering of the resulting image is described. After that, the
concept of image moments is explained. They are calculated for the regions previously
found by the clustering and are compared to the moments in the stored database. Finally,
the action assigned to the detected pose is performed.

4.1 Clustering

After the computation of the outlines of the skin region done on the GPU, these regions of
interest are separated into clusters. Without region clustering a recognition of poses is not
feasible. This can be seen in Figure 4. This image consists of several regions, e.g. the eyes,
the head, and the hand. It should be noted that there is some noise present in the image.
If the whole image was compared to a pose (e.g. as seen in Figure 5), there would be
no success, because the image does not exclusively contain the pose. There are still some
other objects present in the image, which lead to incorrect results. Therefore, the respective
discrete regions must be found and clustered. In order to gather the regions, region growing
[Ver91] is used. An 8-connected neighborhood is considered for determining connected
regions. The boundary of each region is returned as a result.

Comparing gestures or poses is challenging. Several solutions exist, e.g. performing a
pixel-wise comparison of two images or image regions. However, this method can only
be used if the reference image and the searched region have the same scale, the same
rotation, and the same position. Therefore, when dealing with poses or gestures, a pixel-
based comparison approach is inefficient and will not provide sufficient results. The next
section describes a more appropriate solution to this problem. The method is called ”image
moments”.

4.2 Image Moments

The concept of moments is well known in physics and mathematics. Image moments are
specific weighted averages of image pixels. These moments, or in this context the values
of the moments, represent the feature which is supposed to be recognized. In our case, the
feature is a gesture or a pose. Consequently, a definition of moments is required which is
invariant to translation, rotation or scale. In order to be able to define and compute such
moments, we define raw moments:

Mij =
w−1

x=0

h

y=0

xiyjI(x, y), (2)

where I(x, y) is the pixel intensity at location (x,y), w and h the width and the height
of the image, and i, j ∈ N. The raw moments are neither invariant to translation nor to
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scale or rotation. In order to devise a translation invariant representation, the region is
moved to the origin. These moments are called central moments. For this, the centroid
(xc, yc) ∈ R2 can easily be calculated (xc, yc) = M10

M00
, M01

M00
. The central moments are

calculated by:

µij =
x y

(x− xc)i(y − yc)jI(x, y). (3)

Central moments are still not scale and rotation variant. For scale invariance, the central
moments are dividedby the moment µ00, which is the same as M00. These moments are

ηij =
µij

µ
(1+ i+j

2 )
00

for i + j ≥ 2. (4)

In order to have a rotation invariant representation of these moments, Hu proposed a set
of seven rotation invariant moments [Hu62]. Flusser proved in [Flu00] that a set of six
moments is sufficient because of dependencies of two rotation invariant moments. These
moments are

ψ1 = η20 + η02,

ψ2 = (η30 + η12)2 + (η03 + η21)2,
ψ3 = (η20 − η02)((η30 + η12)2 − (η03 + η21)2) + 4η11(η30 + η12)(η03 + η21),
ψ4 = η11((η30 + η12)2 − (η03 + η21)2)− (η20 − η02)(η30 + η12)(η03 + η21),
ψ5 = (η30 − 3η12)(η30 + η12)((η30 + η12)2 − 3(η03 + η21)2),

+(3η21 − η03)(η03 + η21)(3(η30 + η12)2 − (η03 + η21)2),
ψ6 = (3η21 − η03)(η30 + η12)((η30 + η12)2 − 3(η21 + η03)2),

−(η30 − 3η12)(η21 + η03)(3(η30 + η12)2 − (η21 + η03)2).

The moments of the poses are represented by this set of six values and are invariant to
rotation, translation and scale. They can be computed as a prepossessing step for the
stored poses in the gesture database.

4.3 Hierarchical Moments

In order to achieve higher recognition rates, the image moments are hierarchically build.
The hierarchical moments can be described as moments of the poses in different resolu-
tions. An example for the poses is presented in Figure 5.

The poses and their corresponding values are stored in the database. This reduces the
computation time during gesture recognition.
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(a) Pointing Gesture (b) Rotation Gesture

Figure 5: Two Sample Poses

4.4 Pose Detection

The resulting regions of the clustering, given by their bounding boxes, are used for the pose
detection. For this purpose, hierarchical moments for the regions as previously defined are
calculated and compared to the stored moments in the database. If the results are within
a certain threshold range, the region is recognized as containing a pose. Two examples of
the original image and the resulting poses are shown in Figures 6.

4.5 Following of Hands

The regions given by the clustering might contain poses. The detection based on the image
moments provides the information, whether the region contains a pose. These regions
usually move slowly. When comparing the resulting regions from one frame to another, the
corresponding regions of the two frames usually overlap. Therefore, a simple overlapping
test for axes-aligned bounding boxes can prove this issue. Having found two overlapping
regions, the changing of their area usually remains in a certain threshold. In the current
implementation, the threshold is set to 90%, which lead to sufficient results. So, if a pose
was detected in a frame, and is not detected in the following frame, it is possible to keep
track of the position of the hands.

5 Results and Future Work

Most cameras have a frame rate of either 25 or 30 frames per second, and the computation
has to be done within a time frame of about 0.03 seconds to achieve interactive response of
the visualization system. With the presented GPU accelerated approach the computation
can be handled within this time interval, which is important for realtime interaction.

The recognition of poses and gestures has been tested under different lighting conditions.
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The overall recognition rates depending on the normalized RGB values were sufficient.
However, in dark rooms as well as under direct sunlight exposure, the pose and gesture
recognition was insufficient and further research has to be done to calibrate the camera. In
dark rooms it is quite difficult to detect skin. This may become an issue if the gestures are
supposed to control an application projected onto a screen in a dark room. In this context
simple fluorescent gloves in combination with an ultraviolet lamp or an additional infrared
light source might lead to improved recognition results. For direct sunshine, it might be
possible to compute the average of the region and an offset, which can be substracted in
order to obtain higher recognition rates. Another option is an automated recalibration of
the camera to compensate for different exposure situations.

In order to accelerate the process of detection, following of the hands can be used as a pre-
diction model, where only a smaller or specific region of the image needs to be examined.
In this case, the moments, which are currently computed for all occurring regions, can be
reduced to the regions, where a gesture or pose was detected first.

Currently, interaction with the system is based on the first recognized pose or gesture.
Two-handed interaction is currently not supported. One of the next steps will be the imple-
mentation of the two- instead of single-handed interaction, which will result in advanced
possibilities for interaction. Furthermore, the current system is designed for single-user
interaction. Another aspect is multiuser interaction. For this, suitable metaphors or mech-
anism must be developed to facilitate this type of interaction.
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(a) Captured Image of a pointing ges-
ture (reproduced in color on p. 192)

(b) Resulting image with recognized
pointing gesture

(c) Captured Image of a grabbing ges-
ture (reproduced in color on p. 192)

(d) Resulting image with recognized
grabbing gesture

Figure 6: Examples of recognized poses
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Abstract: In order to derive the overall mechanical response of a microscopically
material body, both the theoretical and the numerical framework of multi scale con-
sideration coined as computational homogenisation is presented. Instead of resolving
the actual heterogeneous microstructure in all detail for its simulation, representative
micro elements are considered which provide the material properties for the coarse or
rather scale. This procedure allows for a smaller and less inexpensive computation.
However both the chance and challenge of visualising the decisive features arise on
two scales.

1 Introduction

If a material—although it may appear macroscopically homogeneous—at a closer look
possesses a heterogeneous microstructure, we would rather account for this microstruc-
ture than posing a inaccurate macroscopic constitutive assumption. Such microscopic
inhomogeneities may for instance be voids, small inclusion, micro cracks [NNH99] as
for instance those that occur in metal alloy systems, polymer blends, porous and cracked
media, polycrystalline materials, or composites [KBB01].

Approaches to obtain the overall characteristics of such heterogeneous materials have been
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developed since the 1960s by e. g. Hashin and Shtrikman, Hill, Willis and Walpole [HS62,
Hil63, Hil72, Has64, Wal66, Wil77, Wil81, Has83] and are comprised in the recent mono-
graph of Nemat-Nasser and Hori [NNH99]. They provide a framework to relate overall ag-
gregate properties to micro-properties, thereby they involve the concept of a representative
volume element (RVE) over which an averaging of key quantities is performed [NNH99]:

An RVE for a material point of continuum mass is a material volume
which is statistically representative of the infinitesimal material element.

Within the framework of computational mechanics involving multiple scales, these con-
cepts have been applied to the numerical solution during the last decade by several re-
searchers [TIK98, SBM98, MSS99, MMS99, THKK00, FC00, TK01, KBB01, MMS01,
Kou02, KGB02, MK02, MD04]. Rather than resolving the single heterogeneities individ-
ually, they have made use of the theoretical foundations and developed algorithms which
allow to obtain macroscopic material properties from underlying microstructures during
the computation as these evolve under the deformation.

In this contribution, we adopt a multiscale framework within the context of large defor-
mations. The notation is adopted along the lines of our earlier contributions [HKS06,
HKS07a, HKS07b, HKS07c], whereby we now restrict ourselves to a classical continuum
without additional degrees of freedom on both the macro and the micro level.

We first describe the theoretical framework (Section 2) which involves the continuum de-
scription for both the macro and the micro scale, the latter being occupied by the represen-
tative volume element, and the relations between the two scales. Then the approach to the
computational homogenisation is explained (Section 3). The paper closes with numerical
examples (Section 4) and a brief conclusion (Section 5).

2 Homogenisation

We review the theoretical framework which relates the continuum on the macro scale, for
which no constitutive assumption is made, with the underlying microstructure advocated
by the representative volume element. Thereby the continuum mechanical framework of
finite deformation is pursued analogous to the contributions of [Hil72, KGB02, Kou02,
KGB02, Mie03]. Note that throughout the paper quantities on the macro scale are denoted
by •̄, while quantities within the RVE are denoted by plain letters. Body forces will be
omitted on both scales.

2.1 Governing equations on the macro scale

As already indicated, the mechanical behaviour on the macro scale is described within a
standard continuum mechanics framework, whereby no constitutive assumption is posed.
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2.1.1 Continuum framework

On the macro level we consider the behaviour of a physical point P̄ within a body B. It
has the initial placement X̄ in the material configuration B̄0 and the current placement
x̄ in the spatial configuration B̄t, respectively. The deformation map ϕ̄ and deformation
gradient F̄ are defined as

x̄ = ϕ̄(X̄, t) F̄ = X̄ϕ̄ (1)

The weak formulation of the balance of momentum, derived from the Dirichlet principle1,
reads

B̄0

P̄ : δF̄dV =

∂B̄0

t̄0 · δϕ̄dA (2)

whereby P̄ denotes the Piola stress and t̄0 the corresponding traction vector. Hereby the
terms on the left represent the internal and those on the right the external virtual work,
respectively. The resulting strong or rather local form of the balance of momentum and
the corresponding boundary conditions read

Div P̄ = 0 in B̄0 P̄ · N̄ = t̄0 on ∂B̄0 (3)

for the considered static case. No constitutive assumption is made on the macro level, but
rather obtained from the underlying micro structure.

2.2 Governing equations on the micro scale

The set of governing equations on the RVE level comprises both the continuum framework
and a constitutive formulation.

2.2.1 Continuum framework

The classical continuum framework as introduced for the macro scale, is also adopted for
the micro scale. Particularly, the deformation map ϕ and the deformation gradient F read

x = ϕ(X, t) F = Xϕ . (4)

The balance of momentum and the corresponding boundary conditions

Div P = 0 in B0 , P ·N = t0 on ∂B0 (5)

1The Dirichlet principle requires the energy density to be stationary for the system to be in equilibrium,
i e., Dδ(

R
B̄0

Ū0(ϕ̄, F̄ ; X̄)dV − R
∂B̄0

v̄0(ϕ̄; X̄)) = 0, whereby Dδ denotes a variation with respect to all
kinematic quantities at fixed material placement X̄. Furthermore U0 denotes the total bulk energy density and
v0 the surface energy density.
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have to be fulfilled for the RVE to be in static equilibrium. Herein P is the Piola stress
within the RVE and t0 denotes the spatial traction vector on the material surface of the
RVE. The weak form is stated in complete analogy to (2) as

B0

P : δFdV =
∂B0

t0 · δϕdA . (6)

2.2.2 Constitutive formulation

Any suitable constitutive behaviour can be assigned with the micro level. In the present
contribution for the sake of simplicity, we use a hyperelastic material which obeys the
neo-Hooke formulation for the energy density

U0(F ; X) = 1
2 [λ ln2(det(F )) + µ[F : F − ndim − 2 ln(det(F ))]] , (7)

wherein µ and λ are the Lamé material constants and ndim denotes the spatial dimension
of the problem. With this formulation the Piola stress P := DF U0 can be evaluated.

2.3 Micro-to-macro transition

The relation between a macro continuum point and the underlying microstructure is based
on the averaging of the decisive quantities over the corresponding representative volume
element.

2.3.1 Averaging of quantities over the RVE

The volume averages over the RVE of the deformation gradient, the Piola stress, and the
virtual work

F =
1
V

B0

FdV , P =
1
V

B0

PdV , P : δF =
1
V

B0

P : δFdV (8)

are recalled here and transformed to boundary integrals2:

F =
1
V

∂B0

ϕ⊗NdA , P =
1
V

∂B0

t0 ⊗XdA , P : δF =
1
V

∂B0

t0 · δϕ dA .

(9)

These will be related to the macroscopic quantities next.
2The following relations are utilised to derive the representation of the volume averages as surface integrals

over the boundary:

F = Xϕ = Xϕ · I + ϕ · Div (I) = Div (ϕ⊗ I)

P t = I · P t + X ⊗ Div P = XX · P t + X ⊗ Div P = Div (X ⊗ P )

P : δF = Div (ϕ · P ) − Div P · δϕ = Div (δϕ · P ) .
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2.3.2 Equivalence of averages and macro quantities

It is postulated that the macroscopic deformation gradient, Piola stress and virtual work
are equivalent to the averages:

F̄ ≡ F , P̄ ≡ P , P̄ : δF̄ ≡ P : δF . (10)

With this framework at hand, boundary conditions stemming from the macroscopic quan-
tities are imposed on the RVE using (9), whereby the Hill condition

P : δF
.= P : δF (11)

must be fulfilled.

2.3.3 Boundary conditions on the RVE imposed by macro quantities

There are three ways to apply boundary conditions on the RVE based on the macroscopic
quantities, which meet the Hill condition (11): The first is referred to as linear displace-
ment boundary conditions, the second as an imposition of periodic displacements and
antiperiodic tractions. A third option is to apply constant traction on the boundary. While
the first two options are depicted in Figure 1, we omit the latter case here for the sake of
brevity. They all are based on the assumption that the origin of the coordinate system is
placed in the volumetric centre of the RVE. For linear displacement boundary conditions,
the displacement on the RVE boundary is a linear mapping of the reference placement by
means of the macro deformation gradient:

ϕ = F̄ ·X on ∂B0 . (12)

In case of periodic boundary conditions, deformations of opposite boundaries allow for
periodicity, while from equilibrium the tractions on opposite edges will be antiperiodic:

[ϕ+ −ϕ−] = F̄ · [X+ −X−] , t+0 − t−0 = 0 on ∂B±
0 . (13)

Thereby the positive and negative boundaries, B+
0 and B−

0 , respectively, are located on
opposite edges of the RVE.

3 Computational Homogenisation

The homogenisation concept introduced previously is embedded into a nonlinear finite
element framework. Particularly, the macro specimen is discretised by a finite element
mesh. During the simulation of a boundary value problem, at each elemental integration
point of each element, the material properties are evaluated by means of an underlying
RVE along the lines of the contributions by Miehe, Geers, and others [MSS99, FC00,
KBB01, KGB02]. Due to the geometrically and physically nonlinear framework, this
multi-scale computation requires an iterative solution procedure on both the macro and
the micro level, as we illustrate in the simplified flowchart of Figure 2.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Representative volume elements: (a) undeformed mesh and deformed mesh under (b)
linear displacement on the boundary, (c) periodic displacement on the boundary.

macro micro

loop over load increments

loop over nr iterations

loop over macro elements

loop over gauss points✛
✚

✘
✙calculate

deformation gradient

impose bc to
micro-structure

✛
✚

✘
✙impose bc to

micro-structure

☛✡ ✟✠solve micro bvp

☛✡ ✟✠return C and P̄

✲

✛

Figure 2: Simplified flow chart of computational micro–macro transition.
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3.1 Application of the boundary conditions on the RVE

According to Section 2.3.3, different types of boundary conditions can be applied onto
the RVE within the stepwise and iterative numerical evaluation of the particular RVE at
a macroscopic integration point. In case of linear displacement on the boundary, the dis-
placements of all boundary nodes are prescribed as shown in Figure 1(b). For the periodic
case, only the displacement of three independent corner nodes are prescribed, see Fig-
ure 1(c).

3.2 Solution of the nonlinear system of equations of the RVE

With the respective boundary conditions, the micro system of equations is solved. In the
case of fully prescribed boundary displacement, this is straightforward. With the displace-
ment boundary condition stemming from the current increment of the macro deformation
gradient, an iteration scheme (e. g. Newton-Raphson) is used to find the solution at (micro)
equilibrium.

The linearised system of equations with the algorithmic tangent tensor KIK

KIK ·ΔϕK = f ext
I − f int

I , KIK =
∂RI

∂ϕK
(14)

is solved such that the residual vector becomes zero:

RI =
nel

A
e=1

B0

P · XNI − f ext
I

!= 0 . (15)

Note that for periodic displacement and anti-periodic traction on the boundary, the peri-
odicity constraints must be imposed before the solution of the system is performed. We
transform the system (14) towards a new system only formulated in terms of independent
degrees of freedom

K ·Δϕi = Δf (16)

as proposed by [Kou02]. Thereby the transformed stiffness matrix and the transformed
incremental load vector read:

K = Kii + Ct
di ·Kid + Kid · Cdi + Ct

di ·Kdd · Cdi (17)

Δf = Δf i + Ct
di ·Δf d , (18)

which is based on the relation Δϕd = Cdi ·Δϕi between the dependent and the indepen-
dent degrees of freedom with the so-called dependency matrix Cdi.
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3.3 Obtaining the macro stress and tangent operator

Once the solution has been obtained iteratively, the macroscopic stress and tangent op-
erator are computed. With the equivalence (10)2 the macro Piola stress P̄ is discretely
evaluated as a summation over boundary nodes:

ΔP̄ =
1
V

I

Δf I ⊗XI . (19)

With (14), the tangent operator in the relation ΔP̄ = ∂F̄ P̄ : ΔF̄ is extracted as3

Ā := ∂F̄ P̄ =
1
V

I K

KIK ⊗ [XK ⊗XI ] . (20)

In the case of linear displacement boundary conditions, the summations over nodes (I) and
(K) run over all boundary nodes, while for periodic boundary conditions, only the three
independent boundary nodes are taken into account. In each of these cases a condensation
is applied to the stiffness matrix at the solved state.

4 Numerical examples and visualisation

Based on the presented framework, some numerical examples are shown.

Figure 3 shows a benchmark-type problem. Hereby, the macro specimen is discretised
with four finite elements, each of which possesses four integration points, which are de-
picted by the bullets. At each integration point an underlying RVE with a circular centered
hole shown in Figure 1(a) is installed. Uniaxial loading is applied on the macro structure.
The influence of different choices for the RVE boundary conditions (Section 3.1) on the
macro response are examined. Thereby, the macroscopic load displacement curves reflect
the fact that the RVE under displacement boundary conditions exhibits a stiffer behaviour
than the RVE under periodic boundary conditions.

As a more realistic example, Figure 4 shows a rectangular specimen under uniaxial ten-
sion, the response of which is determined with the same underlying RVE, in particular a
quadratic specimen which has a circular centered hole in the undeformed configuration.
On the deformed macro mesh the Cauchy stress component σ̄22 is plotted. Furthermore, at
four several placements of the macro specimen the deformed underlying micro structures
are scaled into. Both the deformed shape and the distribution of the longitudinal normal
component of the Cauchy stress, σ22, strongly vary depending on the position at which the
RVE is evaluated. Contrary to our last contribution [HKS06], here the Cauchy stress is a
symmetric quantity due to the used standard continuum .

3The modified dyadic product of two second-order tensors is defined as [A ⊗ B] : C = A · C · Bt.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Macro boundary value problem discretised with four elements with four integration
points per element. (b) Comparison of macro load displacement curves for different RVE boundary
conditions (reproduced in colorplate 193).

Figure 4: Deformed specimen with circular hole under longitudinal tension and deformed RVEs
with logitudinal normal stress component σ̄22 and σ22, respectively (reproduced in colorplate 193).

5 Conclusion

In this contribution, we have given a briew review on a finite-element-based multi scale
method coined as computational homogenisation or rather FE2. This approach is charac-
terised by the solution of separate boundary value problems on both the macro and the
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micro scale, which are linked at each integration point of each macro finite element, while
the material behaviour is exclusively determined by the constitution and response of the
micro structure.

While here we have chosen a continuous RVE with a phenomenological constitutive be-
haviour, one could also employ other material laws or other compositions. For instance
inelastic formulations of standard continua [RMS07] or micromorphic continua [HS07]
represent a significant challenge. A further extension of the methodology to obtain ma-
terial properties of cohesive layers has recently been developed by the authors [HRSS07,
HRSS08, HSS08]. In the contribution of [HSS08] a micromorphic continuum [HKS06,
HKS07b], was employed at the micro level to account for a large intrinsic substructure
underlying to the material layer. Thereby nonsymmetric stress measures as well as higher
order tensors evolve, which from our perspective represent further challenges in the vi-
sualisation. Futhermore we would like to refer to the discrete element method which
accounts for the interaction of single particles [MKS06, MKS07, MSK07], or atomistic
models [SS03, SES07] and, if employed at the microstructural scale, can lead to realistic
simulation of structures at the nano level.
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Abstract: In this contribution, we deal with time-stepping schemes for geometrically
nonlinear multiplicative elasto-plasto-dynamics. Thereby, the approximation in space
as well as in time rely both on a Finite Element approach, providing a general frame-
work which conceptually includes also higher-order schemes. In this context, the al-
gorithmic conservation properties of the related integrators strongly depend on the
numerical computation of time integrals, particularly, if plastic deformations are in-
volved. However, the application of adequate quadrature rules enables a fulfilment
of physically motivated balance laws and, consequently, the consistent integration of
finite elasto-plasto-dynamics. Using exemplarily linear Finite Elements in time, the
resulting integration schemes are analysed regarding the obtained conservation prop-
erties and assessed in comparison to classical time-stepping schemes which commonly
adopt a time-discretisation procedure based on Finite Differences.
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1 Introduction

On the one hand, computational modelling of materials and structures often demands the
incorporation of inelastic and dynamic effects. On the other hand, the performance of
classical time integration schemes for structural dynamics, as for instance developed in
[HHT77, New59], is strongly restricted when dealing with highly nonlinear systems. In a
nonlinear setting, advanced numerical techniques are required to satisfy the classical bal-
ance laws as for instance balance of linear and angular momentum or the classical laws of
thermodynamics. Nowadays, energy and momentum conserving time integrators for dy-
namical systems, like multibody systems or elasto-dynamics, are well-established in the
computational dynamics community, compare e.g. [BB99, BBT01a, BBT01b, Gonz00,
KC99, ST92]. In contrast to the commonly used time discretisation based on Finite
Differences, one-step implicit integration algorithms relying on Finite Elements in space
and time were developed, for instance, in Betsch and Steinmann [BS00a, BS00b, BS01].
Therein, conservation of energy and angular momentum have been shown to be closely
related to quadrature formulas required for numerical integration in time. Furthermore,
specific algorithmic energy conserving schemes for hyperelastic materials can be based on
the introduction of an enhanced stress tensor for time shape functions of arbitrary order,
compare Gross et al. [GBS05]. However, most of the proposed approaches are restricted
to conservative dynamical systems. Nevertheless, the consideration of plastic deforma-
tions in a dynamical framework, involving dissipation effects, is of cardinal importance for
various applications in engineering. In the last years, notable contributions dealing with fi-
nite elasto-plasto-dynamics have been published by Meng and Laursen [ML02a, ML02b],
Noels et al. [NSP06] and Armero [Arm05, Arm06, AZ06]. In this contribution, we follow
the concepts which have been proposed for hyperelasticity in [BS01, GBS05] and pick-
up the general framework of Galerkin methods in space and time, developing integrators
for finite multiplicative elasto-plasto-dynamics with pre-defined conservation properties,
compare Mohr et al. [MMS06a, MMS07c, MMS07a, MMS07b]. By means of a repre-
sentative numerical example, the excellent performance of the resulting schemes, which
base on linear Finite Elements in time combined with different quadrature rules, will be
demonstrated and compared with the performance of well-accepted standard integrators.

2 Semi-Discrete Dynamics

To set the stage, we start with some basic notation of geometrically nonlinear continuum
mechanics. First, the nonlinear deformation map ϕ(X, t) : B0 × [0, T ] → Bt shall be
introduced as a mapping from the reference to the spatial configuration. As proposed
by Lee [Lee69], the resulting deformation gradient F := Xϕ(X, t) is assumed to be
multiplicatively decomposed into an elastic and a plastic part

F
.= F e · F p , (1)

implying an additional intermediate configuration related to purely plastic deformations, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. In contrast to the modelling of elasticity, additional internal variables
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F (X, t)
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Figure 1: Resulting configurations within the framework of finite multiplicative plasticity

are included in the Helmholtz energy density ψ for the plastic case to model the loading
history. By assuming an additive structure and elastic isotropy, the Helmholtz energy
density ψ can be written in terms of the eigenvalues iλ cCe

of the elastic right Cauchy-
Green strain tensor

Ce := F t
e · F e (2)

of the intermediate configuration and the internal variables κ = [κmac, κmic]

ψ(F , κ) = ψmac(1λ cCe
,2 λ cCe

,3 λ cCe
) + ψmic(κmic) . (3)

For thermodynamical aspects, it is accepted to introduce the so-called conjugated thermo-
dynamical forces β := − κψ. To differ between elastic and plastic deformation states, the
yield function Φ is introduced which defines the elastic range Eβ := {β |Φ(β; κ) < 0}.
In view of thermodynamically consistent modelling, the dissipation inequality – corre-
sponding to the second law of thermodynamics – should be fulfilled, namely

D = β, κ̇ ≥ 0 . (4)

For more detailed information, we refer to Simo [Sim98]. Subsequently, we apply a stan-
dard Finite Element discretisation in space for the reference configuration of a solid con-
tinuum body. Using the spatial approximations for the nonlinear deformation map, the
semi-discrete map ϕ : B0 × [0, T ] → Rndim can be written by means of the spatial shape
functions NA(X) in the form:

ϕ(X, t) ≈
nnode

A=1

qA(t)NA(X) (5)
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Consequently, the approximations in space of the spatial velocity v := nnode

A=1 q̇A NA,
the deformation gradient F = nnode

A=1 qA ⊗ XNA, and the right Cauchy-Green strain
tensor

C := F t · F =
nnode

A,B=1

qA · qB XNA ⊗ XNB (6)

can be computed straightforwardly. To obtain a semi-discrete system of equations of mo-
tion, we combine the placements of the spatial nodes q = [q1, ..., qnnode

]t and the nodal
generalised momenta p := M · q̇ = [p1, ...,pnnode

]t to a vector of the canonical phase-
space variables z := [q, p]t. Furthermore, the kinetic and free energy

T (p) =
1
2

p ·M−1 · p respectively Ψ =
B0

ψ dV (7)

are introduced for the semi-discrete case. Motivated by the well-known Hamiltonian H
for conservative systems, the sum consisting of kinetic energy, free energy, and possibly
an external potential V ext will be denoted by

H(q, p; κ) = T + Ψ + V ext . (8)

Dealing with dissipative systems, the global accumulated dissipation

D :=
B0

d dV based on d :=
t

0

D dt (9)

has to be taken into account. Analogously to the purely elastic case, the resulting (canoni-
cal) equations of motion can still be written in a compact format of the Hamiltonian-type

ż(t) = J · zH(z; κ) with J =
0 I
−I 0 , (10)

representing a system of ordinary differential equations of first order. Therein, the gradient
with respect to the global variables z can be specified by

zH =
F int − F ext

M−1 · p
, (11)

involving the definition of the internal load vector

F int(S) := q
B0

ψ dV (12)

based on the Piola Kirchhoff stresses S = 2 C ψ. In the following, especially this highly
nonlinear internal load vector plays a crucial role with regard to the discretisation in time
and, consequently, concerning the resulting conservation properties of the Galerkin-based
time-stepping schemes.
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3 Discretisation in Time

As mentioned above, in the proposed concept not only the approximation in space but also
the approximation in time relies on a Finite Element approach, see also [BS00b, Bot97,
EEHJ96]. We start with a decomposition of the time interval [0, T ] = N

n=0[tn, tn+1] and
a map of each sub-interval to the reference time interval [0, 1] via the function α(t) :=
[t − tn]/hn, involving the time-step size hn = tn+1 − tn. For the time approximation, a
continuous Galerkin method (or short: a ‘cG(k) method’) shall be applied. Therefore, the
approximations in time for the unknown and the test function

zh =
k+1

j=1

Mj(α) zj δzh =
k

i=1

Mi(α) δzi (13)

are introduced 1. In a compact notation the resulting weak form in time is given by the
integral

1

0

J · δzh · Dαzh − hn J · zH(z; κ) dα = 0 . (14)

Inserting the approximations in time (13) in Eq. (14) renders the discrete system of equa-
tions of motion

k+1

j=1

1

0

MiMj dα zj − hnJ ·
1

0

Mi zH(z; κ) dα = 0 ∀ i = 1, ..., k (15)

involving a time-integrated internal load vector. Thereby, higher-order integration schemes
are included within this general framework. Further details can be found in Betsch and
Steinmann [BS01]. Dealing with time-stepping schemes, special emphasis should be al-
ways placed on resulting algorithmic conservation properties which strongly influence the
numerical performance. In this context, it is often desirable to transfer as many as possi-
ble of the conservation properties from the continuous to the completely discrete system,
especially, regarding the underlying physics and the robustness of the related integration
scheme. For the proposed concept, the approximation of the time-integrated internal load
vector

F̄
int
i :=

1

0

Mi(α) F int(S) dα with i = 1, ..., k (16)

is the crux concerning the offered conservation properties of Galerkin-based time-stepping
schemes. In fact, integrators with pre-defined conservation properties can be designed,
adjusting the applied quadrature rule.

1It is important to emphasise that the time shape functions Mj ∈ Pk are polynomials of degree k, whereas
the reduced shape functions fMi ∈ Pk−1 are only of degree k − 1.
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3.1 Standard quadrature

Involving I = nnode

A=1 pA and L = nnode

A=1 qA × pA, the application of a standard
Gauss quadrature rule for the approximation of the time integral given by Eq. (16) already
enables the conservation of both momentum maps (for vanishing external loads)

Iα=1 − Iα=0 = 0 Lα=1 −Lα=0 = 0 , (17)

if an adequate number of integration points in time is incorporated, compare Betsch and
Steinmann [BS01]. Nevertheless, an additional conservation of the total energy for elas-
tic deformations, for instance, cannot be generally offered by means of such a standard
quadrature rule. Moreover, the incorporation of physical dissipation effects related to
plastic deformations poses further challenges for the applied quadrature rule. To tackle
potential problems concerning algorithmic conservation properties, nonstandard quadra-
ture rules must be taken into account.

3.2 Nonstandard quadrature

First, a nonstandard quadrature rule is introduced to guarantee the thermodynamical con-
sistency of the integrator, in addition to the mechanical consistency which includes the
conservation of both momentum maps corresponding to Eq. (17). Thermodynamically
consistent integrators for elasto-plasto-dynamics are characterised by the conservation of
the total energy in the elastic case

Hα=1 −Hα=0 = 0 with ΔD = 0 (18)

and by the (strictly) positive dissipation for plastic deformations represented by

Hα=1 −Hα=0 < 0 combined with ΔD > 0 , (19)

compare Mohr et al. [MMS06a]. Finally, the application of an appropriate nonstan-
dard quadrature rule renders energy-consistent Galerkin-based time-stepping schemes 2.
Thereby, energy-consistency includes the conservation of the sum consisting of the total
energy and the dissipation represented by

Hα=1 −Hα=0 = −ΔD (20)

for elastic (ΔD = 0) as well as for plastic (ΔD > 0) deformations, whereby the ful-
filment of Eq. (20) can be offered within the calculation accuracy. Detailed background
informations concerning the consistency of a Galerkin-based integration of finite elasto-
plasto-dynamics and corresponding technical details, like for instance the local integration
of the plastic evolution equations, are presented in Mohr et al. [MMS07c].

2In the following, the thermodynamically consistent and mechanically consistent cG method will be referred
to as ‘TCMC-cG method’ and the energy-consistent, mechanically consistent scheme as ‘ECMC-cG method’ to
abbreviate the notation.
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4 Numerical Examples

In this section, the performance of the outlined Galerkin-based concepts is analysed by
means of a representative numerical example, evaluating the featured algorithmic conser-
vation properties for the elastic as well as for the plastic case. As an appropriate example,
the free motion of a ‘Flying Frame’ with the mass density ρ, consisting of 48 isoparamet-
ric 4-node elements in space, will be investigated. To start the free flight, the frame is
equipped with a given initial velocity ||v0|| = 85 and, furthermore, some external loads
F ext are applied during the loading period Tload. Thereby, the norm of the external load
vector ||F ext

A || = f(t) (at the spatial node A) is prescribed by the piecewise linear func-
tion f(t) with the maximum value fmax, as illustrated in Fig. 2 a). For the following
computations, linear Finite Elements in time have been applied as a fundamental exam-
ple. The constitutive law relies on a Helmholtz energy density ψ of the Hencky-type with
the material parameters λ, µ and on a v. Mises-type yield function Φ, involving the yield
stress Y0 and the modulus of linear isotropic hardening H .

4.1 Standard vs. nonstandard quadrature

First, the differences between the abovementioned standard and nonstandard quadrature
rule for the approximation of the time-integrated internal load vector (16) will be stud-
ied in detail, regarding the purely elastic as well as the plastic case. In this context,
a standard cG(1) method is compared with the ‘TCMC-cG(1) method’ respectively the
‘ECMC-cG(1) method’. For the present computations, we have incorporated the parame-
ters λ = 10 000, µ = 5000, Y0 = ∞|500, H = 500, ρ = 5.0, fmax = 100, Tload = 1.0,
and hn = 0.1. Some snapshots of the motion are pictured in Fig. 2 b), whereby the plastic
motion is displayed below the elastic case. The global accumulated dissipation D is, as
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Figure 2: Configurations: a) initial mesh, b) sequence of the motion (elastic & plastic case) for
t ∈ {0.1, 10, 15, 30, 45}
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expected, equal to zero for each of the considered Galerkin-based integrators if the defor-
mations are purely elastic, and it is (strictly) positive if plastic deformations are involved
due to the application of an adequate local update algorithm for the plastic variables, com-
pare Fig. 4. Furthermore, it can be clearly seen in Fig. 6 that mechanical consistency,
related to a conservation of both momentum maps, can be guaranteed not only for time-
stepping schemes which base on nonstandard quadrature rules, but also for the classical
cG method which adopts a standard Gauss quadrature rule. Nevertheless, the influence of
the applied quadrature rule becomes obvious when a plot of the total energy H is consid-
ered, as displayed in Fig. 3. In the elastic case, the total energy calculated by means of
the standard cG method is characterised by strong oscillations, whereas the ‘TCMC-cG
method’ as well as the ‘ECMC-cG method’ guarantee both the conservation of the total
energy. Moreover, the cG method features an unphysical increase of the total energy in the
plastic case. Contrariwise, both schemes based on nonstandard quadrature rules guarantee
a monotonic decrease of the total energy caused by the (strictly) non-negative plastic dissi-
pation. However, a physically correct decrease of the total energy H respectively increase
of the dissipation D – related to a conservation of the augmented Hamiltonian H + D – is
guaranteed exclusively by the ‘ECMC-cG method’, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

4.2 Standard vs. nonstandard integrator

Finally, the performance of the proposed Galerkin-based integration schemes, represented
by the ‘ECMC-cG method’, will be compared with the results calculated by means of
standard time integration schemes. In this context, we have exemplarily chosen two of
the most-established integrators at all: the classical Newmark scheme with γ = 0.5,
β = 0.25 and the Hilber-Hughes-Taylor method (abbreviated by ‘HHT method’) with
the parameters γ = 0.8, β = 0.422, and α = −0.30, as proposed in [Hug87]. Both stan-
dard integrators have been developed originally for linear dynamical systems, whereby
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Figure 3: Total energy H: a) purely elastic case, b) plastic case
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Figure 4: Accumulated dissipation D: a) purely elastic case, b) plastic case
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Figure 5: Augmented Hamiltonian H + D: a) purely elastic case, b) plastic case

for the chosen parameters the Newmark scheme is related to the (undamped) trapezoidal
rule and the ‘HHT method’ has been specifically designed to provide a numerically dis-
sipative behaviour. Once more, the ‘Flying Frame’ has been used for the computations,
whereby the initial setup remains unchanged, only the applied parameters have been al-
tered: λ = 500, µ = 250, Y0 = 40, H = 100, ρ = 3.0, fmax = 20, and Tload = 1.0.
Moreover, small as well as large time-step sizes have been applied to assess fairly the of-
fered performance of the different time-stepping schemes and, additionally, the time-step
sizes have been changed during the calculation, namely from hn = 0.02 to hn = 0.06
respectively from hn = 0.1 to hn = 0.3 after t = 2.2, to check the robustness of the inte-
grators. A sequence of the motion, including contour plots of the hardening variable, can
be regarded in Fig. 11 and the local evolution of the hardening parameter is pictured exem-
plarily for two points of the frame in Fig. 12. However, in the following, special emphasis
is placed on the resulting consistency properties. Considering Fig. 8, the accumulated
dissipation D is, once more, (strictly) non-negative due to the chosen local update and the
results of the different integrators are qualitatively similar, especially if small time-step
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Figure 6: Momentum maps: a) linear momentum I (elastic case), b) component of the angular
momentum L (plastic case)

sizes are applied. Nevertheless, the results differ quantitatively, whereby the application
of the ‘HHT method’ results in the lowest physical dissipation, which seems to be signifi-
cantly underestimated when dealing with large time-step sizes. Moreover, the differences
in the total energy H between the classical integrators and the Galerkin-based ‘ECMC-cG
method’ are quite impressive, compare Fig. 7. It can be clearly seen that the standard
integrators are not able at all to feature a physically correct monotonic decrease of the
total energy. Rather, both classical integration schemes suffer from oscillations in the total
energy which increase drastically for large time-step sizes, especially if the widespread
Newmark method is applied. One might think that such aspects are only of theoretical
interest, but in fact, on the one hand, a physically correct time integration is essential for
a qualitatively correct simulation of the dynamical behaviour and, on the other hand, the
evolution of the total energy is directly related to the robustness of the integrators. This ac-
cepted fact is also confirmed by the present example, since the application of the Newmark
method results in a critical energy blow-up when large time-step sizes are taken into ac-
count 3, compare Fig. 7 b). Contrariwise, the ‘HHT method’ offers an unphysical decrease
of the total energy caused by its numerically dissipative character. Please note furthermore,
that this strong decrease of the total energy is not accompanied by a high physical dissi-
pation D, as discussed above. To investigate the relation between the decrease of the total
energy and the increase of the accumulated (physical) dissipation in detail, the augmented
Hamiltonian H + D is plotted in Fig. 9. Once more, the results of both standard integra-
tors show an unphysical behaviour which is characterised by oscillations and an increase
respectively decrease of the augmented Hamiltonian. Solely, the ‘ECMC-cG method’
captures the conservation of the augmented Hamiltonian, respecting the energy balance
(20). Furthermore, the standard integrators violate the conservation of angular momen-
tum, whereas the Galerkin-based scheme features the mechanical consistency, as pictured
in Fig. 10. It is important to emphasise that the abovementioned consistency properties
of the ‘ECMC-cG method’ are guaranteed for small as well as for large time-step sizes,

3A program abort within the calculations is displayed by means of a vertical dashed line in the plots.
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Figure 7: Total energy H: a) small time-step size, b) large time-step size
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Figure 8: Accumulated dissipation D: a) small time-step size, b) large time-step size
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Figure 9: Augmented Hamiltonian H + D: a) small time-step size, b) large time-step size
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Figure 10: Component of the angular momentum L: a) small time-step size, b) large time-step size
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Figure 11: Contour plot of the hardening parameter (large time-step size): a) t ∈ {0.1, 0.8, 2, 4}, b)
t ∈ {58.3, 59.2, 60.1, 61.3}

unaffected by changes of the step size during the calculation. Consequently, the proposed
consistent Galerkin-based integration schemes enable an exceedingly robust integration of
finite elasto-plasto-dynamics that is of particular importance for long-time simulations.

5 Conclusions

In the present paper, we have proposed time integration algorithms based on Finite Ele-
ments in time for nonlinear dynamics including plastic deformations, whereby the kine-
matic description of the applied plasticity model adopts a multiplicative decomposition
of the deformation gradient into an elastic and a plastic part. With regard to a physically
correct integration, nonstandard quadrature rules are required to feature thermodynamical
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Figure 12: Evolution of the hardening parameter (large time-step size) in: a) point 1, b) point 2

consistency respectively energy-consistency. In this context, special emphasis has been
placed on the assessment of the resulting schemes, especially, in comparison to classical
integrators which are in particular well-established for linear (elastic) dynamical systems.
Thereby, the superior performance of the proposed methods has been clearly confirmed,
whereby particularly the ‘ECMC-cG method’ covers essential conservation properties of
the continuum formulation for elastic as well as for plastic deformations. Recapitulating,
Galerkin-based time-stepping schemes combined with adequate quadrature rules are also
preeminently appropriate for geometrically nonlinear elasto-plasto-dynamics, providing
an excellent numerical performance with pre-defined conservation properties.
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Abstract: Numerical simulation and computational visualization of the failure char-
acteristics of confined granular assemblies, e.g., sand, gravel or other types of loose
aggregates, is the focal point of this publication. In general, standard continuum de-
scriptions are exhausted if applied to loose granular materials, while discrete formu-
lations fail to describe huge overall particulate structures. We propose a complete
two scale homogenization procedure, including both a continuous and a discontinuous
scale. Thus, we combine the capability of discrete methods to describe the behavior of
the single grains and the possibility of a continuum approach to discretize the overall
structure. Connections between the two scales are based on the concept of introduc-
ing a representative volume element on the discrete microscale. Driven by quantities
from the macroscale, the representative volume element acts like a material law, re-
turning the needed quantities to the continuous macro level. The particular challenge
of this work lies in defining the connection between these two scales in terms of phys-
ical quantities and equations on the one hand and in terms of introducing appropriate
visual tools which ultimately yield an improved understanding of these complex cou-
pling mechanism on the other hand.

1 Introduction

Simulation of the distinguishing and complicated behavior of granular media calls for
the mobilization of multiscale simulation techniques. While standard continuum methods
strand by reproducing distinguishing behaviors, e.g., the breaking and forming of con-
tacts between the grains, discrete methods are limited due to their computational costs.
A multiscale combination of both methods leads to a powerful and efficient simulation
tool. Thereby, a finite element method (fem) discretizes the overall structure on the ma-
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croscale level. A discrete element method (dem) is used on the Gauss point level to
simulate the behavior of the single grains. Connection between the two scales is based
on the concept of introducing a representative volume element (rve) on the microscale
level. This rve contains the discrete granular structure and acts as a material law for the
macroscale level. The dem, introduced by [CS78, CS79], is suitable to capture the be-
havior of granular aggregates. In such a multiscale combination, the number of particles
(nop) is limited inside the rve and the drawback of the dem disappears naturally. Studies
pertaining the macroscopic stress and strain formulation are found in the publication of
[KR96, KDHR00, DKHR01, EDM01, ERDD03].
This publication focuses on the introduction of a consistent tangent operator, allowing the
use of an implicit solution scheme on the macroscale level. We restrict this contribution
to the assumption of Taylor and Voigt, see [Voi89]. Thus, we do not consider any kind
of micro fluctuations. All particles are mapped by the macroscopic deformation gradient
tensor, leading to a homogeneous microscale deformation. The Piola stress as well as
the consistent tangent operator are derived from the overall macroscopic energy, ab initio
guaranteeing a major symmetry of the tangent operator.
The publication is segmented as follows: The calculation of the inter particle contact forces
is presented in Section 2. Therefore, a force potential function is introduced which depends
on the particle overlap. Section 3 concerns the homogenization process, based on the av-
eraged macroscopic energy, resulting in the definition of the averaged macroscopic stress
and tangent operator. To ensure the representativeness of the used volume element, a basic
deformation rve study is outlined in Section 4. Uniformity of the initial contact network
is compared by a contact normal density function and by characteristic error bar analyzes.
A final example based on the well-known slope stability benchmark problem is illustrated
in Section 5. Lastly, Section 6 closes with a final discussion.

2 Microscale - contact force

On the microscale level, the spatial position of each particle, xi is described by a linear
mapping of the initial particle position Xi by the macroscopic deformation gradient F .

xi = F • Xi (1)

Individual particle fluctuations are ignored. This mapping, see (1), illustrates the assump-
tion of Taylor and Voigt [Voi89], i.e., restricting the microscopic deformation to be ho-
mogeneous over the entire granular assembly. A comparable assumption was stated by
Cauchy and Born in the context of continuum atomistics, see [Cau28a, Cau28b, Bor15].
The branch vector in the deformed configuration, lij , connecting the center of particle i
with the center of particle j, is received by subtracting the position vector of particle i
from the position vector of particle j, see Fig. 1.

lij = xj − xi = F • Xj −Xi = F • Lij (2)
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Figure 1: Initial and deformed configuration of the particles i and j. Left: Initial configuration with
εij less than zero. The branch vector Lij connects the centers of the particles i and j. Right: Current
configuration with an overlap εij greater than zero. The particles i and j are in contact. The branch
vector lij relates the two particle centers.

By subtracting the length of the branch vector lij from the sum of the particle radii,
denoted by ri and rj , we obtain a description of the particle overlap.

εij = ri + rj − lij (3)

Inspecting the definition of the particle overlap, we find εij to have a positive or zero
value in the case of contact. In this state, we allow the transfer of contact forces between
the contacting grains. Accordingly, a negative value of εij signals a gap of the size |εij |.
Clearly, (3) does not only represent the particle overlap, but also serves as an implicit
contact check. Next, we introduce a force-potential function Φij which depends on the
overlap εij , see, e.g., [MD04, Zoh05]. We require the force-potential function to be convex
and its derivative monotonously increasing. Additionally, we demand its derivative to be
zero for εij being zero itself. Thus, we implicitly enforce the constraint εij < 0.

Φij =
Enij

2
H εij εij

2
(4)

The normal contact stiffness between the particles i and j is denoted by Enij , whereas
H expresses the Heaviside function. By letting the Heaviside function act on the particle
overlap, the previous postulation and requirements are included in (4). Thus, our force-
potential function describes a non-harmonic potential, solely delivering a value different
from zero in the case of contact. Performing the derivative of (4) with respect to the
position of particle i leads to the normal contact force f ij , acting on particle i.

f ij = −dΦij

dxi

= −EnijH εij εijnij (5)

Therein, the magnitude of the contact force is given by −EnijH εij εij . The contact
normal, pointing from the center of particle i to the center of particle j, is denoted by
nij = lij/ lij . Using Newtons third law of reciprocal forces, the contact force acting
on particle j equals f ji = −f ij . The complete particle assembly can be compared to
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a network of linear springs, see [Hre41]. In contrast to the work of Hrennikoff, however,
the contact network between the particles is developed and altered continuously during the
simulation.

3 Macroscale - stress and tangent moduli

Our homogenization procedure is based on the well-known energy averaging theorem by
Hill ([Hil72]), stating the equivalence between the volume average of the microscopic
energy inside the rve and the macroscopic energy.

Φ F = Φ εij F =
1

2Vrve

nop

i=1

nop

j=1
j=i

Φij εij , (6)

where Vrve denotes the volume of the rve in the undeformed reference configuration and

Φ F =
1

4Vrve

nop

i=1

nop

j=1
j=i

Enij H εij εij
2

=
1

4Vrve

nop

i=1

nop

j=1
j=i

EnijH εij ri + rj − F • Lij

2
. (7)

Based on the selected summation limits, each particle contact is considered twice. A
multiplication by a factor of one half corrects the averaged energy output. At this point it
is obvious that the volume averaged microscopic energy solely relies on the macroscopic
deformation gradient. Insertion of (3) and (4) into (6) leads to the result presented in
(7). The macroscopic Piola stress P is obtained by taking the derivative of the averaged
microscopic energy with respect to the macroscopic deformation gradient tensor.

P F =
d Φ F

dF
(8)

with

P F =
1

4Vrve

nop

i=1

nop

j=1
j=i

Enij

dH εij ri + rj − F • Lij

2

dF

= − 1
2Vrve

nop

i=1

nop

j=1
j=i

EnijH εij εijnij ⊗ Lij . (9)
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In this, nij = F • Lij/ F • Lij represents the unit contact normal vector in the
current configuration. Using (5) we can rewrite (9) in a compact form,

P F =
1

2Vrve

nop

i=1

nop

j=1
j=i

f ij ⊗ Lij , (10)

solely consisting of the normal contact forces of the current configuration as well as the
branch vector of the initial configuration. Taking the second derivative of the volume
averaged microscopic energy with respect to the macroscopic deformation gradient, one
obtains the fourth order algorithmic tangent operator A. As in classical structural me-
chanics, a split into a purely geometric and material part is possible. We can observe
that non-linearity due to changes inside the contact network are directly reflected onto the
material part of the tangent operator.

A F =
d2 Φ F

dF ⊗ dF
=

dP F

dF
= Ageo

F + Amat
F (11)

with

Ageo
F = − 1

2Vrve

nop

i=1

nop

j=1
j=i

H εij Enij

lij
εij1⊗ Lij ⊗ Lij

Amat
F =

1
2Vrve

nop

i=1

nop

j=1
j=i

H εij Enij

lij
ri + rj nij ⊗ nij ⊗ Lij ⊗ Lij

(12)

Please note the special dyadic product, {•⊗◦}abcd = {•}ac ⊗ {◦}bd, enforcing the major
symmetry of A. As with the macroscopic Piola stress, the algorithmic tangent operator
solely depends on the macroscopic deformation gradient tensor.

4 Microscale - discrete element method

To select the appropriate rve, we call on a contact normal density function. This density
function is used as a measure of uniformity and is outlined in [MSW+07]. Yet, the contact
density function promises a deeper insight with respect to the uniformity of the contact
network. The rves, generated by the algorithm presented in [MKS07], are based on the
grain size distribution shown in Fig. 2. Intrinsically, all generated rves include a geometric
periodic boundary, a scaled grains size distribution and an unstructured particle network.
We select a grain size distribution for quartz sand as shown in Fig. 2 and generate five
rves for a number of 70, 350 and 700 primary particles, depicted in Fig. 3. Corresponding
contact normal density functions are located beneath each rve, where we selected angles
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Figure 2: Typical grain size distribution for quartz sand used for rve generation. The grain passing
in mass percent over mesh aperture is depicted. The abscissa shows the mesh aperture in [mm],
whereas the ordinate reads the grain passing in volume percent.

of influence equal to 10◦, 20◦ and 30◦. One can observe that a wider angle of influence
smooths the density function, while a smaller angle of influence results into a rather ruff
output. Additionally, we find that a larger nop leads to a more uniform contact density
function. The first two sets of rves, including each 70 and 350 primary particles, show a
strong variation between the produced contact density functions. Instead, the rves includ-
ing 700 primary particles show a good uniformity. A superior agreement of the contact
density functions is found for the third rve of set three. Thus, this rve is considered to
behave in an isotropic manner for small deformations. In contrast, the third rve of set one
will show an anisotropic behavior. Next, our interest is focused on applying uniaxial com-
pression as well as simple shear on each rve. The produced error bar plots, showing entries
of the Cauchy stress versus the corresponding components of the deformation gradient, are
depicted in Fig. 4 and 5. While the compression test shows a good overall agreement for
all rves, the results of the simple shear test differ significantly. In case of the compression
test, a linear stress behavior in the loading direction is observed, while in the orthogonal
direction a nonlinear behavior is noticed. It is remarkable that for different nop the stress
in the direction orthogonal to the direction of compression seems to converge towards a
fixed value. Similar convergence is seen in the plot depicted in Fig. 5. In the case of the
simple shear deformation a size reduction of the error bars, correlating to the increase of
nop, is noticed. Thus, we can conclude that for an unlimited nop the error bars will tend
towards a negligible value, e.g., an almost uniform behavior can be expected. Please note,
the coarse scale smoothness of the depicted stress curves is strongly related to the Taylor
assumption. Therefore, if fluctuations on the microscale are considered, a non-smooth
coarse scale behavior of the stress is observed, see [MD04, Det06]. Nevertheless, fine
scale non-smoothness is observed in both approaches. This observation is linked to minor
changes inside the contact network.
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Figure 3: rves and their corresponding contact normal density functions. Black colored functions
relate to an angle of influence equal to 10◦, while blue and red colored functions correspond to
an angle of influence equal to 20◦ and 30◦, respectively. First set: Five rves, containing each 70
primary particles. Second set: Five rves, containing 350 primary particles. Third set: Five rves
containing 700 primary particles (reproduced in color on p. 194).

5 Macroscale - finite element method

In the following we will consider a slope stability problem, first discussed in [ZP77]. The
slope is subjected to dead load as well as a load originating from an massless strip footing
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Figure 4: Averaged compression stress curves of the particle assemblies shown in Fig. 3. Error
bars show the standard deviation. Left: Compression in 11 direction. Right: Compression in 22
direction. Solid lines relate to the Cauchy stress in 11 direction, while dashed lines are associated
with the Cauchy stress in 22 direction.

subjected to an eccentric force. The dimensions of the problem as well as the applied
boundary conditions are depicted in Fig. 6. Physical parameters are listed in Table 1. The
footing has a width of 23.25 m. The dead load of the slope is applied in the first load step.

Table 1: Physical parameters for slope example

mass density 2.5E+03 [kg/m3]
normal contact stiffness 2.8E+07 [N/m2]
load -4.0E+07 [N ]

Twenty load steps are used to apply the eccentric force which is subjected to the massless
strip footing. Fig. 7 shows a contour plot of the macroscopic von Mises stress. Four rves,
connected to Gauss points of interest, are depicted, showing the force chain network in the
deformed configuration. The convergence behavior of the relative energy norm for step
two, six, ten, fifteen and eighteen is listed in Table 2.

6 Discussion

Inspired by the challenge of defining a complete multiscale calculation cycle, we presented
a possibility to derive the macroscopic stress and tangent operator in the context of granu-
lar media. Both, the macroscopic stress and the macroscopic tangent operator are derived
from the macroscopic strain energy, while the macroscopic strain energy itself depends on
the prescribed macroscopic deformation gradient tensor. A complete two scale formula-
tion was outlined, including different methods on the two scales, i.e., we do not apply the
common FE2. An example, showing the successful derivation and implementation was
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Figure 5: Averaged simple shear stress curves of the particle assemblies shown in Fig. 3. Error bars
show the standard deviation. Left: Simple shear in 12 direction. Right: Simple shear in 21 direction.
Solid lines relate to the Cauchy stress in 11 direction, while dashed lines are associated with the
Cauchy stress in 22 direction.
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Figure 6: Undeformed mesh of the slope stability problem. Boundary conditions are depicted. 380
Q1 elements, containing each four Gauss points, are used. The massless footing is subjected to an
eccentric force. The eccentricity is equal to 3.875 m.

granted, using a rve. Prior to the calculation, the representativeness was proofed by the
use of a contact normal density function, showing the uniformity of the contact normals
of the volume element. Stress curves, resulting from basic rve deformation, reinforce the
prediction of the contact normal density functions. In case of the analysis of confined gran-
ular media, the results presented show an improvement with regards to the computational
cost and the completeness of the algorithm. Thus, large scale computations of confined
granular material are possible in the context of multiscale calculations. Finally, we would
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Table 2: Convergence behavior of the relative energy norm

iter step 2 step 6 step 10 step 15 step 18

1 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00 1.000E+00

2 1.318E-02 3.341E-04 3.940E-04 1.322E-03 4.817E-03

3 1.947E-04 2.308E-08 1.503E-08 1.999E-07 3.816E-06

4 1.492E-07 7.110E-16 7.415E-16 6.114E-14 7.276E-12

5 5.846E-13 3.441E-26 5.014E-26 4.023E-26 5.932E-24

6 3.057E-26

like to point out that although the presented algorithm has been proven highly effective and
algorithmically efficient, it is far from being general enough to capture all characteristic
effects in granular media.
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Abstract: Understanding the behavior of a dynamical system is usually accomplished
by visualization of its phase space portraits. Finite element simulations of dynamical
systems yield a very high dimensionality of phase space, i.e. twice the number of nodal
degrees of freedom. Therefore insight into phase space structure can only be gained
by reduction of the model’s dimensionality. The phase space of Hamiltonian systems
is of particular interest because of its inherent geometric features namely being the
co-tangent bundle of the configuration space of the problem and therefore having a
natural symplectic structure. In this contribution a class of geometry preserving inte-
grators based on Lie-groups and -algebras is presented which preserve these geometric
features exactly. Examples of calculations for a simple dynamical system are detailed.

1 Introduction

In order to study the behaviour of dynamical systems one usually makes use of the the-
ory of Hamiltonian systems and the phase-space concept. Within Hamilton’s framework a
dynamical system with n degrees of freedom (DOFs) is described by generalized coordi-
nates qk ∈ R and corresponding canonical momenta pk ∈ R for k = 1, . . . , n. The scalar
Hamiltonian H : Rn × Rn × R → R is sufficient to describe the dynamics of the system
completely. The equations of motion are Hamilton’s equations:

ṗk = −∂H(q, p, t)
∂qk

, q̇k =
∂H(q, p, t)

∂pk
, k = 1, . . . , n

Solutions to this system of 2n ordinary differential equations are curves (q(t), p(t)) ∈ R2n

in phase-space.

To illustrate the phase-space concept figure 1 depicts one of the most simple dynamical
systems, i.e. the 2-dimensional mathematical pendulum. Solution curves are clearly di-
vided by a separatrix into two regions of vastly different behaviour. In the neighorhood of
the origin of the coordinate system the pendulum is in normal back-and-forth oscillatory
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p

q

Figure 1: 2-dimensional mathematical pendulum in ”natural” units, gravity acting downwards (left)
and its phase-space portrait (right)

motion (closed, ellipsoidal solution curves). The outer region describes clockwise and
counterclockwise spinning motion.

The dynamics of engineering structures are usually modelled by finite element simulations
which leads to high dimensionality of phase spaces, i.e. twice the number of nodal degrees
of freedom. Even small academic examples like the rotor blade shown in the upper left
quadrant of figure 2 have a huge number of DOFs, in this case 716. The time-evolution
of this freely flying rotor blade was determined by solving Hamilton’s equations with an
enhanced Galerkin method [Gro04]. The three quadrants labeled ”phase-space projec-
tion” show different views of the {q1, p1, p2}-projection for an arbitrarily chosen node.
Obviously projection to an only 3-dimensional subspace of a vastly higher dimensional
phase-space can not yield insight into the overall phase space structure.

Inspired by ideas from [MR94, SK03] we therefore turn to a geometrized version of Hamil-
tonian dynamics. The (finite dimensional) configuration space of a physical system has the
structure of a (smooth) manifold and is denoted by Q. The momentum phase-space of this
system is just the cotangent bundle T ∗Q which is equipped with a natural symplectic struc-
ture ω (a 2-form in the language of differential geometry). The Hamiltonian is a smooth
map H : T ∗Q → R and the corresponding Hamiltonian vector field is denoted XH and
determined by dH = ω(XH , .). Hamilton’s equations are just the equations of the flow of
the vector-field XH .
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Figure 2: freely flying 2-dimensional hyper-elastic rotor blade, 140 4-node elements → 716 DOFs,
different views of the {q1, p1, p2}-projection for a single node

2 Geometric integration (Lie-group methods)

In order to exploit the geometric sructure of Hamiltonian dynamics to the fullest extent,
we have to consider integration schemes that generate solutions which remain in the cotan-
gent bundle of the configuration manifold T ∗Q. In recent years a powerful machinery of
geometric integration (especially Lie-group integrators) has been developed, see for exam-
ple [FMMK99, IMNZ00, HLW02]. We will present its basic ingredients in the following
subsections.

2.1 Lie-groups and Lie-algebras

We will start by looking at Lie-groups. A Lie-group is a group with a smooth (differ-
entiable) group operation and smooth inversion. Therefore it can also be viewed as a
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differentiable manifold. Several well-known examples [Olv93] are listed below:

GL(n, R) = {g ∈ Mat(n× n, R)| det g = 0} (1)
SL(n, R) = {g ∈ GL(n, R)| det g = 1} (2)
O(n, R) = g ∈ GL(n, R)|gT g = e (3)

SO(n, R) = {g ∈ O(n, R)| det g = 1} (4)

The Lie-algebra g corresponding to a Lie-group G can be defined as the tangent space to
the group at the identity element e ∈ G

g = TeG.

g is a vector space equipped with a skew-symmetric, bilinear product called Lie-bracket

[ . , . ] : g× g → g

which satisfies Jacobi’s identity: let a, b, c ∈ g

[a, [b, c]] + [b, [c, a]] + [c, [a, b]] = 0.

The Lie-algebras corresponding to the Lie-groups (1)−(4) defined above are the following:

gl(n, R) = {X, Y ∈ Mat(n× n, R)|[X, Y ] = XY − Y X} (5)
sl(n, R) = {X ∈ gl(n, R)|trX = 0} (6)
o(n, R) = X ∈ gl(n, R)|XT + X = 0 (7)

so(n, R) = o(n, R) (8)

Because of this tangent space construction there are several choices of coordinate charts
that map from the Lie-algebra back to the Lie-group. One such coordinate chart is the
exponential map exp : g → G which maps the whole Lie-algebra to a neighbourhood of
e ∈ G. Because of the smooth group operation required above, this map can be extended
to the whole group G via left- or right-translation. For matrix groups the exponential map
is just the standard matrix exponential.

2.2 Lie-group and Lie-algebra actions

Lie-group and Lie-algebra actions describe the effect of group and algebra elements on
points of a manifold, think of rotations R ∈ SO(3) acting on points of R3 for example.
A (left) Lie-group action is a map

Λ : G×M→M.

It induces a corresponding Lie-algebra action

λ : g×M→M
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via
λ(v, p) = Λ(exp(v), p) v ∈ g, p ∈M.

Next we define a map λ∗ : g → X (M) from the Lie-algebra to the set of vector-fields on
M pointwise as

(λ∗v)(p) =
d

dt t=0

λ(tv, p)

A differential equation on the manifold can now be written as

y = Fλ(t, y) = (λ∗f(t, y)) (y), y(0) = p ∈M (9)

where f : R×M→ g.

These definitions allow us to state the main paradigm of Lie-group methods as follows:
The solution of the differential equation (9) for small t ∈ R+ is

y(t) = λ(u(t), p)

where u(t) ∈ g satisfies

u = f̃(u) = dexp−1
u (f(t, λ(u, p))) , u(0) = 0 ∈ g. (10)

This statement follows by the commutativity of the following diagram

Tg
λp−−−−→ TM

f̃ F

g −−−−→
λp

M

One problem we have not yet considered is the non-commutativity of general Lie-groups
and Lie-algebras. Let u1, u2 ∈ g, then

Λ(exp(u1), Λ(exp(u2), p)) = Λ(exp(u1) · exp(u2), p)
= Λ(exp(B(u1, u2), p)

⇒ λ(u1, λ(u2, p)) = λ(B(u1, u2), p)

The symbol B(., .) is the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula which has the following ex-
plicit form in terms of iterated commutators

B(u1, u2) = u1 + u2 +
1
2
[u1, u2]

+
1
12

[u1, [u1, u2]]− 1
12

[u2, [u1, u2]] + . . . .

In order to solve differential equations on manifolds it is sufficient to solve correspond-
ing equations in the Lie-algebra which is a linear space. Therefore standard integration
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schemes can be applied on the algebra-level and the solution mapped back to the nonlinear
manifold via appropriate coordinate mappings. Suitable combinations of these have been
developed in recent years, foremost the Runge-Kutta-Munthe-Kaas methods which usu-
ally require many iterated commutator evaluations and Crouch-Grossman methods which
evaluate vector field flows via matrix exponentials.

3 A model system on the sphere S2

This section sets out to illustrate the benefit of the presented geometric integration tech-
niques. We introduce the following ordinary first-order differential equation on R3

ẋ =

 −y + xz2

x + yz2

−z(x2 + y2)

 , x =

 x
y
z

 ∈ R3. (11)

A number of analytical observations on the behaviour of solutions to this equation can be
made. Calculating the time derivative of the squared solution-norm yields

d

dt
||x(t)||2 =

d

dt
[x(t) · x(t)] = 2x(t) · ẋ(t)

= 2 −xy + x2z2 + yx + y2z2 − z2x2 − z2y2 = 0

From this it is obvious that equation (11) has spherical symmetry and it suffices to study
its behaviour on the unit sphere S2 ⊂ R3. Furthermore the problem restricted to S2 has
two fixed points (the poles x± = [0, 0,±1]T ) and an attractor (the equator z(t) = 0∀t).
In order to use the Lie-group based methods introduced before we have to realize that S2

can also be interpreted as a Lie-group, namely S2 ∼= SO(3).
The corresponding Lie-algebra TeSO(3) = so(3) is the set of all skew-symmetric matri-
ces and the exponential map exp : so(3) → SO(3) is the standard matrix exponential.
In order to formulate equation (11) on the Lie-algebra so(3) we need another convenient
fact namely so(3) ∼= R3 via the hat-map

R3 ω → ω̂ =

 0 −ω3 ω2

ω3 0 −ω1

−ω2 ω1 0

 ∈ so(3) (12)

Since any vector-field on S2 can be written as cross product ω × x we get the differential
equation on the algebra as

ẋ =

 −y + xz2

x + yz2

−z(x2 + y2)

 =

 ω2z − ω3y
ω3x− ω1z
ω1y − ω2x

 = ω × x

where obviously ω = −z[x + y], z[x− y], x2 + y2 T
. Therefore using the definition of
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the hat-map (12) a Lie-type integrator with fixed stepsize h takes the following form

xn+1 = exp (hω̂n) xn = exp

h

 0 −[x2
n + y2

n] zn[xn − yn]
x2

n + y2
n 0 zn[xn + yn]

−zn[xn − yn] −zn[xn + yn] 0

 xn.

We compare this geometric integrator with three classic integration schemes that do not
take into account the symmetry of the problem: Euler-forward, Euler-backward (both
with fixed step-size) and a standard 4th order Runge-Kutte scheme with variable step-size
(MATLAB ode45).

Figure 3: Solution trajectories “on” S2 for the start value
h

1√
3
, 1√

3
, 1√

3

iT

. Note that the Euler-
forward and Euler-backward solutions both drift away from the solution manifold (outwards and
inwards respectively) while the standard 4th order Runge-Kutta (MATLAB ode45) and the Lie-
Euler scheme seem to perform much better even with only approximately 10% of the number of
steps.

We start the computation at an initial value x(0) = 1√
3
, 1√

3
, 1√

3

T

and choose stepsizes
for the classic Euler-forward and Euler-backward schemes as 0.02, 0.04, 0.002 and 0.0002
while fixing the number of steps for MATLAB ode45 and the geometric Lie-Euler-scheme
at 104. The rather poor performance of the standard Euler-schemes with regard to preserv-
ing the spherical symmetry of equation (11) is apparent in figure 3.

Because the 3-dimensional plot employed before is insufficient to determine the amount of
deviation from the exact solution manifold we calculate the vector-norm for the different
solution schemes and plot them in figure 4 for the standard Euler stepsize of 0.002. While
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Figure 4: Deviation of trajectories from the configuration manifold S2 for the different integration
schemes illustrated by the fact that x(t) ∈ S2 ⇔ ||x(t)|| = 1.

the classic Euler-schemes still deviate strongly from the expected result of ||x(t)|| = 1 for
this step-size, both the standard 4th order Runge-Kutta and the Lie-Euler scheme perform
rather well with only 104 steps.

Since the equator is an attractor of the differential equation an exact analytical solution can
be stated for start values z(0) = 0 as

x(t) =

 cos (ϕ0 + t)
sin (ϕ0 + t)

0

 ϕ0 ∈ R.

Using this result the deviation of the four numerical integration schemes from the exact
solution on the equator can be investigated. A start value ϕ0 = 0.5 π is choosen and the
stepsize for the standard Euler-schemes is varied in the same manner as above.

Figure 5 illustrates the fact that in order to reach an approximately equivalent accuracy
the number of steps for the two standard Euler-schemes has to be increased to about 1000
times the number of MATLAB ode45 steps. Also note that the Lie-Euler integrator pro-
duces the exact solution up to machine precision with only 104 steps.
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Figure 5: Comparison to the exact analytical solution on the equator of S2. Note that the error of the
Lie-Euler integrator is scaled by a factor of 1011. The error values of the two classic Euler schemes
are almost indistinguishable.

4 Conclusions

In this contribution we have demonstrated the common problems in understanding the
dynamic behaviour of engineering structures caused by the high dimensionality of their
respective phase-spaces. In order to reduce this high dimensionality simpler model sys-
tems had to be studied. The intrinsic geometric structure of the Hamiltonian framework
of dynamics led to the consideration of geometry preserving integrators of Lie-type. An
example system has been cast into this Lie-type framework which made its dynamics ap-
proachable by new geometric numerical integration schemes. A comparison with standard
integration schemes showed the superiority of this specific geometric integration scheme.
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Abstract: To better understand how developmental regulatory networks are defined in
the genome sequence, the Berkeley Drosophila Transcription Network Project (BD-
NTP ) has developed a suite of methods to describe 3D gene expression data, i.e.,
the output of the network at cellular resolution for multiple time points. To allow re-
searchers to explore these novel data sets we have developed PointCloudXplore (PCX).
In PCX we have linked physical and information visualization views via the concept of
brushing (cell selection). For each view dedicated operations for performing selection
of cells are available. In PCX, all cell selections are stored in a central management
system. Cells selected in one view can in this way be highlighted in any view allowing
further cell subset properties to be determined. Complex cell queries can be defined
by combining different cell selections using logical operations such as AND, OR, and
NOT. Here we are going to provide an overview of PointCloudXplore 2 (PCX2), the
latest publicly available version of PCX. PCX2 has shown to be an effective tool for
visual exploration of 3D gene expression data. We discuss (i) all views available in
PCX2, (ii) different strategies to perform cell selection, (iii) the basic architecture of
PCX2., and (iv) illustrate the usefulness of PCX2 using selected examples.
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1 Introduction

Understanding how embryo development is controlled is a fundamental question in biol-
ogy. Specific combinations of developmental regulatory factors –forming parts of complex
genetic regulatory networks– are responsible for determining the cell fates [Law92]. Bi-
ologists have typically analyzed gene expression and morphology by visual inspection of
photomicrographic images. In order to understand animal development, methods to com-
putationally describe gene expression at cellular resolution are required. To address this
challenge, the BDTNP has developed image analysis methods to extract information about
gene expression from 3D imaging data, using early Drosophila melanogaster embryos as
a model [BDT]. Blastoderm stage Drosophila embryos are stained, mounted, and imaged
using laser microscopy. The image stacks are then converted into matrices specifying the
position of blastoderm nuclei and the expression levels of select genes around each nu-
cleus [LKF+06, KFL+06]. These novel, so called PointCloud datasets, promise to be an
invaluable resource for studying embryo development. Due to the limited number of dif-
ferent fluorophores we can spectrally distinguish as well as the difficulty in adding multiple
labels to embryos it is, however, experimentally not practical to obtain the expression of
more than a few genes in a single embryo. To make possible to compare the relationships
between regulators and their many target genes in a common coordinate framework, a set
of PointClouds are registered into one or more Virtual PointClouds [FLK+05, FLK+07].

To help biologists to compare and analyze 3D gene expression data, we developed Point-
CloudXplore (PCX) a tool specifically designed for exploration of PointCloud data. In
PCX we have linked physical and information visualization views via the concept of brush-
ing (cell selection). Here we are going to introduce PointCloudXplore 2 (PCX2), the latest
publicly available version of PCX. We are going to discuss all views available in PCX2 and
describe how linking of the views via cell selection is used for effective data exploration.
Afterwards, we will explain different dedicated strategies for performing cell selection and
describe the basic architecture of PCX2. The following parts of this manuscript are struc-
tured as follows. In Section 2 we will provide an overview of related work. The different
visualization techniques available in PCX2 are then described in Section 3. In Section 4.1
and 4.2, linking of the views via cell selection and all operations for performing and com-
bining cell selections will be explained. A brief overview of the implementation of PCX2
will be provided in Section 5. In Section 6 we present our conclusions and describe future
plans.

2 Previous Work

PCX2 makes use of the established concept of linking multiple views to visualize high-
dimensional 3D gene expression data [BWK00]. In the WEAVE system, e.g., a combi-
nation of linked physical views and information visualization views was used for explo-
ration of cardiac simulation and measurement data [GRW+00]. Henze [Hen98] proposed
a system of multiple views (called Portraits in his paper) for exploring time-varying com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) data sets. Both Henze’s system for CFD data and the
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WEAVE system use linked views to define features in a data set by refining queries based
on brushes. In PCX2 brushes are called cell selectors since this term is found to be more
intuitive by target users. Doleisch et al. formalized the concept of defining features via
queries using information visualization views and utilizing logical operations to combine
several brushes [DGH03] (see also Hauser et al. [HLD02]). A variety of extensions to
3D scatter plots were proposed by Piringer et al. [PKH04] and Kosara et al. [KSH04]
improving depth perception and perception of the sample distribution in all dimensions.

Parallel coordinates are a standard visualization for high-dimensional data while many
extensions to standard parallel coordinates have been developed to make them more useful.
Wegman and Luor [WL97] proposed usage of transparency and “over-plotting” translucent
data points/lines to reveal inherent data characteristics by highlighting dense areas. Fua et
al. [FWR99] proposed hierarchical parallel coordinates, including several techniques for
visualization of selected subsets of the data which are in part also available in PCX2.

3 Visualizing 3D Gene Expression

PCX2 provides different visualizations for 3D gene expression data. In physical views a
3D model, or 2D projections of the 3D model, are used to visualize spatial gene expression
patterns (Section 3.1). To support analysis of relationships between the expression of genes
directly in expression space, PCX2 features scatter-plots (Section 3.2) as well as parallel
coordinates (Section 3.3) as abstract information visualization views. To allow comparison
of the expression of genes in a single cell, the Cell Magnifier shows the expression of all
genes in a user defined cell as bar-graph (Section 3.4).

Figure 1: 3D Cell View with expression levels of the genes eve and ftz shown via color (left).
Unrolled View and expression surface showing the expression pattern of the gene giant (gt) during
early embryo development (right).

3.1 Physical Views

Physical views are used in PCX2 to visualize and analyze spatial patterns of gene expres-
sion. PCX2 features 3D as well as 2D visualizations of the embryo. In the 3D views
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spherical icons (not shown) or polygonal faces are used to represent individual cells (see
Figure 1 left). To also take the movement of cells over time into account the user can
choose which cell positions from which time-step should be used in the visualization. By
using different projections of the 3D embryo model dedicated 2D visualizations of the
embryo are created. In Figure 1 (right) the embryo is projected to a 2D plane using a
cylindrical projection. PCX2 also allows one to use orthographic projection to create three
additional 2D views of the embryo described in more detail in Weber et al. [WRH+07].

In addition to providing an overview of the entire embryo, projecting the embryo to a plane
has the advantage of freeing one dimension up for displaying additional information. In
PCX2, this “free” dimension can be used to display gene expression values as surface plots.
The height of an expression surface is determined by the expression values measured for
the gene it represents while the xy-position of surface points are defined by the position of
the cells in the underlying 2D physical view. As shown in the right panel of Figure 1, such
surface plots enable a more quantitative analysis of gene expression data than possible
when just using color. Multiple surfaces can be used to compare quantitative relationships
between genes. More details about physical views and their use for the analysis of 3D
gene expression are provided in [RWK+06, WRH+07].

Figure 2: 4-panel layout of three 2D and the according 3D scatter-plot as displayed in PCX2
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3.2 Scatter-plots

In contrast to physical views of the embryo, abstract views, such as scatter-plots, discard
spatial information and show the quantitative relationships between multiple genes expres-
sion in one or all cells. In a scatter-plot, three genes are selected and mapped to the three
axes of the Cartesian coordinate system. Each of the axes represents the expression of one
gene ranging from no expression at the origin to maximum relative expression. A single
point is used to represent each cell of the embryo while the location of the point is speci-
fied according to the relative gene expression levels measured for the corresponding cell.
To enhance depth perception and to better distinguish separate points we use color, halos,
and alpha blending. As shown in Figure 2, in PCX2 we use a 4-panel layout in which a
3D scatter-plot (lower-right panel) is augmented with a set of 2D scatter plots showing the
expression relationships between the three possible gene-pairs in the 3D plot. See Weber
et al. [WRH+07] for more detailed information.

Scatter-plots are in general found to be an intuitive visualization and are used to reveal
information about relationships between genes. In the scatter-plot of eve and ftz (Figure 2
lower-left panel), e.g., a clear anti-correlation between the two genes can be seen.

3.3 Parallel Coordinates

To make visualization of the expression of many genes in parallel possible PCX2 fea-
tures parallel coordinates. Parallel coordinates were proposed independently by Insel-
berg [Ins84] and Wegman [Weg90] and are a common information visualization technique
for high-dimensional data sets. Each data dimension (gene) is represented in parallel co-
ordinates by one parallel axis. Each data sample (cell) has a set of associated expression
values defining a point on each parallel axis. By connecting the corresponding points of
neighboring axes each cell can be represented by a data line, i.e., a “zigzag” line connect-
ing adjacent parallel axes. The intersection point of the data line with each vertical axis
corresponds to the value of the sample for the corresponding dimension (i.e., the relative
expression level for the corresponding gene in that cell). In Figure 3, an example parallel
coordinate view is shown visualizing the expression of six selected genes in all cells of the
embryo.

3D-parallel coordinates are a direct extension of 2D-parallel coordinates in which the par-
allel axes are extruded into the z dimension. As illustrated in Figure 4, lines are sorted
along the z axis with respect to a selected data dimension so that each parallel axis is de
facto a 2D-scatter-plot. As in 2D-parallel coordinates corresponding points of neighbor-
ing axes are connected via line segments. In PCX2 the same information is displayed
along the z dimension for all axes, in this way a 3D-plot of non-intersecting parallel data
lines is created each representing one cell. Data lines can be sorted in parallel coordinates
according to the position of cells along the anterior-posterior axis (AP)(back to front)
or dorsal-ventral axis (DV)(around the embryo) which can be derived from the Unrolled
View. Beside this, lines can also be sorted according to the expression of a selected gene.
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PCX2 supports many important extension to standard parallel coordinates such as use of
transparent data lines, semi-transparent color bands to visualize cell selections, or dimen-
sional zooming. Besides this also highlighting and animation of line traces is supported
by PCX2. For more detailed information see [RWK+06].

Figure 3: 2D Parallel coordinate view showing the expression of six selected genes in all blastoderm
cells of the embryo (reproduced in color on p. 196).

Figure 4: 3D Parallel coordinates are a direct extension to regular parallel coordinates and combine
the principle of 2D-scatter-plots and 2D-parallel coordinates (reproduced in color on p. 196).

3.4 Cell Magnifier

Unlike all other views currently available in PCX2, the Cell Magnifier concentrates not on
comparing gene expression values in different cells but on comparing expression values
in just one cell. A bar graph is used to visualize gene expression values. Each gene is
represented by one bar while the exact measured expression value is displayed in addition
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Figure 5: PointClouxXplore 2 system design. All views are linked via a central cell selector man-
agement system.

beside each bar. The cell to be displayed in the Cell Magnifier can be selected in any
physical view and is highlighted by graying it out. An example illustrating use of the
Cell Magnifier to analyze the expression in a cell located in the posterior giant expression
domain will be provided later in Figure 8. For more detailed information about the Cell
Magnifier see Weber et al. [WRH+07].

4 Linking the Views via Cell Selection

The different views described in the previous section are useful in their own right and can
be used individually to mine data sets for new information. It is, however, often useful to
compare and correlate the information of different views. The principle of cell selection
(also referred to as brushing) provides effective means for linking different views. By se-
lecting cells of interest in one view and highlighting the same cell subset in all other views
interactive exploration of the data becomes possible. Selection of cells can be performed
in each view of PCX2 with respect to different data properties, e.g. cell position or gene
expression (see Section 4.1). To allow for definition of more complex cell queries, cell
selections can be combined using logical operations (see Section 4.2).

In PCX2 all cell selections are stored in dedicated so called cell selector objects. All cell
selectors are stored and managed in a central cell selector management system. All views
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have access to the same set of cell selectors via this central management system. This
simple but effective system design allows one to easily integrate new views in PCX2 and
link them to the already existing views. Figure 5 illustrates the basic system design of
PCX2. The different views are each independent of one another and are interconnected
only indirectly via the central cell selector management. Independent of the criteria em-
ployed to perform cell selection, each cell selector defines for each cell whether it is the
selected or not. In addition, each cell selector is required to have a name, color, and a
flag defining whether the cell selector should be displayed or not. Therefore, a common
base class can be used to define properties common for all types of cell selectors. By using
such a common interface all types of cell selectors can be efficiently displayed in all views.
Which types of cell selectors can be edited and created in the different views then depends
on according to which data properties cell selection can be performed in a view.

Figure 6: By drawing an axes aligned box in a scatter-plot one can select cells with respect to the
expression of up to three genes (reproduced in color on p. 196).

Figure 7: By defining ranges in expression using handles attached to each parallel axis it is possible
to select cells with respect to the expression of all genes displayed in the parallel coordinate view.
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4.1 Basic Cell Selection Operations

Cell selection can be performed with respect to different data properties in different views.
The basic cell selection operations performed directly by the user can be subdivided into
three different categories:

• Cell selection based on cell positions can be performed in any physical view. By
drawing on the surface of the embryo the researcher can define which cells in which
region of the embryo are of interest.

• Cell selection based on gene expression can be performed in scatter-plots as well
as parallel coordinates. Dedicated cell selectors allow the user to select cells with
respect to ranges in gene expression. All cells contained in a so defined multi-
dimensional box in gene expression space are marked as selected. In a scatter-plot
cell selection can be performed with respect to the expression of up to three genes
by defining an axis-aligned box in the plot (see Figure 6). In parallel coordinates
cell selection can be performed with respect to all n displayed data dimensions by
defining ranges in gene expression with sliders attached to each parallel axis (see
Figure 7).

• Cell selection based on spatial information and gene expression can be per-
formed using seed cell selection and the Cell Magnifier. Seed cell selection requires
the index of a cell as well a set of expression range(s) for selected genes as input.
Using the cell currently displayed in the Cell Magnifier as seed point to initiate the
selection process a flood fill method is used to identify all cells in a contiguous re-
gion whose expression levels lie within the specified expression range(s). In the
example shown in Figure 8, seed cell selection is used to select the posterior expres-
sion domain of the giant expression pattern. Besides seed cell selection one can also
use 3D parallel coordinates to select cells with respect to spatial information as well
as gene expression. If data lines are sorted in 3D parallel coordinates with respect
to AP- or DV-cell positions then ranges in AP/DV-space can be used in addition to
range(s) in gene expression to perform cell selection.

Figure 8: Using seed cell selection it is possible to easily and accurately select contiguous regions
on the embryo that show specific expression properties.
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4.2 Combining Cell Selections

To make definition of more complex cell queries possible, basic cell selections can be com-
bined in PCX2 using logical operations such as AND, OR, and NOT. The AND-operator
defines the intersection of two cell selections and the OR-operator their union. The NOT-
operator then inverts a cell selection and selects all cells not selected by the input cell
selection. Logical operators are implemented in PCX2 as special types of cell selectors
that define a new selection of cells based on the cell selection defined by one or two other
cell selectors. A logical operator can again function as input to another logical operator
allowing complex cell queries to be defined. Such cell queries consisting of both basic and
logical cell selectors can be represented as a tree structure in which the basic cell selectors
are always leaves of the tree. In Figure 9 cell selectors are used to define the patterns of
the genes giant (gt), hunchback (hb ), and Krüppel (Kr) via thresholding. The thresholded
patterns are then combined using logical operators in order to validate a model for regula-
tion of stripe two of the eve expression pattern. A comparison of the defined selection with
the thresholded pattern of the gene eve shows a close match in the domain of eve stripe
two indicating that gt, hb, and Kr may be able to regulate this part of the eve pattern.

Figure 9: Combining cell selectors defining the patterns of gt, hb, and Kr using logical operators.
The selection result is then compared with a cell selector that selects all cells expressing eve at
medium to high levels by defining the overlay of both selections (reproduced in color on p. 196).

5 Implementation

PCX2 is an interactive exploration tool. All here described views are rendered interactively
and all described interactions take, at most, a fraction of a second to complete. PCX2
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is implemented as C++ stand-alone application using Trolltechs Qt 4.2 library (http:
//www.trolltech.com/) and OpenGL (http://www.opengl.org/) as cross-
platform widget and graphics libraries. PCX2 is available for Linux, MacOS and Win-
dows. An earlier version of PCX has already been released to the public and can be
downloaded free of charge from the BDTNPs web page http://bdtnp.lbl.gov/
Fly-Net/bioimaging.jsp?w=pcx. The full version of PCX2 as described here
will also be made available for free soon via the BDTNPs web page. PCX2 is used as a
means to view the BDTNP’s release data sets [BDT].

6 Conclusions and Future Work

PCX has already shown to be a valuable tool to members of the BDTNP as well as users
of the publicly available 3D gene expression database of the BDTNP. Along with the
next release of the database we will also make PCX2 available for free public download.
PCX2 provides all features of PCX and includes additional extension such as 3D parallel
coordinates and supports visualization of the latest 3D gene expression data created by
the BDTNP. Scatter-plots and parallel coordinates should allow researchers to examine
relationships between 20-30 genes.

Here we have provided an overview of all views available in PCX2 and shown how linking
of the views via cell selection can be used for effective data exploration. Using selected ex-
amples, we have shown how one can analyze the spatial expression pattern of genes using
physical views and expression surfaces. Information visualization views such as scatter-
plots and parallel coordinates then enable analysis of gene inter-relationships directly in
gene expression space. We have illustrated how dedicated cell selection operations such as
seed cell selection can be used to effectively define cells of interest, such as an expression
domain of a selected gene. We have also shown how binary logical models of genetic
interactions can be analyzed by combining thresholded patterns of selected genes using
logical operations.

As the BDTNP continues to collect data for many more genes, this imposes several new
challenges for future work. For example, with our current approach it is possible to ef-
fectively visualize expression levels of five to six genes simultaneously in a physical view.
(The exact number depends on the spatial distribution of the patterns.) Mapping an even
larger number of genes to color will be one of the challenges arising from the increasing
number of genes. By integrating automated data analysis methods, such as clustering and
dedicated dimension reduction techniques into PCX, we hope to address the arising need
to examine the expression of several hundred genes.
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Abstract: Modeling, quantitative analysis, and forecasting in urban planning have a
tradition since the sixties when very complex models for the whole “system of the city”
were developed. After a phase of criticism about these complex black box programs in
the eighties the topic got in the research focus again because of the easier possibilities
for visualizing the results by the means of GIS. Subsequently, geomodeling is also
interesting for more specific questions. The example shown in the paper is office
market modeling – with a case study in Stuttgart. Due to higher vacancy rates and
the degradation of buildings especially from the sixties and the seventies the subject
is relevant for investors and real estate brokers but also for city administrations who
try to avoid the degradation of whole areas. The classical time-series based office
market models from urban economics describe the movement of the entire market
but they do not consider local heterogeneity. Cross- sectional models like hedonic
price modeling and an adaptation of the hedonic model for vacancy rates shown in the
paper are difficult to couple with forecasting results. The microsimulation approach
is the best way to integrate forecasting and a detailed spatial resolution. It consists in
simulating movements, location choices, and vacancy at the building level. The paper
presents the equations and exemplary results of the different simulation steps.

1 Geomodeling and Geovisualization in Urban Planning

Modeling in urban planning â and simulation as the most exact and methodologically
complex way of modeling different future development paths â has its roots in the sixties
when âlarge scale urban modelsâ were developed [For69]. Caused by the critics on lacking
usability for the practice [Lee73], a general trend against quantitative methodology in
urban planning became the mainstream. In the nineties modeling got again a discussed
topic with the occurrence of easy to use Geographic Information Systems (GIS) [Bat92].
The easy calculation of variables describing location extended the modeling tradition to
a real geomodeling. Beside the standard GIS tools a bundle of simulation tools exists
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today [WU04, MSW02]. However, further research has to be done: how to calculate
spatially more detailed information and how to expand the modeling approach to urban
themes apart from the well discussed land-use subject (e.g. for the real estate market; for
the noise problem see [SR05, Rum07]) are the principal questions.

Urban planning is in the focus of politicians, the media, and the public. The lesson learned
from the criticized âblack boxâ models of the sixties is the finding that visualization plays
a major role in all kind of analysis and forecasting in urban planning. The typical way
of visualizing zone or building related output of all kinds of urban models consists in
the application of one of the standard GIS software packages. New challenges arise with
integration of user generated vector data, e.g. from Google Earth, the availability of 3D-
city models with mapped facades [HMM05], interactive WebGIS especially for planning
process participation purposes, and the use of new augmented reality techniques for the
visualization of urban future alternatives [Wie07].

2 Basics of Office Market Modeling

Office market modeling is the example chosen for the demonstration that the geomodeling
and geosimulation approach can also be used for spatial questions that are not in the focus
of the existing urban simulation tools.

Reference studies in office market research mainly have an economic background deal-
ing with the cyclical movements (âhog cycleâ) of the markets. The phenomenon occurs
because multiple developers start constructing without knowing from each other at a time
of high space absorption. They accomplish the construction two to four years after when
the market conditions often have changed fundamentally. The consequence is a high rate
of vacant buildings. During a decline phase of the market the vacancy shifts from new
buildings to old ones by movements. In the recent years the vacancy problem became
also a discussed urban planning topic. The first reason is the existence of an increasing
stock of old buildings which is left over and can not be let any more. The second reason
is the technological and demographic change that will lower the total space required for
office uses in most European countries. Office markets are markets with heterogeneous
goods. The subsequent question for developers, investors, and urban planning authorities
is where respectively in which buildings the problems of vacancy risks or low prices will
occur. This requires a micro-level approach analyzing single buildings or geographically
detailed zones.

The case study city for the subsequent analysis is Stuttgart in Southwestern Germany. The
city with 590,000 inhabitants is mainly dominated by the headquarters of companies in
the production sector (Daimler, Porsche, Bosch). It was chosen because of an actual lack
of office market studies and a very stable market avoiding wrong conclusions because of
short-run market movements. The data for the analysis consists in a Shapefile with all
185,000 buildings of the city, an extended attribute database for the 32,000 buildings with
more than 200 mÂ of floor space, an office building inventory of the field study of the
consulting company Baasner / Langwald / Mller including vacancies, and finally price
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Figure 1: The interaction of the different office markets.

data of the cadastral authority and the Investment Property Databank (IPD).

3 Urban economic approaches

The classical space requirement calculation of urban planners ignores traditionally the
existence of vacancy and the heterogeneity of the office space. For this reason an in- depth
analysis of the local differences in office markets has to fall back on economic methods.
As these are ignoring traditionally the spatial aspect, it has to be added where possible.

3.1 Longitudinal models: Simultaneous equations

The following office market model is based on works of e.g. [Ros84, DiW96, Für06]. It
requires time-series data of an entire office market (in general: one city or metropolitan
area). Temporal lags in the equations give the model its dynamics. The parameters of the
interacting markets (the labor market on the demand side and the capital market on the
supply side) are given exogenously. Figure 1 illustrates the relations between the most
important variables. In the Stuttgart case the following equations were estimated as linear
regression models with significant parameters (signs of the coefficients given in brackets):

(1) Rent = f( Vacancy rate of the previous period (-) )

(2) Net absorption = f (number of office employees of the year before (+), rent (-))

The new vacancy rate can be calculated easily by the occupied stock and the total stock.
The latter one has to be actualized periodically by the supply side development:

(3) New construction = f (Net absorption of two years before (+))
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Figure 2: Forecasting changes in space demand (net absorption) and supply (new construction) for
exogenously given office employment scenarios ranging from 215,000 to 250,000 employees in
2020.

The equations can then be used for the calculation of market scenarios with different values
for the development of the number of employees. Figure 2 shows some results for two sce-
narios with a constant cycle length and a target value of 230,000 and 250,000 employees
in the service sector.

The problem of the longitudinal models consists in the incapability to adapt to detailed
locations. Despite the theoretical possibility of integrating flows and price elasticities be-
tween parts of a city, the approach fails due to missing long-run time-series for submarkets.

3.2 Cross-sectional models: Hedonic price modeling and the estimation of vacancy
risks

One solution for analyzing market outcomes at a spatially detailed level consists in ap-
plying the hedonic price modeling approach (see [Des00, NM06]). Its general idea is the
repartition of the price of a heterogeneous good on its different characteristics. Office
buildings have physical characteristics (size, building quality, parking facilities etc.) and
spatial characteristics (accessibility, cluster effects etc.). The spatial parameters are mea-
sured by GIS. To measure the effect of neighbouring buildings and zone characteristics
each building is equipped with three buffer zones in the distance of 200, 500 and 1,000
meters (figure 4). All together, there are ca. 80 building and location variables, which are
tested in all the following models. This overview paper reports only the most significant
ones contributing strongly to the adjusted R2.
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An exemplary hedonic price model for office buildings in Stuttgart results in a linear re-
gression equation with the following significant variables:

(4) Rent = f (construction year of the building (+), number of m2 of retail space in
the 200-m-buffer (+), change of the number of office occupiers in the 200-m-
buffer within the last 5 years in % (+))

The function can then be used for an estimation and visualization of the rent level through-
out the city. Figure 5 illustrates the outcome with a high price zone in the city center. The
hedonic price modeling is a quite common approach. Despite its main use for residen-
tial appraisal in the US it can easily be adapted for office markets (with a reduction of
the goodness-of-fit of the model because of the lower standardization of office buildings
compared to residential ones). However, the vacancy rate is more interesting for urban
planning and risk management in investment than prices. As a consequence it is useful to
substitute the explained variable ârentâ by âvacancyâ. With the standard linear regression
model it works only if vacancy rates for zones are explained (see [NI07]). At the building
level the proposal consists in working with a binary logistic model where y=1 means the
existence of vacancy in the building regardless of how many percent. In Stuttgart 15% of
the buildings fit into this category of (partly) vacant buildings. The binary logistic trans-
formation allows the calculation of probabilities for staying vacant:

(5) p(yi = 1) = 1 + e−(β0+β1x1+β2x2+···+βnxn) −1

The influence factors x1, x2, x3 etc. in the Stuttgart case are:

(6) Probability of vacancy = f (number of storeys (+), vacancy rate in the buffer
zones (+), percentage of different construction periods in the 200-m-buffer
zone, construction year (+), distance to the city center (-), distance to the
nearest commuter rail station (-))

Some of the estimated coefficients β1, β2, β3 etc. carry an unexpected sign (e.g. the city
center and the rail variable). A possible explanation is the fact that speculatively erected
buildings (with higher probability of staying vacant) cluster mainly in the city center and
around rail stations.

3.3 Evaluation of the approach

The combined application of longitudinal and cross-sectional models allows a forecast at
the macro level and a detailed local analysis for today. Given the influence parameters
of todayâs cross-sectional models the function could also be applied for future situations
(e.g. new office clusters change the input parameters). In some case it might be suffi-
cient. In others it can be quite problematic because the significance and the coefficients
of the parameters can change. For this reason an alternative approach is discussed: the
microsimulation.
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4 Microsimulation approach

The microsimulation in urban planning reference studies is usually carried out for grid
cells and for employees in different economic sectors regardless of their real estate ty-
pology they occupy. The fact that Stuttgart has a lot less office buildings than potential
grid cells lets the author omit the grid cell concept and return to a building-based approach
(where additional attributes from cadastral data are available). Consequently the urban mi-
crosimulation literature [MSW02, WU03] can be used as a source of ideas but the model
equations have to be adapted and estimated for the specific building-based office market
problems.

The first requirement for simulations is a starting stock (which is given by the cadastral
data) and a starting population. The latter one comes from a business inventory of the
chamber of commerce completed by an administration list of the yellow pages. The first
problem consists in locating the users in the building. A simple alphanumerical join with
the address field reaches a success ratio of 93.4 neighbourhood-matching in GIS (different
approaches and their effectivity are discussed in [vMSH]).
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time t
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-> selecting relocators /
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-> locating mover pool

vacant...
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Figure 3: Microsimulation of office markets

Once the starting set of buildings and users is ready, the first iteration consists in the
following steps:
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1. Which user moves or leaves? To answer this question a binary logit model is es-
timated based on a dataset of moves collected by the chamber of commerce. The
explaining variables are given by the characteristics of the user and the characteris-
tics of the building.

(7) p( move / leave ) = f( herding behaviour: users from the same sector
leaving (+), floor space ratio (+), different dummy variables for
sectors and company sizes)

2. All moving users and the manually added new users are then put to a mover pool.
The subsequent question is: which user chooses which location? The assignment
process to the right location will be carried out in two-step-process: first, a build-
ing size restriction filters out non-suitable buildings (and the ones without vacant
space). Second, different options are drawn randomly. The probability for each op-
tion is calculated by different location-choice equations which are estimated within
a sample of chosen locations (drawn from the chamber of commerce mover sample)
and additionally integrated non-chosen locations. As a location-choice equation can
not contain user-specific and building-specific variables at the same time (due to de-
pendence) a set of equations has to be estimated for different user types (clustered
by sector and size).

The supply side will be inserted manually in a first step. For the next years the locations
of assigned space for new office uses is quite determined by urban planning.

The simulation tool is actually realized in Access and will be migrated to ArcView. Fig-
ure 6 shows exemplary results with the target parameter “vacancy”. It is important to
remember that one simulation describes only one of millions of possible scenarios. If we
are interested in forecasting e.g. the probability of vacancies multiple scenarios have to be
processed and evaluated statistically. The simulation tool offers this option.

5 Outlook

The paper showed that different approaches can be used for the spatially detailed analysis
of supply and demand in office markets. The microsimulation approach is not yet estab-
lished in office market research. Its complexity brings with it the fact the further research
has to done especially in the following fields:

• How can new construction be modeled (given the strongly regulated urban planning
in Europe) and how can the refurbishment topic be integrated? How are tearing
down and changing use tackled?

• The spatial autocorrelation (e.g. of the vacancy rates) and the herding behaviour
have been integrated yet in a simple way. The methods of spatial econometrics
could improve the models.
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• How can the simulation results be visualized and communicated through an easily
accessible (internet) user interface?
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Figure 4: Methodology: The geographic influence factors are raised by influence zones around each
building in the sample.

Figure 5: Forecasting price levels for all office buildings in Stuttgart (green = low price level, blue =
high price level)

2007 2010 2015 20202007 2010 2015 2020

Figure 6: Exemplary simulation results for a leaving scenario. The colors indicate the vacancy rates
of the buildings.
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Abstract: Interval arithmetic was introduced by Ramon Moore [Moo66] in the 1960s
as an approach to bound rounding errors in mathematical computation. The theory of
interval analysis emerged considering the computation of both the exact solution and
the error term as a single entity, i.e. the interval. Though a simple idea, it is a very
powerful technique with numerous applications in mathematics, computer science, and
engineering. In this survey we discuss the basic concepts of interval arithmetic and
some of its extensions, and review successful applications of this theory in particular
in computer science.

1 Introduction

In this paper we survey interval arithmetic—a very powerful technique for controlling
errors in computations—and some of its extensions in the context of self-validated arith-
metics. An immediate first-order extension of interval arithmetic (IA) is known as affine
arithmetic (AA) and many algorithms using interval techniques compare these two ap-
proaches; in practice there is a trade-off between accuracy and speed. Moreover, there are a
lot more interval-based alternatives to IA or AA such as Taylor-based arithmetics [Neu03]
or extensions of AA that are numerically more stable (e.g. Messine [Mes02]) that we will
briefly review in this paper. Our central interest is to show how these interval techniques
can be used in practical applications in computer science to provide robust algorithms
without necessarily sacrifying speed, as interactivity or real-time are often desired espe-
cially in computer graphics and visualization.
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2 Interval arithmetic

2.1 A brief history

This section is largely inspired by G. W. Walster’s article Introduction to Interval Arith-
metic [Wal97], as it perfectly introduces how IA emerged.

Ramon E. Moore conceived interval arithmetic in 1957, while an employee of Lockheed
Missiles and Space Co. Inc., as an approach to bound rounding errors in mathematical
computation. Forty years later, at April 19, 1997 kick-off meeting of Sun Microsystems’
interval arithmetic university R & D program, he explained his thinking as follows: in 1957
he was considering how scientists and engineers represent measurements and computed
results as x̃± , where x̃ is the measurement (or result) and is the error tolerance.

While representing fallible values using the x̃± notation is convenient, computing with
them is not, even in a case as simple as calculating the area of a room. If the errors due
to finite precision arithmetic are simultaneously taken into account, complexity increases
further. Error analyses of large scientific, engineering and commercial algorithms are
sufficiently complex and labor intensive that they are often not conducted. The result is
that machine computing with floating-point arithmetic is not tightly linked to mathematics,
science, commerce or engineering.

Moore had a better idea. He reasoned that since x̃ ± consists of two numbers, x̃ and
, why not use two different numbers to represent exactly the same information? That is,

instead of x̃± , use x̃− and x̃ + , which define the endpoints of an interval containing
the exact quantity in question, i.e. x. It was this simple, yet profound, idea that started
interval arithmetic and interval analysis, the branch of applied mathematics developed to
numerically analyze interval algorithms.

One of the most famous references on IA is probably Moore’s Interval Analysis book
[Moo66] but there are also several more recent surveys introducing IA, e.g. [CMN02,
Wal97].

2.2 What is interval arithmetic?

In the same way classical arithmetic operates on real numbers, interval arithmetic defines a
set of operations on intervals. We denote an interval as x = [x, x], and the base arithmetic
operations are as follows:

x + y = [x + y, x + y],

x− y = [x− y, x− y],

x× y = [min(xy, xy, xy, xy),max(xy, xy, xy, xy)].

Other operations such as division can be devised in a similar fashion; in the case of division
by an interval containing zero, special care is needed, the same way as for real-number
floating point arithmetic.

Three properties of intervals and interval arithmetic make it possible to precisely link the
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fallible observations of science and engineering to mathematics and floating-point arith-
metic ([Wal97]):

1. Any contiguous set of real numbers (a continuum) can be represented by a contain-
ing interval.

2. Intervals provide a convenient and mechanical way to represent and compute guar-
anteed error bounds using fallible data.

3. All the important properties of infinite precision interval arithmetic can be preserved
using finite precision numbers and directed rounding, which is commonly available
on most computers (indeed, any machines supporting the IEEE 754 floating-point
standard).

2.3 Why interval arithmetic?
There are usually three sources of error while performing numerical computations: round-
ing, truncation and input errors. In the following examples (taken from [CMN02]) we
show how IA is meant to keep track of them.

• Rounding errors:
Consider the expression f(x) = 1−x+ x2

2 with x = 0.531, i.e. with 10−3 precision.
Computing this expression with classical arithmetic gives the result f(x) = 0.610.
Now, if we perform the computations using IA, we get f(x) = 0.469 + 0.5312

2 ∈
0.469 + [0.281,0.282]2

2 and so f(x) ∈ 0.469 + [0.140, 0.141] = [0.609, 0.610]. This
guarantees that the exact result is within the interval [0.609, 0.610].

• Truncation errors:
We are now interested in a Taylor series of the exponential function: ex = 1 +
x + x2

2! e
t where t ∈ [0, x]. For x < 0, ex ∈ 1 + x + x2

2! [0, 1]. In particu-

lar, with x = −0.531, we get e−0.531 ∈ 1 − 0.531 + (−0.531)2

2! [0, 1] = 0.469 +
[0.140, 0.141][0, 1] = [0.469, 0.610]. This example illustrates how IA keeps track
of both, the rounding and the truncation errors.

• Input errors:
Suppose that due to data uncertainty our input is x ∈ [−0.532,−0.531]. If we evalu-
ate the previous expression we obtain ex ∈ 1+[−0.532,−0.531]+ [−0.532,−0.531]2

2 [0, 1] =

[0.468, 0.470] + [0.280,0.284]2

2 [0, 1] = [0.468, 0.470] + [0, 0.142] = [0.468, 0.612].
This final example illustrates how IA can keep track of all error types simultane-
ously.

Moreover IA does not suffer from any restriction to a particular class of functions that it
can be applied to. Indeed Moore’s fundamental theorem of interval arithmetic [Moo66]
states that for any function f defined by an arithmetical expression, the corresponding
interval evaluation function F is an inclusion function of f :

F (x) ⊇ f(x) = {f(x) | x ∈ x}.
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Given an implicit function f and a n-dimensional bounding box B defined as a product of
n intervals, we have a very simple and reliable rejection test for the box B not intersecting
the image of the function f (e.g. surface or volume),

0 /∈ F (B) ⇒ 0 /∈ f(B).

As shown in Figure 1(a), “point sampling” fails as a robust rejection test on non-monotonic
intervals. While many methods exist for isolating monotonic regions or approximating the
solution, inclusion methods using interval or affine arithmetic are among the most robust
and general.

The inclusion property can be used in ray tracing or mesh extraction for identifying and
skipping empty regions of space. Note that although 0 /∈ F (B) guarantees the absence of
a root on an interval B, the converse does not necessarily hold: one can have 0 ∈ F (B)
without B intersecting f . When F (B) loosely bounds the convex hull, as in Figure 1(b),
IA makes for a poor (though still reliable) rejection test. This overestimation problem is
a well-known disadvantage, and is fatal for algorithms relying on iterative evaluation of
non-diminishing intervals.

Figure 1: Inclusion property of interval arithmetic. (a) Floating point arithmetic is insufficient to
guarantee a convex hull over the range. (b) IA is much more robust by encompassing all minima
and maxima of the function within that interval. Ideally, F (I) is equal or close to the bounds of the
convex hull, CH(I). Here the box B is simply the interval I .

Fortunately, the overestimation error is proportional to domain interval width; therefore IA
guarantees (linear) convergence to the correct solution when interval domains diminish.
This is the case in algorithms such as sweeping computation of hierarchically subdivided
domains [Duf92, HB07], and ray tracing algorithms involving recursive interval bisection
[Mit90, CHMS00, KHW+07] as we will see in Section 5. Though the overestimation
problem affects the efficiency of these algorithms, recursive IA methods robustly detect
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the zeros of a function, given an adequate termination criterion such as a sufficiently small
precision over the domain, or tolerance δ over the range.

Effectively, it suffices to implement a library of these IA operators, and substitute them
for the real operators, producing an interval extension F . If each component operator pre-
serves the inclusion property, then arbitrary compositions of these operators will as well.
As a result, literally any computable function may be expressed as interval arithmetic.
Some operations are ill-defined, such as empty-set or infinite intervals. However, these are
easily handled in a similar fashion to real-number floating point arithmetic.

In literature we often read “inclusion algebra” or “self-validated arithmetic” when refer-
ring to IA and the IA extension is often referred to as the natural inclusion function, but
it is neither the only mechanism for defining an inclusion algebra, nor always the best.
Particularly in the case of multiplication, it greatly overestimates the actual bounds of the
range. To overcome this, it is necessary to represent intervals with higher-order approxi-
mations.

3 Extensions of interval arithmetic

In this section we discuss extensions of IA. We here focus on first-order arithmetics that
can be alternatives to IA for example when higher accuracy in the computations is needed.

3.1 Affine arithmetic

Affine arithmetic was developed by Comba & Stolfi [CS93] to address the bound overesti-
mation problem of IA. Intuitively, if IA approximates the convex hull of f with a bounding
box, AA employs a piecewise first-order bounding polygon, such as a parallelogram (see
Figure 2).

Figure 2: Bounding box of IA versus AA.

An affine quantity x̂ takes the form

x̂ = x0 +
n

i=1

xiei

where the xi,∀i ≥ 1, are the partial deviations of x̂, and ei ∈ [−1, 1] are the error symbols.
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Base affine operations in AA are as follows (where c is a real constant):

c× x̂ = cx0 + c
n

i=1

xiei,

c± x̂ = (c± x0) +
n

i=1

xiei,

x̂± ŷ = (x0 ± y0)±
n

i=1

(xi ± yi)ei.

However, non-affine operations in AA cause an additional error symbol ez to be intro-
duced. This is the case in multiplication between two affine forms,

x̂× ŷ = x0y0 +
n

i=1

(xiy0 + yix0)ei + rad(x̂)rad(ŷ).

Other operations in AA, such as square root and cosine, approximate the range of the IA
operation using a first-derivative regression curve. These also compute a new error symbol.

The chief improvement in AA comes from maintaining correlated error symbols as or-
thogonal entities. This effectively allows error among correlated symbols to diminish, as
opposed to always increasing monotonically in IA. Figure 3(b) shows how AA be much
more accurate than IA (by providing tighter bounds) e.g. in curve approximation.

Conversion between IA and AA An affine form is created from an interval as follows:

x0 = (x + x)/2,

x1 = (x− x)/2,

xi = 0, i > 1.

and can equally be converted into an interval x = [x0 − rad(x̂), x0 + rad(x̂)] where the
radius of the affine form is given as

rad(x̂) =
n

i=1

|xi|.

Affine arithmetic is only one example of first-order interval-based approximation and this
topic is still an active research area that concentrates on finding a trade-off between ac-
curacy and computational cost. Other popular first-order arithmetics are E. R. Hansen’s
generalized interval arithmetic [Han75] and its centered form variant [Neu03], and first-
order Taylor arithmetic [Neu03]. All these methods provide over-approximations; when
combined with under-approximations, they can prove useful e.g. in static analysis [GP07].
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3.2 Extended affine arithmetic

There are many possible extensions of IA or AA; here we will illustrate only one. In
the following example we present the so-called AF1 formulation by Messine [Mes02] in
which, for some constant n, a truncated affine form is given as

x̂ = x0 +
n

i=1

xiei + xn+1en+1.

The arithmetic operations are given by

c± x̂ = (c± x0) +
n

i=1

xiei + |xn+1|en+1,

x̂± ŷ = (x0 ± y0) +
n

i=1

(xi ± yi)ei + (xn+1 + yn+1)en+1,

c× x̂ = (cx0) +
n

i=1

cxiei + |cxn+1|en+1,

x̂× ŷ = (x0y0) +
n

i=1

(xoyi + y0xi)ei + (|x0yn+1|+ |y0xn+1|+ rad(Â)rad(B̂))en+1.

In practice we noticed that this formulation is far more efficient than pure AA, providing
decent results even when using n = 1 or n = 2. Messine also developed an extension of
AF1 denoted by AF2; for details see [Mes02].

Previous introduced interval-based approaches were all zero- or first-order. Note that
there are also higher-order methods such as the quadratic form (QF) by Messine. [Mes02]
(whose formulation becomes more and more complicated) or Taylor-based arithmetics
(see Gavriliu’s PhD thesis [Gav05]).

4 Discussion on IA-based techniques

After introducing these different interval algebras we might wonder which one should be
used in practice. In this section we aim at providing answers to this question (based on
experiments) and provide pointers to existing IA-like implementations.

In practice we noticed that despite providing less accurate results, IA is much more robust
than AA and, in particular, has better numerical stability. As previously mentioned IA is
especially bad when computing interval products. In this case, simple AA can achieve
double the performance for the same cost. But for all the other operations the difference
is not that important. An interesting approach might be having a hybrid IA/AA technique
which would always use the optimal one. Indeed we often have to make a trade-off in
practice between accuracy and efficiency. In short, IA has a linear convergence—which
is considered slow in most applications—but is robust whereas AA algebras have a better
accuracy at a more important computational cost and less stability than IA.
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There are many IA-like libraries available and the most popular ones are written in C++,
e.g. Filib++ [LTG+06] for interval arithmetic and LibAffa [GCH00] for affine arithmetic.
Those libraries are convenient for experimenting with IA—as one basically needs to re-
place float or double by interval—but they can be slow as carrying a lot of unnec-
essary operations for the desired application; in this case, one might prefer to implement
our own library, e.g. as for the interactive ray tracing algorithm using IA [KHW+07].
If completeness is required there are several references which provide a complete IA,
e.g. [Kul08]. Also, if function derivatives are needed in a particular application, IA can be
combined with automatic differentiation (AD) and thus evaluate the interval function and
its interval derivative at the same time.

5 Successful applications in computer science

IA-based algorithms have been used successfully to address many problems. Here we
review four selected applications which are pattern recognition, computational geometry,
mesh extraction and finally ray tracing.

5.1 Pattern recognition and computational geometry

In computer vision, exploration of arrangements by subdivision methods has been used
for computing globally optimal solutions to geometric matching problems under bounded
error using interval arithmetic as a key ingredient in the algorithm [Bre03].

In computational geometry, e.g. for computing the intersection of curves or surfaces, IA
has been employed for robustly finding those roots. In [dF96] de Figueiredo applies AA
for robustly intersecting parametric surfaces 3(a). He uses a quadtree decomposition of
the domain for the output. He also compares IA and AA in performance 3(b) and comes
to the conclusion that AA is better suited for this particular task.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: [dF96]: (a) Surface intersection using AA. (b) IA (top) versus AA (bottom).
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: (a) [Duf92]: CSG ray tracing using IA. (b) [HB07]: Arrangement of curves using IA.

Other computational geometry examples using interval arithmetic-based recursive subdivi-
sions are CSG operations for implicit surfaces [Duf92] (see Figure 4(a)) and arrangements
of implicit curves [HB07] (see Figure 4(b)). In their paper, Hijazi et al. provide a method
for computing arrangements of implicitly defined curves. The new method for computing
arrangements is an adaptation of methods successfully used for the exploration of large,
higher dimensional, non-algebraic arrangements in computer vision. While broadly simi-
lar to subdivision methods in computational geometry, its design and philosophy are dif-
ferent; for example, it replaces exact computations by subdivision and interval arithmetic
computations and prefers data-independent subdivisions. It can be used (and is usually
used in practice) to compute well-defined approximations of arrangements, but can also
yield exact answers for specific problem classes. For a brief survey on arrangement of
curves see [Hij06].

5.2 Mesh extraction

Lopes et al. [LJdF01] present an algorithm for computing a robust adaptive polygonal
approximation of an implicit curve in the plane. The approximation is adapted to the ge-
ometry of the curve as the length of the edges varies with the curvature of the curve (see
Figure 5). Robustness is achieved by combining interval arithmetic and automatic differ-
entiation.

This work has been extended to robust surface approximation by Paiva et al. [PLLdF06],
leading to a dual marching-cube octree-based algorithm using IA and providing topologi-
cal guarantees (given a certain precision). Figure 6 illustrates this concept: green regions
are topologically guaranteed whereas red regions are uncertain; in this illustration, the pre-
cision is pixel-based.
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Figure 5: [LJdF01]: Bicorn curve approximation using IA.

Figure 6: [PLLdF06]: Linked tori approximation using IA.

Another marching-cube like algorithm relying on IA and providing topological guarantees
was proposed by Varadhan et al. [VKZM06]. A decocube obtained with this technique is
shown in Figure 7(a). On top of interval arithmetic, the method uses a visibility map and
dual contouring for extracting the mesh and compares the results with classical marching
cubes (MC) in Figure 7(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 7: [VKZM06]: (a) Decocube. (b) Marching cubes.
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5.3 Ray tracing

5.3.1 A brief overview

There is a large number of IA-based ray tracers and we only review some of them. The
first ones who introduced IA techniques for ray tracing were Toth [JB86] and Mitchell
[Mit90]. In his survey [Mit91] Mitchell applied Moore’s algorithm (see Figure 8(a)) for
root-finding using IA in the context of ray tracing. Indeed, ray tracing often reduces to a
root-finding problem [Mit91]. This concept is illustrated by Figure 8(b) showing how ray
tracing implicit surfaces reduces to solving a one-dimensional root-finding problem.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: [Mit91]: (a) Moore’s root-finding algorithm. (b) Ray tracing and root-finding.

Since the 90s many other publications appeared in this area. Capriani et al. [CHMS00]
combined interval bisection with various other iterative schemes, including the Interval
Newton method. De Cusatis Junior et al. [dCJdFG99] used affine arithmetic to address the
bound overestimation problem of pure interval arithmetic.

Sanjuan-Estrada et al. [SECG03] compared performance of two hybrid interval methods
with implementations of the Interval Newton and a recursive point-sampling subdivision
method in the POV-Ray framework. Figure 9 shows some results of the so-called MRFro
(Minimal Root Finder reorder) algorithm (see [SECG03]). Heidrich & Seidel [HS98] used
AA for ray tracing procedural displacement shaders.

5.3.2 Recent results

Recently, Gamito & Maddock [GM07] applied reduced affine arithmetic for ray casting
implicit fractal surfaces. Though efficient, the proposed reduced affine arithmetic (RAA)
method only preserves inclusion under specific circumstances and can only be applied to
a certain class of functions. Figure 10 shows a procedural planet modeled using their tech-
nique.
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Figure 9: [SECG03]: Up-left to down-right: sphere, Mitchell, tangle and super-ellipsoid.

Figure 10: [GM07]: Procedural modeling using RAA.

Knoll & Hijazi et al. [KHW+07] applied interval arithmetic for interactive ray tracing of
arbitrary implicit functions. This is the first time robustness and interactivity have been
jointly achieved for ray tracing implicits. Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show selected implicits
ray-traced using Knoll & Hijazi et al.’s technique.

In their paper the authors present an efficient algorithm for interactive ray tracing of arbi-
trary implicit surfaces where IA is used for both robust root computation and guaranteed
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(a) (b)

Figure 11: [KHW+07]: (a) Klein bottle. (b) Barth-sextic implicit.

detection of topological features. In conjunction with ray tracing, this allows for render-
ing literally any programmable implicit function simply from its definition. The proposed
method requires neither special hardware, nor preprocessing or storage of any data struc-
ture. Efficiency is achieved through SIMD optimization of both the interval arithmetic
computation and coherent ray traversal algorithm, delivering interactive results even for
complex implicit functions.

Because they neither pre-compute an explicit representation of the object, nor a physi-
cal acceleration structure in memory, they have great flexibility in rendering dynamically
changing N-dimensional implicits. Figure 12 demonstrates an animated 4D implicit (mor-
phing between a two-sheeted hyperboloid and a torus).

Figure 12: [KHW+07]: Morphing performed “on the fly”.
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6 Conclusion

As we tried to demonstrate in this brief survey, interval-based techniques can be very useful
in computer science, e.g. in computer vision, computational geometry, mesh extraction or
ray-tracing. Ten years ago, the first ray-tracing algorithms using IA as a key ingredient
appeared and took advantage of IA’s inherent robustness and adaptivity by applying it
to concrete problems. Though robust, many of those algorithms suffered from a lack of
speed and thus implying little interest in the graphics community. More recently, with
the increasing computational power of CPUs and GPUs, interval techniques are gaining
attention as being now able to provide both fast and robust algorithms. We hope that the
computer science community, especially in computer graphics and visualization, will from
now on tend to increasingly include IA techniques in their algorithms.
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A Survey of Implicit Surface Rendering Methods, and a
Proposal for a Common Sampling Framework

Aaron Knoll
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Abstract: We consider several applications of implicit surfaces in visualization, and
methods for rendering them. In particular we focus on geometry processing techniques
for mesh extraction; and ray casting methods for direct rendering of implicits. Given
that both methods rely on sampling the implicit function in question, we design a soft-
ware framework that could accomodate both algorithms. We conclude by evaluating
the time complexity and performance of existing systems, and discuss the long-term
potential of both methods for rendering and computational goals.

1 Introduction

An implicit is a multivariate function over an RN domain. In 3-space, it is given by a
function

f : R3 → R

such that, for an isovalue v, the implicit surface, or isosurface, is defined where f(x, y, z) =
v, or

f(x, y, z)− v = 0

This formulation defines a level set, specifically a level surface.

In scientific computing and graphics, implicits are frequently employed as reconstruction
kernels for filtering discrete data. As such, implicits are the lingua franca of data analysis,
at least for data that does not lend itself to an immediate explicit visualization modality.

To render implicits in 3D, one is principally given three choices:

• Extract explicit polygonal (triangle mesh) geometry, and rasterize that trivially on
graphics hardware.

• Re-sample the implicit into some other proxy geometry, such as points or slices of a
volume, and render that proxy geometry.
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• Ray-trace the implicit directly.

This paper will survey methods for rendering implicits. Noting that these rendering sys-
tems share common algorithmic components, we propose a common framework architec-
ture for sampling implicits and comparing performance. Finally, we compare the implicit
sampling performance of several existing systems, and make predictions concerning the
long-term suitability of these various methods to various applications.

2 Applications of Implicits

Implicits are used across scientific disciplines such as mathematics, physics, biology and
engineering. As computer scientists, our goal is to determine which visualizations of
implicits are most meaningful and practical for their specific application. At the core
of this issue lies the question of what the implicit itself is modeling.

Figure 1: Marching cubes (a), compared to ray-traced 13th-order Legendre polynomials approxi-
mating the computed implicits from the FE reference domain (b). From Nelson & Kirby [NK05].

In some scenarios, the implicit function itself models natural or physical phenomena, and
data is computed to approximate it discretely. This is the case for much volume data
in simulation. Theoretically, it is desirable to visualize the same implicit employed in
actual computation, as opposed to some arbitrary interpolant of the resulting data. As
an example, for first-order finite elements, piecewise-linear planar interpolants of a tet
mesh accurately represent the computed implicit surface. For higher-order spectral finite
elements, however, this is not the case, and it is desirable to visualize higher-order implicit
surfaces over the computational domain, or approximations thereof [NK05] (Figure 1).

For structured data, correct visualization is less clear. Finite differences computations ap-
proximate the differential operator and not the solution itself, thus no single implicit is
strictly “correct” in visualizing them. Instead, we choose a convolution filter, the simplest
being a first-order Lagrangian trilinear interpolant. This yields piecewise-smooth isosur-
faces; but as the choice of filter is arbitrary, rendering it correctly is a dubious proposition
(Figure 2). Scanned medical data, such as MRI and reconstructed CT scans, pose a similar
conundrum of which filter is “best”. This has partially been addressed [ML94, MMMY97]
for volume rendering.
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Figure 2: Left to right: a finite-differences CD simulation ray-traced using a piecewise C0 trilinear
interpolant filter, and centrally differenced gradient normals [KHW07]; Advancing front extraction
of structured data using piecewise-C1 Catmull-Rom spline interpolants; and the same technique
using piecewise-C2 B-spline filtering [SS06]. Aesthetics aside, it is questionable which filter, if any,
is “correct”.

In the case of raw point sets, an implicit is used to interpolate data points from a scanner,
allowing us to render a smooth surface. Here, the choice of implicit is secondary compared
to how well it reproduces features (particularly high-curvature regions, and singularities)
on the surface, and how efficient it is to render [CBC+01, OBA+03, AA03].

Figure 3: Piecewise-smooth partition-of-unity implicit reconstruction of raw point data, recon-
structed with high polygonization, coarse polygonization, and sphere traced (e.g. Hart [Har96]).
From Ohtake et al. [OBA+03].

Finally, the implicit function itself can be of interest, for example when rendering su-
perquadrics or blobby objects [Bli82], or graphing arbitrary algebraic [KB89] and even
non-algebraic [Mit90, PLLdF06] expressions.

3 Rendering Implicits

In general, four options exist for rendering implicits in 3-space: direct volume rendering;
extraction and rasterization; ray casting or ray tracing; and point-based rendering. Volume
rendering and point-based methods are proxy methods. In practice these work quite well,
due to efficient mapping on graphics hardware. However, they can vary widely in actual
implementation, depending on desired fidelity and type of data. Partly for this reason we
shall focus primarily on extraction and ray casting, as they represent algorithmic extremes
that are either designed to accurately construct a mesh, or render a view-dependent scene.
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3.1 Volume Rendering

Direct volume rendering, samples the scalar field (usually regularly) and convolves these
samples via a transfer function. When a transfer function is sufficiently sharp, or singular,
at a desired value, volume rendering can approximate a surface. However, volume render-
ing is computationally demanding, and only interactive when implemented efficiently on
graphics hardware. For rendering discrete isosurfaces, a near-singular transfer function is
imperfect, particularly for large, entropic, data. In practice however, volume rendering of
isosurfaces is useful, and worth mentioning as a feasible alternative to methods that ren-
der surfaces directly. An efficient implementation combining GPU volume rendering with
isosurface rendering is given in [HSS+05].

3.2 Mesh Extraction

For rendering implicit surfaces, the most common method is to extract a mesh from the
given data, and rasterize that mesh trivially on Z-buffer graphics hardware. The best-
known method for surface extraction is Marching Cubes (MC), developed independently
by Cleary & Wyvill [WMW86] and Lorensen & Cline [LC87]. The general idea in ex-
traction is to subdivide the scalar field into convex “cell” primitives, and solve where the
isosurface intersects cell boundaries. In conventional marching cubes, cells are voxels
of the volume, and the isosurface is approximated by solving where linear interpolation
yields the desired isovalue along a voxel edge. By considering the values at vertices of the
cell, the algorithm knows which edges will contain a surface; moreover for a trilinear in-
terpolant implicit only 15 different configurations exist for piecewise-linear iso-polygons
within a given voxel. As voxels are C0 at their edges, the resulting mesh is guaranteed to
be continuous. More generally, this method allows a mesh to approximate any implicit, as
solving for arbitrary f(x, y, z) reduces to a 1D problem when any two coordinate axes are
constant.

Mesh Extraction Variants Marching cubes is popular due to its simplicity and ease of
implementation. However, it possesses several limitations. Some MC configurations cause
ambiguities in orientation that must be resolved to preserve continuity, but this has been
addressed [NH91]. Fundamentally, marching cubes is limited in that it samples regularly
over a uniform grid. While this is adequate for small structured volumes, it is ill-suited
for irregular point sets and unstructured data. Fortunately, a similar algorithm, Marching
Tetrahedra (MT), was developed by Doi & Koide [DK91] to operate natively on un-
structured tet meshes, though it can equally be applied to structured data due to the dual
relationship between tetrahedra and voxels. Though MT addresses some sampling issues
of marching cubes with unstructured data, both algorithms generate poor-quality, irregu-
lar meshes, and fail to capture topological features such as singularities. Dual contour-
ing [JLSW02] and dual marching cubes [Nie04, SW04] alleviate these problems, reducing
overall triangle counts, and effectively capturing singularities. However, “thin” features
below a geometric subdivision criteria can still be lost using these techniques, as evident
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from Paiva et al. [PLLdF06], and meshes generating using dual marching cubes still suffer
from irregularity (Figure 4). For generating high-quality triangle meshes, Scheidegger et
al. [SFS05] proposed an advancing front meshing algorithm using a curvature-based guid-
ance field. Schreiner et al. [SS06] extended this method to structured and unstructured
scalar volume fields, and modified the guidance field to minimize both geometric error
and number of required samples.

Figure 4: Left: a robust meshing algorithm employing interval arithmetic and dual marching cubes
fails to determine the correct connectivity of a surface, likely due to insufficiently fine geometric
sampling [PLLdF06]. Right: ray tracing using a similar interval arithmetic technique can also
experience difficulty sampling thin features, but samples in a view-dependent fashion and thus better
recovers features for closer views [KHH+06].

Dynamic Extraction and Visualization For larger data, it becomes necessary to man-
age overall scene complexity, measured in the number of cells or tetrahedra visited by the
extraction algorithm. As long as this is controlled, it is generally trivial to render the result-
ing mesh interactively on graphics hardware. To reduce the visited set of cells, Wilhelms
& Van Gelder [WV92] proposed a min/max hierarchy embedded in a branch-on-need oc-
tree for trivially ignoring empty regions of a volume. Livnat et al. refined the interval
tree concept in creating a span space tree [LSJ96]. Livnat & Hansen [LH98] extended the
min-max octree technique with view-dependent frustum culling using a shearing trans-
formation visibility test. Westermann et al. [WKE99] implemented adaptive marching
cubes on multiresolution octree data. Pesco et al. [PLPS04] proposed an occlusion test
for the implicit itself, further reducing the cost of isosurface extraction at render-time.
With few exceptions these techniques enable interactive rendering of data up 5123. For
larger data, interactive visualization is difficult, and extraction techniques often rely on
topologically-guided simplification [LMM06] into Morse-Smale complexes. Though this
does not render the entire original data set, topological simplification and segmentation is
arguably more useful for data analysis.

3.3 Ray Casting

While extraction methods focus on sampling the full scalar field, ray casting samples the
implicit directly at the intersection point of a viewing ray and the implicit surface. For
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rendering large data, this potentially entails far fewer samples than an adequate extrac-
tion method, and “better” samples in the sense that we sample exactly (and only) the
regions required to fill a 2D uniform grid in screen space. Thus, ray tracing performs
both view frustum and object-occlusion culling automatically. With an efficient accelera-
tion structure, it performs spatial subdivision as well and renders objects in O(logN) time
as opposed to O(N). For large volume data, this is extremely important. In structured
volumes, the number of voxels multiplies eight-fold every time dimensions double; large
data can easily overwhelm an extraction/rasterization method, even one with comprehen-
sive subdivision and occlusion culling algorithms. The main drawback of ray tracing is
that, particularly when not optimized, it can be slow. However, the inherent scalability of
ray tracing, combined with increasing power of multicore CPU’s and flexibility of GPU’s,
suggests the algorithm will increase in feasibility and popularity.

General implicit ray tracing In ray tracing, all primitives are at some level formulated
implicitly, including the plane equation of a triangle. In general, ray tracing solves the
implicit function for a parameter t along each ray. This is accomplished by substitut-
ing Pi = Oi + tDi for i = {X, Y, Z}. Then, f(x, y, z) becomes a one-dimensional
function ft(t), and finally ft(t) = v may be solved for t. Thus, ray tracing implicits
is a root-finding problem; it solves for the first root along a given interval. Simple im-
plicits of second degree and lower can be solved analytically. Blinn’s blobbies [Bli82]
were the first application of ray tracing higher order or rational implicit surfaces. Kalra
& Barr [KB89] devised a general method for ray tracing algebraic surfaces with known
Lipschitz-condition bounds for the gradient and curvature. The key issue with ray trac-
ing arbitrary implicits is that globally convergent numerical methods fail to handle dis-
continuous or non-monotonic functions. One solution is to evaluate intersection by find-
ing and minimizing a signed distance function for the implicit surface, as proposed by
Hart [Har96]. Yet more general is the use of an inclusion algebra such as interval arith-
metic [Mit90] or affine arithmetic [dCJdFG99]. General methods for implicit ray tracing
have historically proven slow, but recent work [KHH+06] using coherent optimizations
suggests that pure interval bisection is surprisingly practical and interactive. However, this
method has not been thoroughly tested on fitting and filtering point and scalar data, and
it should be assumed to be slower than optimized special-case intersection for most third-
degree and lower implicits. Higher-order and rational implicits, however, can be rendered
efficiently using interval ray tracing methods.

Structured data isosurface ray tracing Parker et al. [PSL+98] were the first to ray
trace isosurfaces from structured volumes, employing these piecewise implicit interpolat-
ing patches. Though a small supercomputer was necessary to render them at the time,
the method proved powerful in the size of volume data it could render at full resolu-
tion. The scalability of this method to large data was further demonstrated by DeMarle et
al. [DPH+03] on clusters, rendering the 2048x2048x1920 Richtmyer Meshkov CFD data
set in its entirety using a software distributed shared memory layer. More recently, Knoll
et al. [KWPH06] implemented a lossless octree compression scheme for structured vol-
umes, allowing both volume data and acceleration structure to be compactly represented
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Figure 5: Left: Morse-Smale topological segementation and simplification of large data [LMM06].
Center: 2048x2048x1920 Richtmyer-Meshkov instability field, losslessly compressed from 7.5 GB
to 1.8 GB and rendered at multiple fps on a multicore laptop [KWPH06]. Right: hybrid extrac-
tion and point-based rendering system, rendering the 512x512x1024 visible female dataset interac-
tively [LT04].

in less than 25% the original volume footprint. In conjunction with an efficient ray-octree
traversal algorithm, this enables rendering the Richtmyer Meshkov data on a laptop with
2 GB RAM at multiple frames per second, and interactively on a 16-core workstation.

Unstructured and point-set ray tracing Ray tracing is equally suited to visualizing im-
plicit point-set surfaces using radial basis functions, as demonstrated by Wald et al. [WS05].
Large unstructured data has also recently been investigated [WFKH07]. With coherent
BVH traversal and an optimized ray-isopolygon intersection similar to marching tetrahe-
dra, CPU ray tracing is surprisingly competitive with GPU shader-based extraction tech-
niques [WKME03, BCCS07], even on modest multicore desktop hardware.

3.4 Point-Based Rendering

Though CPU ray tracing tackles large data easily, its overall performance on moderate-size
data is still underwhelming compared to GPU rendering methods. It is worth mentioning
the contributions of point-based rendering methods on the GPU, conceived by Levoy &
Whitted [LW05] and proven for large point-set data by Rusinkiewicz et al.[RL00] with
QSplat. Point-based rendering is spiritually similar to ray tracing in that acceleration
structure traversal and primitive intersection are computed out-of-core on the CPU, but
shading and actual rasterization occur on the GPU. Co et al. [CHJ03] extended the isosur-
face ray tracing technique of Parker et al. to point-based rendering on the GPU. Livnat
& Tricoche [LT04] took this system one step further, implementing a hybrid isosurface
render that combined extraction and point-based methods, and handled reasonably large
data interactively. Zhou et al. [ZG06] develop a system for rendering higher-order finite
element volumes very efficiently, though it requires pre-segmenting data into point sets.
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4 A Unified Framework for Extraction and Ray Tracing

Rasterization and ray tracing ultimately both sample the input data in world space, though
their means of sample generation and processing differ. It would not be difficult to share
a common spatial subdivision and data sampling framework between an extraction and
ray tracing application. At the lower algorithmic level, ray tracing and extraction methods
can vary (between themselves, as well as each other) in actual implementation, largely in
whether they iteratively evaluate or analytically solve roots on the implicit to generate the
sample.

4.1 Framework Overview

The general idea of our framework is to abstract data acquisition, subdivision structure
generation, and implicit expression generation, which are used by multiple common ex-
traction and ray tracing implementations. In short, our pipeline is designed to handle two
common-case ray tracing and extraction systems with varying degrees of generality; and
an unlimited number of fixed-function techniques for ray tracing or rasterization that can
use other components as necessary. We require three inputs from the user: data; an im-
plicit to filter that data; and a sampler (either a ray tracing or extraction method). After
processing these inputs, the system outputs either a mesh or a ray-traced image, as shown
in Figure 6.

4.2 Pairing Ray Tracing and Extraction

In the previous sections 3.2 and 3.3, we have discussed common techniques for extract-
ing and ray tracing implicits. We note that the bounded spectral radius for the minimal
guidance field in advancing front extraction [SS06] is similar to the geometric bounds of
the L-G surfaces in Kalra & Barr [KB89]. Both techniques assume the filter implicit to be
twice differentiable (or at least have constant gradient or curvature) with known bounds on
gradient and curvature (Jacobian and Hessian, respectively). Hence, they could logically
be paired together as techniques for C2 algebraic implicits.

For rendering of arbitrary non-algebraic implicit functions, the interval arithmetic method
proposed by Paiva et al. [PLLdF06] is roughly analagous to ray casting using interval
bisection [Mit90, KHH+06]. Extraction methods using this technique would require a
spatial subdivision structure such as an octree or BVH over which to evaluate intervals,
followed by application of dual marching cubes or a similar algorithm over these regions.

The term “subdivision structure” in Figure 6 is somewhat vague; particularly in the con-
text of rendering functions as in [KHH+06] and [PLLdF06]. Both techniques involve
sampling within the implicit function domain, not merely the data domain. However, in
Paiva et al. [PLLdF06] samples are constructed explicitly from dual marching cubes over
this domain, whereas Knoll et al. [KHH+06] recommend no explicit spatial subdivision,
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Figure 6: Proposed framework for extraction and ray-tracing.

and instead sample the implicit on-the-fly during intersection.

4.3 Fixed-Function Components

We recommend a fixed workflow for certain types of implicits, mostly for comparison
purposes. For example, one could implement standard marching cubes using trilinear
interpolation over voxels, or optimized ray-trilinear patch intersection using the Marmitt et
al. [MFK+04] technique. Fixed functionality need not be absolute throughout the system;
the Marmitt intersector could be used in conjunction with either a BVH or an octree,
for example. Another practical option, used inherently by point-based implicits such as
MPU [OBA+03] and sphere tracing [Har96] would be allowing the user to specify a signed
distance equation as opposed to the implicit formulation itself.

4.4 Expected Quality and Performance

Using this framework, it would be fairly simple to benchmark the number of samples
collected by ray tracing and mesh extraction techniques for similar views. These numbers
would be somewhat unfair unless the rasterization system performed all the appropriate
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culling optimizations [WV92, LSJ96, LH98, WKE99, PLPS04]. However, we can make
some general assumptions about anticipated behavior. Assuming the implicit is an accurate
representation of our data (and more specifically, what we seek to visualize), we expect
the quality of the image or mesh to be dependent on the number of samples, and where
these samples are spent.

With ray casting, samples are created from a camera by ray generation. For visualization
purposes, it is hard to go wrong with this technique, as samples are spent exactly where
the user wishes to see. Even when a sample misses the surface, it is still meaningful (and
usually cheaper to compute). One could argue that this purely view-dependent sampling
strategy is flawed when the projected object feature frequency exceeds the viewing ray
frequency, causing aliasing. However, this could be solved either by supersampling rays or
downsampling the object (via level-of-detail methods) over high object-frequency regions
– both well-known techniques in computer graphics.

In extraction, mesh construction works best when sampling adapts to the curvature of the
surface – specifically when regions of high curvature are allocated more samples. When
the user only requires one mesh as output, it makes sense to generate the best mesh possi-
ble, and employ an adaptive and topologically sensitive method such as advancing front.
For dynamic visualization purposes, however, the quality of the mesh is generally sec-
ondary to the extraction time; naive marching cubes (perhaps with some view-dependent
adaptivity) is likely preferable in this case.

Empirically, existing literature suggests it is more difficult to extract a good mesh than
to ray trace a good image. For example, Schreiner et al. [SS06] report the small 2563

Aneurism data requiring 7 seconds to extract 134K triangles using conventional marching
cubes, and over 5 minutes to extract 462K triangles using advancing front. On a single-
core 2.4 GHz Opteron CPU, using the Marmitt trilinear patch intersection method, Wald
et al. [WFM+05] ray traced an isosurface of this data in over 6 fps at 640x480. Assum-
ing conservatively that only 1/20 of the samples hit the surface, and linear scalability on
on dual-core of an Opteron 2.2 GHz, ray casting processes 112K samples per second,
whereas marching cubes generates 10K samples per second, and advancing front around
720 samples per second. The number of samples per second processed in point-based
GPU methods are easily two orders of magnitude even than ray casting, though point
set data must be precomputed in advance [ZG06]. For higher-resolution data, ray cast-
ing should perform similarly well due to its logarithmic acceleration structure traversal
complexity. Advancing front should fare better compared to marching cubes, due to its
adaptivity. While these comparisons are extremely rough and not completely fair, they are
consistent with the findings of Livnat & Tricoche [LT04], in comparing their point-based
isosurface rendering technique to full extraction. In their hybrid method, they find that
view-dependent extraction works well for moderately near views, but for closeup or far
away views point-based methods are more effective. Overall the suggestion is not that ray
casting or point-based methods are superior to extraction, but that efficient, adequate and
view-dependent sampling is necessary for visualization.
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5 Conclusion

Comparing ray tracing and extraction is an apples-and-oranges affair. The decision on
which to perform should depend purely on the application. When the isosurface is ul-
timately used for modeling, for example with rigid-body mechanical simulations, mesh
extraction is the most appropriate solution. For rendering animated blobby shapes in a
computer game that can be deformed dynamically by in-game physics, extracting a mesh
is all but necessary; for general-purpose rendering, rasterization is unlikely to be replaced
anytime soon, if ever. When mesh generation is acceptable as an offline process, it is de-
sirable to generate the cleanest mesh possible. For this reason, and their topological and
geometric adaptivity, methods such as dual marching cubes and advancing front are more
useful than marching cubes, particularly for larger data. For the same reason of effective
sample use, ray casting and point-based methods are better suited to dynamic visualization
than on-the-fly rasterization and extraction.
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Abstract: We present a survey of different techniques to approximate a color image
using a piecewise linear interpolation induced by a triangulation of the image domain.
We also include a detailed description of a method we designed. We give a short
overview of possible applications and extentions.

1 Introduction

Given a scalar field f : Ω → R over a 2-dimensional domain Ω ⊂ R2, a triangulation
T of the domain Ω can be used to approximate the scalar field by linear interpolation of
the corner values for every triangle t of T . The approximation quality, i.e., the distance
between the approximation and the scalar field, depends on three factors:

• the number of triangles in T

• the vertex positions, i.e., the corners of the triangles

• the connectivity of the vertices, i.e., the vertex combination of the triangles

If T adapts well to features of f , the approximation quality can be high even with a small
number of triangles.

Since we are looking for triangulations that define an approximation that has a high ap-
proximation quality with respect to f , the criterion to decide which triangulation to use
depends on our data, the scalar field f . The result of this search is therefore called a data-
dependent triangulation. Even if the number of triangles and the position of the vertices
is fix, the number of possible triangulations is large, so that an exhaustive search for the
optimal data-dependent triangulation is not possible except for trivial cases.

A subset of all possible triangulations is the set of all Delaunay triangulations. They are
widely used in fields like finite element methods (FEM) because of their min-max-angle
property, i.e., the smallest angle of all angles in the triangulation is as large as possible.
This avoids long, skinny triangles which may lead to numerical instabilities. But for the
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purpose of approximating f , long, slim triangles may be well suited, if f contains high-
gradient regions indicative of feature boundaries (see [Rip92]). Therefore, the restriction
to Delaunay triangulations may prevent the detection of the optimal triangulation.

Computer images are usually defined as discrete scalar fields f : Ω → C, with a domain
Ω = {0, . . . , w−1}×{0, . . . , h−1} as a regular grid of width w and height h, into a color
space C, usually a three dimensional space, e.g., the RGB space. If the approximation is
stored instead of the image f , storage space can be saved. The search for a good data-
dependent triangulation can be used as a data compression method for images.

The rest of this paper provides an overview of algorithms to find good data-dependent
triangulation. It is organized as follows: Section 2 defines some categories of algorithm
types, that will be used later to classify the presented methods. Sections 3 to 5 present
algorithms for the search for data-dependent triangulations. Section 6 presents some ex-
tensions the authors are working on.

2 Algorithm Classification

Finding the best triangulation for approximating an arbitrary scalar field is a non-linear op-
timization problem. An exhaustive search could be done using a backtracking algorithm,
that lists all possible triangulations systematically, calculates the approximation quality,
and finds the optimum. In all non-trivial cases, the search space is too large to enumerate
all triangulations within reasonable time.

Instead, algorithms can be used that iteratively select one triangulation out of a limited
set of candidates. After a number of iterations, a good triangulation that has at least an
approximation quality close to the optimum is found.

One class of algorithms are greedy algorithms. In each iteration, they always select the
candidate that best approximates the scalar field. Every decision that is made is final, and
is never taken back. Because of the non-linearity of the problem, they often converge to a
local optimum, but fail to find the global optimum.

Furthermore algorithms can be divided into deterministic and non-deterministic (stochas-
tic) algorithms. In deterministic algorithms, every decision is based on a unique predicate,
and for the same input the algorithm produces the same result. Stochastic algorithms em-
ploy a (pseudo) random number generator for decisions. Even for the same input, the
result may be different, but the probability of a bad result is very small. Examples for
stochastic algorithms are Monte Carlo methods, genetic algorithms (GA), and simulated
annealing methods (see Sec. 2.1).

2.1 The Principle of Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing is a stochastic, iterative method to solve a global optimization prob-
lem, i.e., finding the global extremum s∗ of a given function f(s) : D → R in a large
search space D.
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Starting with an arbitrary setting s0 ∈ D, slightly modify s0 to get s0 ∈ D. Using
a probability function paccept : R × R × N → [0, 1], s0 is accepted with probability
paccept(f(s0), f(s0), 0), i.e., s1 = s0, otherwise it is rejected, i.e., s1 = s0. Iterating the
process of changing si to si ∈ D and accepting it with probability paccept(f(si), f(si), i)
yields a sequence of settings si which converges to the global extremum s∗ under certain
assumptions on paccept [KCDGV83].

In order to minimize f the probability function paccept should satisfy the following prop-
erties, for a, b, c ∈ f(D):

• A setting that reduces f has a larger probability to be accepted than a setting that
increases f :

c > a > b⇒ paccept(a, b, i) > paccept(a, c, i).

• For the sequence to converge, the probability for accepting settings that increase
f must converge to 0, whereas the probability for accepting settings that reduce f
must not converge to 0:

lim
i→∞

paccept(a, b, i) =
0 for b > a
const ∈]0, 1] for b ≤ a

.

For example, for a greedy method the probability function

paccept(a, b, i) =
0 for b ≥ a
1 for b < a

is used, that accepts new settings only if they improve the result. This method can get
stuck in a local minimum. A better choice for paccept is

paccept(a, b, i) =
exp ((a− b)/τi) for b ≥ a
1 for b < a

, (1)

where τi = τ0τ
i
b is a temperature that starts at an initial value τ0 and decreases exponen-

tially to 0 by a factor τb ∈ [0, 1] in every iteration. Since also settings that increase f
might be accepted, the sequence can escape a local minimum.

The temperatures τ0 and τb define the annealing schedule. Their choice is vital for the
result of the optimization process. If τi decreases too fast, the sequence can get stuck in a
local minimum, if it decreases too slow, the sequence converges to a better local minimum
(and possibly the global minimum), but it requires one to perform more iterations to reach
it. It can be shown that by choosing the right annealing schedule the probability for finding
the global minimum converges to one, but this usually implies a large number of iterations
[KCDGV83].

3 Refinement Algorithms

Refinement algorithms start with a very coarse triangulation with a small number of tri-
angles. Iteratively they insert more vertices and triangles, refining the triangulation. The
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set of candidate triangulations for the next iteration is the set of all triangulations that can
be created from the current triangulation by inserting one vertex at all possible positions.
Since the number of possible positions can be high (or even infinite, if the domain is infi-
nite), heuristics are employed to limit the number of insertion positions.

The greedy refinement algorithm presented in [GH95] inserts vertices into a Delaunay tri-
angulation. Originally they used their algorithm to create high quality approximations of
height fields, but it can easily be generalized to work on arbitrary scalar fields. Starting
with a simple triangulation of the domain, consisting of just two triangles for a rectangular
domain, in every step a new vertex is inserted at the position of the largest distance be-
tween the approximation and the scalar field. So, the set of candidates to select the next
triangulation from consists of only one triangulation. This procedure is repeated until a
specified error condition is met. Although specified for height fields, they also applied their
algorithm to gray-scale images, showing that the approximation looks much better using
their triangulation instead of a triangulation that distributes the same number of vertices
uniformly over the domain.

Furthermore they modified their algorithm, dropping the Delaunay constraint for the tri-
angulation, and using a locally optimal data-dependent triangulation instead, further im-
proving the results.

The approach discussed in [SHB+01] is similar. They are using a Sobolev norm to calcu-
late the distance between the approximation and the original data, which emphasizes the
regions of high curvature. In each iteration, they subdivide the triangle with the largest
error. For this triangle, they detect “significant points” (data sites with high distance to
the triangulation) near the midpoints of the edges and insert these into the triangulation,
subdividing the selected triangle and its neighbors.

Since both approaches are greedy algorithms, they tend to get stuck in local optima. The
approach described in [Ped01] attempts to improve this behavior. It uses Delaunay trian-
gulations, and calculates a first triangulation by adding vertices at the site with largest dis-
tance from the current triangulation, just in the same way as in [GH95]. After falling below
an error threshold, another greedy method is used to remove vertices, until the threshold is
exceeded again. Some iterations of these refinement and decimation procedures are per-
formed. This way, an approximation with less triangles is found, that also meets the error
threshold. Often the iterations quickly fall into a loop, adding exactly those vertices that
were removed in the last step, limiting the improvement of this approach over [GH95]. Its
restriction to Delaunay triangulations is another drawback.

4 Decimation Algorithms

Decimation algorithms start with a very fine triangulation with a lot of triangles, and iter-
atively remove elements from it. The set of candidates to select the next triangulation is
the set of all triangulations that can be created from the current triangulation by removing
one element.

One example of a greedy decimation algorithm are the progressive meshes, described in
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[Hop96]. Although defined for 2-manifolds, in [Hop96] it is also applied to images. Start-
ing with a full triangulation that has a vertex at every pixel position of the image, one
vertex after the other is removed using the edge collapse operation (see Fig. 1). From the
set of triangulations that result from collapsing one of the edges of the current triangula-
tion, the one with the best approximation quality is selected. A priority queue can be used
to optimize this selection process: For every edge ei of the triangulation the change in
approximation quality Δ(ei) is computed and stored. The edge e with the smallest change
(∀i : Δ(e) ≤ Δ(ei)) is collapsed. Δ(ei) has to be recomputed only for those ei that are
incident to a triangle that was changed by the edge collapse operation.

Figure 1: An edge collapse operation. The thick edge is collapsed to the unfilled vertex, the marked
triangles are removed.

One example of the application of this approach to an image is shown in Fig. 4(f), the
numerical results are presented in Table 1.

The inverse operation of the edge collapse is the vertex split. If the information for revers-
ing the edge collapse is stored in a list, a progressive mesh can be defined as a series of
triangulations, each having one vertex more than the previous one. This data structure can
be used to provide a fine-grain set of triangulations with different approximation quality,
and also other methods like selective refinement are possible.

5 Modification Algorithms

The class of modification algorithms starts with an arbitrary initial triangulation, and im-
proves the approximation quality by performing a number of modification operations. The
algorithms differ in the set of modification operations they utilize and the type of decision
finding what operation to perform next.

In [Law77] the theoretical basis for algorithms that use an edge swap as the only modifica-
tion operation was presented. An edge swap operation replaces two triangles (va, vb, vc)
and (vb, vd, vc) that share the edge (vb, vd) and that form a convex quadrilateral with the
triangles (va, vb, vd) and (va, vd, vc) that share the other diagonal (va, vd) of the quadri-
lateral (see Fig. 2). This operation keeps the number and position of the vertices fixed,
and only modifies their connectivity. It is discussed in [Law77], what conditions must be
met to guarantee the validity of the triangulation after performing the edge swap opera-
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tion. Furthermore, the following general algorithm is discussed in detail: From the set of
edges E an edge e ∈ E is selected that fulfills a specified predicate. e is swapped, and this
procedure is repeated until there is no e ∈ E that satisfiesfulfills the predicate. It is shown
in [Law77] that this algorithm always terminates when the predicate is the circumcircle
criterion, and that the final triangulation is the Delaunay triangulation of the sites.

Figure 2: An edge swap. The thick edge is swapped.

In [DLR90] a set of fixed samples (vertices) of a scalar function f : R2 → R is given,
and the triangulation connecting these vertices is sought, so that the piecewise linear ap-
proximation induced by the triangulation fits f best. Different cost functions are defined
that judge the quality of the representation. To find the best triangulation with respect to
the cost function, an arbitrary starting triangulation is improved iteratively: An edge of
the triangulation is chosen randomly, and if swapping that edge (if possible) reduces the
global cost function, it is swapped. This edge is then called “locally optimal.” This pro-
cedure is repeated until every edge in the triangulation is locally optimal. An edge may
be swapped several times, because swapping an edge of an incident triangle can lead to
the edge being not locally optimal any more. The algorithm is guaranteed to stop, because
every swapped edge reduces the cost which has a lower bound of 0, and there is only a
finite set of triangulations. If f is known, choosing the L2 distance between approxima-
tion and f as the cost function achieves results that are superior to cost functions that do
not take f into account and use angles between triangles instead. Since this method is a
greedy method, only making moves that reduce the cost function, it easily falls into a local
minimum of the cost function, where all the edges are locally optimal, but which is not
the global minimum of the cost function. Furthermore, the result depends on the order of
edges that are tested for swapping.

In [Sch93], a simulated annealing approach (see Section 2.1) is used to improve the results
of [DLR90] and to find a lower local (and hopefully the global) minimum of the cost
function.

The methods in [Law77], [DLR90], and [Sch93] all have the number and position of the
vertices fixed. Even better approximations can be found, if also the position of the ver-
tices can be modified during the optimization procedure. In [KH01] a single simulated
annealing approach is used to optimize both the vertex positions and their connectivity at
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the same time. Additionally to the edge swap operation, a vertex move operation is used to
change the position of one vertex of the triangulation (see Fig. 3). For each iteration of the
simulated annealing loop the type of operation (edge swap or local vertex move) is chosen
randomly. The algorithm is applied to scattered data problems, and also to color images.

Figure 3: A local vertex move. The unfilled vertex is moved, the gray edge is swapped to prevent a
degenerate triangle.

The approach of [PK03] specializes on images. It simplifies the modification operations
of [KH01]. Furthermore, it uses the following greedy refinement strategy to start with
a good initial triangulation: Starting with a primitive triangulation of the image domain,
consisting of two triangles, the next site is added within the triangle with the largest ap-
proximation error. The position of the inserted site is the error barycenter of the pixels
of that triangle, i.e., the average of all pixel coordinates weighted by their approximation
error. This process is iterated until the specified number of sites is reached.

Further improvements are implemented by the authors and described in [LUH07]. In that
approach, additionally to the position and connectivity of the vertices, also the number of
triangles in the triangulation is modified. For this, a total approximation error is specified
by the user, and the algorithm adds or removes vertices during the simulated annealing
process to achieve this error as good as possible. So this approach is the first to include
all three factors that have an influence to the approximation quality into the optimization
process. The approximation quality is measured using the CIEL*a*b* color space that
takes the reception of the human eye into account.

Furthermore, we implemented so-called guides, heuristics to improve the convergence of
the simulated annealing, and with this speeding up the calculation significantly. The guides
assign higher probabilities for being selected for edge swap and vertex move to edges /
vertices in regions of high approximation error, because modifications in these regions are
more likely to improve the approximation. The selection guides assign higher probabilities
to be selected to edges for edge swap operation and to vertices for vertex move operations,
respectively. The placement guides assign probabilities to the destination position for
vertex move operations. Experiments show that the number of iterations can be reduced
by a factor of 8.

We also defined a file format for storing the information necessary to reconstruct the ap-
proximation, and compared the compression ratio of this method with the well-known
image compression standards JPEG and JPEG2000. We showed that the image compres-
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sion method using a data-dependent triangulation can compete with these standards for a
large variety of color images. Fig. 4 shows the results of image compression using dif-
ferent data-dependent triangulations (Figs. 4(b), 4(c) and 4(f)), with JPEG (Fig. 4(d)), and
with JPEG2000 (Fig. 4(e)). All compressed images have a file size of ∼ 5 750 bytes.

Table 1 shows some numerical results of the comparison for the images in Fig. 4. The
approximation error is measured as the RMSE error of the approximation, measured in the
CIEL*a*b* color space. Only for comparison of our method to the method of [PK03] we
measured the error in the RGB color space that was employed in the original paper. The
method of [LUH07] has the best approximation quality of the five methods. Especially
JPEG compression gives poor results for this high compression ratio of 1:140 (0.18 bits
per pixel).

(a) Lena image. (b) Method of [LUH07]. (c) Method of [PK03].

(d) JPEG. (e) JPEG2000. (f) Progressive Meshes [Hop96].

Figure 4: Original image (∼770 kB) (a), and approximations (∼5 750 bytes) using Simulated An-
nealing [LUH07] (b), Simulated Annealing [PK03] (c), JPEG (d), JPEG2000 (e), and Progressive
Meshes [Hop96] (f), (courtesy USC SIPI)
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Sim. Anneal. Sim. Anneal. Prog. Meshes JPEG JPEG
[PK03] [LUH07] [Hop96] 2000

Colormodel RGB RGB Lab Lab Lab Lab
RMSE 17.26 16.45 6.00 6.16 10.38 6.81

Table 1: Numerical results of approximation error (Root Mean Square Error, RMSE) for different
algorithms for data-dependent triangulations, and for JPEG and JPEG2000 compression.

6 Work in Progress

The authors are currently working on extending the concept introduced in [LUH07] to
video clips and video streams. They apply the image approximation technique to the
frames of a video clip, and gain a speed-up by using the data-dependent triangulation of
one frame as initial triangulation for the next one.

Furthermore, they extend the concept of [LUH07] to tetrahedrizations for approximating
a scalar field defined over a 3-dimensional domain. This could be applied to a video clip
or stream, where two dimensions are the x- and y-coordinates of the image, and the third
dimension is time, i.e., the frame index.
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Colorplates

A Framework for Visualizing Multivariate Geodata
A. Middel (p. 13)

Figure 5: System Architecture
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Comparative Tensor Visualisation
within the Framework of Consistent Time-Stepping Schemes
R. Mohr, T. Bobach, Y. Hijazi, G. Reis, P. Steinmann, H. Hagen (p. 36)

Figure 6: Level-of-detail visualisation, showing more qualitative facts at a large scale while depicting
the concrete deformation on a per-tensor basis after an appropriate zoom. The pixel clutter visible in
the angle of the ‘L’ is actually a swept ellipse similar to the one depicted in the second top row, yet
very big and very thin.
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Figure 7: A collection of all presented visualisation tools applied to the same data set and time step.
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A Framework for the Visualization of Brain Structures
S. Thelen, T. Bierz, B. Müller, H. Hagen, A. Ebert, E. Friauf, J. Meyer (p. 54)

(a) Example of a color-mapped scene

(b) The framework’s dialog for specifying a transfer function.
Three disjoint sets of grayscale values can be defined over
which RGB-colors are interpolated linearly.
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GPU Accelerated Gesture Detection for Real Time Interaction
T. Bierz, A. Ebert, J. Meyer (p. 64)

(c) Captured Image of pointing gesture (d) Captured Image of a grabbing gesture

Figure 8: Opening of a binary image

Figure 9: Original image and detected contours
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Deriving Global Material Properties of a Microscopically Heterogeneous Medium –
Computational Homogenisation and Opportunities in Visualisation
C. B. Hirschberger, S. Ricker, P. Steinmann, N. Sukumar (p. 76)

(a) (b)

Figure 10: (a) Macro boundary value problem discretised with four elements with four integration
points per element. (b) Comparison of macro load displacement curves for different RVE boundary
conditions.

Figure 11: Deformed specimen with circular hole under longitudinal tension and deformed RVEs
with logitudinal normal stress component σ̄22 and σ22, respectively.
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Towards completeness, a multiscale approach of confined particulate systems.
H. A. Meier, P. Steinmann, E. Kuhl (p. 103)

Figure 12: rves and their corresponding contact normal density functions. Black colored functions
relate to an angle of influence equal to 10◦, while blue and red colored functions correspond to
an angle of influence equal to 20◦ and 30◦, respectively. First set: Five rves, containing each 70
primary particles. Second set: Five rves, containing 350 primary particles. Third set: Five rves
containing 700 primary particles.
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Figure 13: Final, deformed slope. The macroscopic von Mises stress is plotted. Initial localization
is visible. Four deformed rves containing their contact networks are depicted. The tickness of
the branches corresponds to the magnitude of the contact forces. The scaling factors for the branch
thickness as well as for the deformation are equal for all four particle plots.
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PointCloudXplore 2: Visual Exploration of 3D Gene Expression
O. Rübel, G.H. Weber, M.-Y. Huang, E.W. Bethel , S.V.E. Keränen, C.C. Fowlkes,
C.L. Luengo Hendriks, A. H. DePace, L. Simirenko, M.B. Eisen, M.D. Biggin, H. Hagen,
J. Malik, D. W. Knowles, B. Hamann (p. 125)

Figure 3: 2D Parallel coordinate view showing the
expression of six selected genes in all blastoderm
cells of the embryo.

Figure 6: By drawing an axes aligned box in
a scatter-plot one can select cells with respect
to the expression of up to three genes.

Figure 4: 3D Parallel coordinates are a direct extension to regular parallel coordinates and combine
the principle of 2D-scatter-plots and 2D-parallel coordinates.

Figure 9: Combining cell selectors defining the patterns of gt, hb, and Kr using logical operators.
The selection result is then compared with a cell selector that selects all cells expressing eve at
medium to high levels by defining the overlay of both selections.
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Geomodeling and Geovisualizations in Urban Planning und Real Estate Industry:
The Example of Office Market Research
C. v. Malottki (p. 138)

Figure 10: Methodology: The geographic influence factors are raised by influence zones around
each building in the sample.

Figure 11: Forecasting price levels for all office buildings in Stuttgart (green = low price level, blue
= high price level)

2007 2010 2015 20202007 2010 2015 2020

Figure 12: Exemplary simulation results for a leaving scenario. The colors indicate the vacancy rates
of the buildings.
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